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Ivy Press specialises in producing 
books that take innovative 
approaches to the subjects that 
you want to read about. The books 
are written by experts in their fields 
and designed to the very highest 
standards. Ivy Press produces titles 
that will inspire you, books that 
will show you how to make things, 
books that will make your mouth 
water, books that will inform you, 
books that will expand your mind, 
and books that will stimulate you, 
however much you already know. Its 
bestselling non-fiction list includes 
titles on natural history, general 
reference, popular science, art, 
craft, design and the internationally 
acclaimed 30-Second series 
which has been translated into 30 
languages.

Leaping Hare Press creates beautiful 
books that inspire readers to 
translate ethical, environmental and 
spiritual values into practical and 
meaningful life choices. Leaping 
Hare Press proudly presents exciting, 
empowering subjects from expert, 
heart-driven authors.

White Lion Publishing. Our goal 
is to help readers understand 
and enjoy the world around them 
through expert writing, visually 
striking design and innovative 
formats. Whether your passion lies 
in cookery & lifestyle, MBS, self-care, 
travel, issues & activism or popular 
culture, White Lion Publishing has 
a beautiful book that will inspire, 
engage and entertain.

Aurum is a narrative non-fiction 
list showcasing great writing and 
compelling storytelling with a range 
of titles from memoir to polemic, 
food, feminism, history, nature and 
travel writing.

Frances Lincoln was founded in 
1977 and publishes books on art 
and culture, gardening, London, and 
walking and the outdoors. We also 
have a well-established stationery 
list, in particular our bestselling line 
of products created with the Royal 
Horticultural Society. We produce 
beautifully crafted, premium quality 
books that will be a source of 
information and pleasure for many 
years.

The Quarto Group UKThe Quarto Group UK



Welcome to Aurum, Quarto’s narrative non-fi ction sub list by 
imprint, home to great writing and compelling storytelling. 
We publish a highly curated list of eight to ten new titles a year, 
from memoir to polemic, food, feminism, nature and travel 
writing. Our books win prizes. They’re discussed by reading 
groups, recommended to friends and read on holiday. We publish 
in print, eBook and audiobook and create innovative new paper-
back editions from across Quarto’s imprints. 
New to the list are Dr Peter Hughes with A History of Love and 
Hate in 21 Statues, cave-diver John Volanthen with Thirteen 
Lessons that Saved Thirteen Lives and Erin French’s rollercoaster 
food memoir Finding Freedom in the Lost Kitchen. These titles 
join backlist gems including the acclaimed memoir Feet in the 
Clouds by Richard Askwith, Sinclair McKay’s bestselling The 
Secret Life of Bletchley Park and our annual series of Unpub-
lished Letters to the Telegraph.
Aurum’s mission is to discover and nurture new writing talent, 
publish with passion and panache and reach the widest possible 
readership for our books.
Follow our latest news on Twitter: @Aurumpress.
With best wishes,

Katie Bond
Publisher, Aurum

EPIC EXPEDITIONS, PAGE 9
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WAKE ME UP WHEN IT’S ALL OVER…
UNPUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE TELEGRAPH

Edited by Kate Moore

In a surreal and unprecedented year 
in which even the most seasoned 
commentators have struggled 
to make sense of life in a global 
pandemic, letter writers to the Daily 
Telegraph have once again provided 
their refreshing and witty take on 
events.
Now in its thirteenth year, this new 
edition of the best-selling series is 
a review of the year made up of the 
wry and astute observations of the 
unpublished Telegraph letter writers.

Readers of the Telegraph Letters 
Page will be fondly aware of the 
eclectic combination of learned 
wisdom, wistful nostalgia and 
robust good sense of humour that 
characterise its correspondence – 
whether it’s suggesting the sci-fi  
Vulcan salute as an alternative to 
the now-discouraged handshake, 

or a parable of political dysfunction 
drawn from shopping in Ikea. 

From Brexit to Covid, Trump to 
Biden, lockdown to vaccination and 
parish council Jackie Weaver to 
Texas Cat lawyer Rod Ponton, no one 
escapes their hilariously whimsical 
and sometimes risqué musings. With 
an agenda as enticing as ever, the 
thirteenth book in the bestselling 
Unpublished Letters series will prove, 
once again, that the Telegraph’s 
readers still have a shrewd sense of 
what really matters.

For the fi rst time this title will also 
be available simultaneously as an 
audiobook.

OCTOBER 2021
978-0-7112-6891-3
£9.99 | $14.99 US | $19.99 CAN
196pp | 178 x 111mm | HB
Rights: World
Humour

AURUMAURUM

A HISTORY OF LOVE AND HATE IN 21 STATUES
Peter Hughes

A history of the world, told through 
the creation and destruction of 21 
statues.
Building and destroying statues is a 
constant throughout human history. 
From Ancient Egypt’s Hatshepsut 
to the toppling of Saddam Hussein 
in Iraq, Peter Hughes unpicks the 
past, illuminates the present and 
looks to the future through these 
controversial symbols of our identity. 
Statues embody stories of religions 
and deities, leaders rising or being 
deposed, and celebrate artists, 
philosophers and explorers. It is a 
fascinating alternative look at world 
history.

• The toppling of Edward Colston’s 
statue in the Black Lives Matter 
protests show how statues can tell 
our stories.

• This history spans every continent, 
religion and era. 

• An enthralling new approach, 
combining history and psychology. 

• A new £300,000 statue of 
Margaret Thatcher in Grantham 
this year is guaranteed to generate 
headlines.

Philosopher and psychologist DR. PETER HUGHES has studied extremes of 
human behaviour and contributed to more than 40 broadcast programmes, 
including documentaries on Amy Winehouse, John Lennon, Whitney Houston 
and Harvey Weinstein.

AUGUST 2021
9780711266124
£20.00| $22.95 US | $26.95 CAN
256pp | 156 x 234mm | HB
Black & white chapter opener 
illustrations of each of the 21 statues
Rights: World English
World History
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MURDER AT NO. 4 EUSTON SQUARE
THE MYSTERY OF THE LADY IN THE CELLAR

Sinclair McKay

Scandalous, shocking, deadly – who killed 
Matilda Hacker?
On 8th May 1879, Matilda Hacker’s corpse 
was uncovered by chance at Number 4, 
Euston Square. The murder investigation 
grabbed the public’s imagination, but 
bestselling author Sinclair McKay also 
explores the dark underbelly of Victorian 
Society through the prime suspects, 
landlord Severin Bastendor! and his 
housemaid mistress. The murder trial’s 
twists and turns, potential suspects and 
the publication of possibly the first ‘kiss 
and tell’ story create a thrilling drama.

JULY 2021
9780711255838
£9.99 | $15.00 US | $20.00 CAN
320pp | 129 x 198mm | Trade PB
Rights: World
Historical True Crime

EPIC EXPEDITIONS
25 GREAT EXPLORATIONS INTO THE UNKNOWN

Ed Sta!ord

Astonishing stories of life at the extremes.
Conquering adversity, mountains, seas and 
jungles, explorer and survival expert Ed 
Sta!ord reveals how the great explorers 
took on 25 epic expeditions. How did they 
survive mentally and physically? What 
equipment did they transport into these 
unknown territories? Sta!ord shows how 
the smallest things can determine an 
expedition’s success or failure – and mean 
the di!erence between life and death.

‘A fascinating and unique look at these 
celebrated expeditions’ – Sir Ranulph 
Fiennes

AUGUST 2021
9780711259645
£8.99 | $15.00 US | $20.00 CAN
262 pp | 198 x 129mm | PB
Rights: World
Travel & Adventure

ETTA LEMON
THE WOMAN WHO SAVED THE BIRDS

Tessa Boase

Discover the extraordinary!story of Etta 
Lemon, the pioneering conservationist 
who saved the birds.
A heroine for our times, Etta Lemon 
campaigned for fifty years against 
the worldwide slaughter of birds for 
extravagantly feathered hats. Her legacy 
is the RSPB, grown from an all-female 
pressure group of 1889 with the splendidly 
simple pledge: Wear No Feathers. This 
gripping narrative explores two formidable 
heroines – Etta Lemon and Emmeline 
Pankhurst – and their rival, overlapping 
campaigns. It restores Etta Lemon to her 
rightful place in history – the extraordinary 
woman who saved the birds.

JUNE 2021
9780711263383
£9.99 | $16.00 US | $22.00 CAN
320pp | 198 x 129mm TPB
Rights: World
Biography & Autobiography/
Historical

ATLAS OF IMPROBABLE PLACES
A JOURNEY TO THE WORLD’S MOST UNUSUAL 
CORNERS

Travis Elborough

View the modern world from surprising 
new vantage points. 
Go in search of the obscure, bizarre, 
and beautiful, from a church tower, 
miraculously standing as the sole survivor 
of a town sunk by lava, to Beijing and 
Berlin’s underground realms. The stories 
of hidden lairs, forgotten cities and 
improbable wonders, accompanied by 
maps and stunning photography, create 
a fascinating voyage to the world’s most 
incredible destinations.

JULY 2021 
9780711264014
£9.99
208pp | 129 x 198mm | PB
Integrated black and white  
images within the text
Rights: World 
Travel/Maps & Road Atlases  
(see also Reference/Atlases, 
Gazetteers & Maps) 
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THIRTEEN LESSONS THAT SAVED THIRTEEN LIVES
THAI CAVE RESCUE

John Volanthen

The inside story of British cave-diver 
John Volanthen’s daring, heroic Thai 
cave rescue – and the lessons we 
can all learn.
It was the story that captured the 
world’s attention: saving the Wild 
Boars soccer team from a fl ooded, 
sunken cave.

John Volanthen risked his life to 
save the boys and their coach. A 
nail-biting account of the incredible 
rescue, each chapter tells part of 
the story, together with a life lesson 
applicable to our own everyday 
challenges.

• John’s story is hitting the big 
screen, with a National Geographic 
documentary (by Free Solo’s 
directors) and a Hollywood 
blockbuster, Thirteen Lives, from 
director Ron Howard. 

• Co-author Matt Allen has worked 
on Sunday Times bestsellers Battle 
Scars (Jason Fox) and My Life in 
the Death Zone (Nimsdai Purja).

• Heroism and triumph against 
the odds tales grab attention – 
Touching the Void has sold over 
270,000 UK copies; Free Solo 
grossed $28.6 million at the box 
o"  ce.

JOHN VOLANTHEN began caving with the scouts aged 14 and is now a world 
record-holding cave diver who has been at the forefront of underground 
rescue and exploration for over 20 years. John’s awards include the British and 
Commonwealth George Medal, and the National Geographic Adventurer of the Year.

JUNE 2021
9780711266094
£20.00 | $26.00 US | $35.00 CAN
256pp | 156 x 234mm | HB
Rights: World English
Biography & Autobiography/Personal 
Memoirs

© JASON BROWN, WWW.BARDOPHOTOGRAPHIC.COM

SPRING HIGHLIGHTSSPRING HIGHLIGHTS
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REWILD
THE ART OF RETURNING TO NATURE

Nick Baker

A beautiful and 
important!exploration 
of the art of returning to 
nature, mixing memoir 
with practical advice.

APRIL 2021
9780711255821
£9.99 | $15.00 US | $20.00 CAN
304pp | 198 x 129mm | TPB
Rights: World
Nature/Animals/Wildlife

DEAR FRIEND AND GARDENER
LETTERS ON LIFE AND GARDENING

Christopher Lloyd and Beth Chatto

A lively exchange 
of letters between 
Christopher Lloyd and 
Beth Chatto, two long-
established friends and 
distinguished gardeners.

MARCH 2021
9780711255807
£9.99 | $16.00 US | $19.99 CAN
304pp | 198 x 129mm | TPB
Rights: World
Gardening/Essays &  
Narratives

MODERN WOMEN
52 PIONEERS

Kira Cochrane

Modern Women is 
a celebration of 52 
influential and inspiring 
women who have changed 
the world through their 
lives, work and actions.

FEBRUARY 2021
9780711255159
£9.99 | $14.99 US | $18.99 CAN
304pp | 198 x 129mm | TPB
Rights: World
Biography & Autobiography/
Women

THE COMEBACK QUOTIENT
MASTERING MENTAL FITNESS FOR SPORT AND LIFE

Matt Fitzgerald

Sports journalist 
Matt!Fitzgerald shares 
the stories of top athletic 
comebacks, to give you 
inspiration and tools for 
your own comeback.

JANUARY 2021
9780711262614
£12.99 | $14.99 US
304pp | 215 x 135mm | TPB
Rights: World exc North 
America
Sports & Recreation/General

AURUMAURUM

FINDING FREEDOM IN  
THE LOST KITCHEN
Erin French

A MUDLARK’S TREASURES
LONDON IN FRAGMENTS

Ted Sandling

Erin French’s life-a"rming memoir about 
survival, renewal and the pleasure of 
bringing joy through food.
In her story of multiple rock-bottoms, 
from medical student to pregnant teen, 
survival as a jobless single mother, 
heartbreak and addiction, Erin French 
reveals how she rebuilt her personal 
and culinary life around the solace of 
food. It was a source of comfort, a way 
of creating community and making 
something of herself, despite seemingly 
impossible odds. 

Against the backdrop of rural Maine’s 
intense, bountiful seasons, Erin shows 
the passion and courage behind The Lost 
Kitchen’s fairytale success.

Mudlarking enthusiast Ted Sandling takes 
us on a riveting journey along the Thames 
foreshore and back into the past. 
Searching the Thames foreshore for items 
of value has a long tradition in London. In 
the late 18th and 19th centuries, mudlarks 
were small boys grubbing a living from 
scrap. Modern-day mudlark Ted Sandling 
shares his passion for unearthing relics of 
the past from the banks of the Thames and 
describes his fifty most evocative finds. 
From Roman tiles to elegant Georgian 
pottery, these objects create a mosaic of 
everyday London life through the centuries. 
This book celebrates the beauty of small 
things, and the intangible connection that 
found objects give us to the past.

MAY 2021
9780711265332
£14.99
304pp | 216 x 234mm | HB
Rights: World exc North America
Biography & Autobiography/
Culinary

MAY 2021
9780711263628
£9.99 | £16.00 US | $22.00 CAN
208pp | 198 x 129mm | PB
Rights: World
Archaeology/History/London



LOVE PATTERN AND COLOUR, PAGE 24

Frances Lincoln was founded in 1977 and publishes beautifully 
crafted, premium quality books that will be sources of informa-
tion and pleasure for many years. We have a highly regarded, 
long established list on gardening that includes a host of well-
known names and we are also the publisher of the much loved 
walking guides by Alfred Wainwright. Other areas of focus 
include books on the history of Britain and London and an ever 
growing list of innovative titles on art and culture.
In the list for Autumn we are excited to publish the final part 
of Martin Bailey’s trilogy on the life of Van Gogh, covering the 
last few months of his life. There is also a striking new series on 
the most disruptive periods in culture: Artquake and Filmquake. 
Another series launching this season focuses on fashion icons, 
starting with two of its most brilliant names, Coco Chanel and 
Alexander McQueen. Our Perfume Companion will guide you 
through the 500 best scents you can buy. Elsewhere London 
Explored will take you on a journey to the hidden gems of London 
through stunning photography, while a major book on the history 
of the museum reminds us all of what we’ve been missing during 
these months of lockdown. Finally, among many other outstanding 
new titles, we have a beautifully illustrated anthology of uplifting 
poems to help us through these di"cult times.
We hope there will something here for everyone to enjoy.

Philip Cooper
Publisher, Frances Lincoln
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THE MUSEUM
THE HISTORY AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE WORLD’S MOST ICONIC CULTURAL SPACES

Owen Hopkins

Exploring the history and 
architecture of our treasured 
cultural spaces.
Discover how museums evolved from 
private collections to our cities’ most 
venerated landmarks.

Taking in visionary curators, 
benevolent nobles, obsessive 
collectors, millionaire benefactors, 
leading architects and history’s most 
prized antiquities and artworks, The 
Museum chronicles the development 
of the cultural institution into today’s 
global phenomenon and cherished 
cornerstone of society. Curator and 
architectural historian Owen Hopkins 
reveals the genesis of key institutions 

including the British Museum, the 
Louvre, the Tate, the Smithsonian 
Institute, the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, and the Hermitage.

• One of the first books to explore 
how museums have been devised, 
designed and curated. 

• A unique celebration of the 
world’s landmark collections and 
buildings.

• The BBC’s Secrets of the Museum, 
about the V&A, returns for a 
second series this spring.

OWEN HOPKINS is an architectural historian and a senior curator at London’s 
Sir John Soane’s Museum, having previously worked as architecture programme 
curator for the RA. Based in London, he is a guest critic at architecture schools 
and has lectured at Yale School of Architecture and the University of Oxford.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711254565
£40.00 | $60.00 US | $79.95 CAN
320pp | 248 x 305mm | HB
250 illustrations
Rights: World
Travel/Museums, Tours, Points of 
Interest

Also available:
London’s Museums and Galleries
9780711257528 | £9.99 | PB
British Embassies
9780711238602 | £40.00 | HB
Great Houses of London
9780711237223 | £45.00 | HB
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ARTISTIC CIRCLES
THE INSPIRING CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE 
WORLD’S GREATEST ARTISTS

Susie Hodge

What links the world’s greatest artists?
Whether through teaching, as with Paul 
Klee and Anni Albers; a mutual muse, as 
seen in the fl owers of Georgia O’Kee! e 
and Takashi Murakami; or a romantic 
coupling like that of Lee Krasner and 
Jackson Pollock, many great artists are 
linked. Some are well known, other span 
time and place, linking art’s pioneers in 
unexpected ways. This collection of 84 
illustrated portraits reveal the art world’s 
most fascinating connections.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711255869
£12.99 | $16.00 US | $19.99 CAN
192pp | 140 x 200mm | HB
Rights: World
Art/History/General

The bestselling story of the world’s most 
famous gra"  ti artist.
Never far from the headlines, the 
appearance of a new Banksy is national 
news, and fans queue for hours to see 
his exhibitions. Will Ellsworth-Jones 
pieces together his world, unpicking its 
contradictions to reveal ‘the man behind 
the wall’.

‘A fascinating portrait that elicits 
admiration for a man who, despite his 
increasingly unconvincing e! orts to retain 
some shred of his vandal status, has had 
an undeniable impact on art’ The Times

BANKSY: THE MAN BEHIND THE WALL
REVISED AND ILLUSTRATED EDITION

Will Ellsworth-Jones

OCTOBER 2021
9780711264328
£22.00 | $30.00 US | $36.00 CAN
272pp | 165 x 233mm | HB
100 illustrations
Rights: World
Art/Gra"  ti & Street Art 

THE SECRETS OF ART
UNCOVERING THE MYSTERIES AND MESSAGES OF GREAT WORKS OF ART

Debra N. Manco! 

Take another look at your favourite 
artworks…
Discover secrets, hidden meanings 
and forgotten stories as author, 
historian  and art detective Debra 
N. Manco!  takes us on a fascinating 
journey through the art world, 
where artworks aren’t always what 
they seem. 

Secret symbols used by da Vinci, 
Vermeer and Caravaggio are 
revealed, hidden layers of meaning 
in Van Gogh, Picasso and Dali’s 
paintings are uncovered, and eye 
opening insights into the work of 
Frida Kahlo and Marina Abramovic 
put forward.

• Fully based in fact, but as 
fascinating as fi ction, this will 
appeal to fans of Secrets of the 
Museum, The Art Mysteries, Fake 
or Fortune and The Art Detectives.

•  Intriguing stories of paintings 
hidden beneath paintings, optical 
illusions, symbols and censorship.

•  A book full of surprises, 
discoveries, forgotten treasures 
and losttales.

DEBRA N. MANCOFF is an art historian and the author of more than 20 
books on European and American art and culture. She lectures regularly at 
many of the major museums in the United States and Great Britain.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711248748
£22.00 | $30.00 US | $40.00 CAN
240pp | 190 x 246mm | HB
150 colour illustrations
Rights: World
Art/History/General
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STUDIO OF THE SOUTH
VAN GOGH IN PROVENCE

Martin Bailey

Van Gogh’s life in Arles and the Yellow 
House.
The fascinating story of Van Gogh’s time 
in the south of France, when his artistic 
powers were at their height and where he 
was inspired to create some of his most 
famous works. Based on extensive original 
research, the book reveals discoveries that 
throw new light on the legendary artist. 
This defi nitive account of Van Gogh’s 
fi fteen months in Provence includes his 
time at the Yellow House, his collaboration 
with Gauguin and its tragic and shocking 
ending.

JULY 2021
9780711268180
£18.99 | $25.00 US | $29.99 CAN
224pp | 192 x 245mm | Trade PB
120 colour illustrations
Rights: World
Art/Individual Artists/
Monographs

VAN GOGH’S FINALE
AUVERS AND THE ARTIST’S RISE TO FAME

Martin Bailey

From death in obscurity to worldwide 
renown.
A captivating and defi nitive account of 
the fi nal days of Van Gogh’s life and the 
incredible story of what followed. From 
the eventful days following his departure 
from the asylum, until his death, Van 
Gogh completed 70 paintings in 70 days. 
Martin Bailey reveals little-known stories 
and uncovers overlooked accounts 
surrounding the artist’s death, before 
tracing the story of how Van Gogh rose 
from relative obscurity to international 
renown.

AUGUST 2021
9780711257009
£25.00 | $40.00 US | $50.00 CAN
240pp | 192 x 245mm | HB
Colour throughout
Rights: World
Art/Individual Artists/General

ARTQUAKE
THE MOST DISRUPTIVE WORKS IN MODERN ART

Susie Hodge
9780711254763

What happens when artists take tradition 
and rip it up? 
ArtQuake showcases 50 pivotal works that 
shook the world, telling the fascinating 
stories behind their creation, reception and 
legacy. From fascination and intrigue to 
scorn and repulsion, these works defi ned 
twentieth-century art. Meet huge egos, 
uncompromising feminists, gifted recluses, 
activists, satirists and more.

A behind-the-scenes look at the most disruptive cultural moments 
from the twentieth century to today. 

CULTURE QUAKE

FILMQUAKE
THE MOST DISRUPTIVE FILMS IN CINEMA

Ian Haydn Smith
9780711259713

Movies that challenged the status quo and 
made shockwaves we are still feeling today.
Discover 50 fi lms that dared to be di! erent, 
risked reputations and helped defi ne what 
cinema means today. Celebrating novelty, 
technology and innovation – and exploring 
headline-generating industry issues including #MeToo and Black Lives Matter 
– FilmQuake tells the stories of cinema’s most ground-breaking fi lms.

SEPTEMBER 2021
£12.99 | $16.99 US | $22.99 CAN
208pp | 150 x 201mm | Flexi-Bind | 75 illustrations
Rights: World
Performing Arts/Film/General | Art/History/
Modern (late 19th Century to 1945)
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WHAT COCO CHANEL CAN TEACH 
YOU ABOUT FASHION
Caroline Young
9780711259096

How does Chanel’s attitude manifest in her 
work?
Chanel’s ethos captured the imagination 
of post-war women, changing what we 
wore forever. But how did her work reflect 
her no-holds-barred attitude? Thirty-six 
lessons show how her thinking manifested 
itself. From popularising cheap jersey fabric 
to her love of the celestial, Chanel o! ers 
inspiration for your life, creativity and style.

ICONS WITH ATTITUDE

WHAT ALEXANDER MCQUEEN 
CAN TEACH YOU ABOUT FASHION
Ana Finel Honigman
9780711259065

What does it mean to be McQueen?
Discover the life, work and legacy of 
fashion’s enigmatic ‘bad boy’, Alexander 
McQueen. From making bin-bag dresses 
because he was broke, to his obsession 
with memento mori – this stylish 
biography concentrates on his artistic spirit, influences and attitude by 
breaking down his life and work into thirty-six key lessons.

AUGUST 2021
£12.99 | $16.99 US | $22.99 CAN
144pp | 151 x 189mm | HB
100 illustrations
Rights: World
Biography & Autobiography/Fashion

Learn about fashion through the lives of the industry’s most creative 
icons and celebrated names.
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Also available:
Love Colour
9781782405788 | £25.00 | HB

LOVE PATTERN AND COLOUR
CHOOSING PATTERNS TO LIVE WITH

Charlotte Abrahams

The essential guide to using pattern 
in your home with confi dence and 
panache.
Full-on fl orals? Minimalist stripes? 
Geometrics? Design expert 
Charlotte Abrahams breaks down 
the world of pattern into themes, 
such as botanicals, abstracts, 
geometrics and textures, then 
shows how to use them in di! erent 
ways, from walls to furniture and 
fl oors. Illustrated with photographs 
of real homes to provide inspiration, 
you’ll acquire all the know-how 
to use pattern with confi dence 
throughout your living space.

• Most people fi nd pattern daunting 
when it comes to decorating – this 
is the perfect guide.

• Follows on from the highly 
successful Love Colour.

• A wealth of photos of real homes 
showcase inspiring ideas.

CHARLOTTE ABRAHAMS is a writer and curator specialising in design and 
the applied arts. She has written for the FT, Guardian Weekend, CRAFTS, 
Stella Magazine, Homes & Antiques and Design Anthology UK.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711257481
£25.00 | $35.00 US | $46.00 CAN
256pp | 197 x 229mm | HB
400 illustrations
Rights: World
Design/Graphic Arts/Illustration

25FRANCES LINCOLN
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BRIGHT POEMS FOR DARK DAYS
AN ANTHOLOGY FOR HOPEFULNESS

Julie Sutherland. Illustrated by Carolyn Gavin

Poems to give you comfort, inspiration 
and hope, with beautiful original 
illustrations.
In di"  cult times, poetry and art can lift us 
up. These poems, featuring a diverse range 
of writers from Maya Angelou to Rupi 
Kaur, have been carefully chosen to raise 
the spirits and are illustrated with bright, 
joyful art to inspire hopefulness. Divided 
into sections on the themes of Joy, Hope, 
Resilience, Nature, Tranquillity, Gratitude, 
Escape and Love, this is a book that’s ideal 
for self-care, or a thoughtful present.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711266810
£12.99 | $16.99 US | $22.99 CAN
128pp | 150 x 200mm | HB
30 colour illustrations
Rights: World
Poetry/Subjects & Themes/
General 

WRITERS’ LETTERS
JANE AUSTEN TO CHINUA ACHEBE 
Michael Bird and Orlando Bird

An intriguing collection of 
correspondence, from Dickens to De 
Beauvoir, ideal for fans of Letters of Note.
A new illustrated compendium of 
letters written by great novelists, poets, 
playwrights and essayists, from Cervantes 
to the present day, including some letters 
published here for the fi rst time. Oscar 
Wilde, Jane Austen, Chinua Achebe, 
Virginia Woolf and Jack Kerouac’s musings 
and missives are arranged thematically. 
From love to work, politics to travel and 
creativity, there is a wealth of fascinating 
insights into these celebrated writers’ lives.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711248755
£20.00 | $30.00 US | $39.00 CAN
224pp | 170 x 236mm | HB
Colour illustrations
Rights: World
Literary Collections/Letters

BRIGHT STARS
GREAT ARTISTS WHO DIED TOO YOUNG

Kate Bryan

The Sky Arts presenter examines and 
unravels the lives and legacies of the 
great artists who died young.
Some of the world’s greatest and most-
loved artists died under the age of forty. 
But how did the likes of Basquiat, Van 
Gogh and Schiele turn relatively short 
careers into such long legacies? What 
drove them to create, against all the odds? 
Kate Bryan examines the lives, and deaths, 
of 30 great artists and demonstrates how 
talent and tragedy were turned into the 
brilliant legacies that still infl uence and 
inspire us today.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711251731
£16.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
224pp | 138 x 216mm | HB + 
Jacket
60 illustrations
Rights: World
Art/General

WOMEN DESIGN
PIONEERS FROM THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
TO TODAY

Libby Sellers

Discover the work of 21 dynamic female 
designers – architects, product designers, 
textile artists and digital innovators.
Design has been profoundly shaped 
and enhanced by women’s creativity, as 
practitioners, commentators, educators 
and commissioners, but their contributions 
are often overlooked. Showcasing 
contemporary design’s pioneers and most 
infl uential forces, from architects and 
product designers to textile artists and 
digital innovators, such as Eileen Gray, Lora 
Lamm and Kazuyo Sejima, this book is a 
necessary celebration of design trailblazers.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711267404
£14.99 | $18.99 US | $25.99 CAN
176pp | 196 x 245mm | TPB
140 illustrations
Rights: World
Design/History & Criticism

PAPER-BACK EDITION
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LONDON’S GREAT RAILWAY  
STATIONS
Oliver Green

A lavish photographic history of all 
London’s key railway stations, written 
by the foremost authority on London 
transport.
Oliver Green is a Research Fellow and 
former Head Curator of the London 
Transport Museum. As the foremost 
authority on London transport, he’s 
perfectly placed to write this lavish 
photographic history of all the capital’s 
key railway stations. They are some 
of London’s greatest architectural 
monuments, and in this large format 
gift book, Oliver’s text is accompanied 
by images by photographer Benjamin 
Graham, who recently won Landscape 
Photographer of the Year.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711266612
£35.00 | $45.00 US | $60.00 CAN
272pp | 250 x 280 mm | HB
Rights: World
Transportation/Railroads/ 
Pictorial

LONDON EXPLORED
SECRET, SURPRISING AND UNUSUAL PLACES 
TO DISCOVER IN THE CAPITAL

Peter Dazeley and Mark Daly

Open the doors to a secret London and 
discover 60 surprising, intriguing places 
in London.
London is packed with little-known 
treasures: remarkably preserved historical 
houses, fascinating museums, unusual 
commercial and industrial buildings and 
sumptuous interiors. Explore 60 intriguing 
locations, from an upmarket gun shop 
to a secret underground bunker, a lavish 
casino and a jewel-like chapel. Describing 
each place’s history and character, London 
Explored uncovers a wealth of stories from 
a fascinating capital.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711240353
£35.00 | $50.00 US | $65.00 CAN
272pp | 237 x 305mm | HB + 
Jacket
200 illustrations
Rights: World
Travel/Europe/Great Britain

FRANCES LINCOLN

MY PREGNANCY JOURNAL
Riga Forbes

An uplifting journal to record your unique 
pregnancy journey.
This beautiful and comprehensive journal 
from doula Riga Forbes is a relatable and 
mindful guide through pregnancy. It’s 
the perfect place to record your special 
experience – from the first person you 
told, your cravings, feeling the first kick 
and ideas for names, to the first sight of 
your baby and reflections on becoming a 
parent. There’s also a guide to your baby’s 
development each month and week by 
week help in preparing for the birth.

AUGUST 2021
9780711262256
£14.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
208pp | 160 x 210mm | HB
Rights: World
Reference/Planners

THE PERFUME COMPANION
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO CHOOSING YOUR 
NEXT SCENT

Sarah McCartney and Samantha Scriven

A beautifully illustrated compendium of 
close to 500 recommended scents – ideal 
for fans of Sali Hughes and the beauty 
obsessed.
Perfumes have the power to make us feel 
fabulous or instantly evoke memories. But 
with 20,000 in production, how do you 
choose something new? From bargain 
finds to luxury treasures, iconic stalwarts 
to indie newcomers, our experts bring 
each scent to life. This is a beautifully 
illustrated compendium of close to 500 
recommended scents.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711242180
£22.00 | $30.00 US | $39.99 CAN
288pp | 170 x 230mm | HB
500 illustrations
Rights: World
Reference/Consumer Guides
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An inspiring collection of projects, 
wisdom and ideas that guide you to 
journey into nature.
We’ve all heard the advice: that to 
fi nd wellbeing and happiness, we 
need to reconnect with nature and to 
tune in to the natural world around 
us… Most of us are sold on the idea, 
but what does ‘connection’ really 
mean? And how to do we fi nd it? 

Into Green is a meditative and 
engaging guide to bringing nature 

into your headspace, no matter 
how green your neighbourhood. By 
sharing simple and achievable ways 
to fi nd true connection, this uplifting 
book gives you the tools you need to 
fi nd yourself, lose yourself, reignite 
the senses, embrace the accidental, 
unlock emotions and nurture hope, 
all with the support of nature. It’s like 
holding a map that takes you to a 
wild, secret garden.

INTO GREEN
EVERYDAY WAYS TO FIND AND LOSE YOURSELF IN NATURE

Caro Langton and Rose Ray. Illustrations by Georgie McAusland

ROSE RAY and CARO LANGTON run a successful ‘green interior’ company 
called Ro Co, which is dedicated to transforming urban spaces with purifying 
tropical planting designs. They are the authors of the international hit, House 
of Plants, and the fi rst indoor plant propagation handbook, Root Nurture Grow.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780711269767
£14.00
192pp | 188 x 139mm | HB
40 colour illustrations
Rights: World exc North America
Body, Mind & Spirit/Nature Therapy

FRANCES LINCOLNFRANCES LINCOLN

WINTER GARDENS
REINVENTING THE SEASON

Cedric Pollet

THE KEW GARDENER’S GUIDE TO 
GROWING TREES
THE ART AND SCIENCE TO GROW WITH 
CONFIDENCE

Royal Botanic Gardens Kew and Tony 
Kirkham

Winner of the prestigious Garden Media 
Guild Garden Book of the Year Award.
This inspirational reference book in its 
new smaller and more a! ordable format 
is a staple for every gardener’s bookshelf. 
Winter Gardens visits twenty of the most 
beautiful winter gardens in Britain and 
France before detailing over 300 plants 
and species you can use to transform your 
garden in this most underappreciated 
season. 

This inspirational book from Kew Gardens’ 
tree expert is the perfect guide to 
choosing and growing trees. Do you want 
to plant for privacy, as a single ornamental 
specimen for seasonal interest or to attract 
wildlife? The practicalities of choosing, 
buying and looking after trees for every 
size of garden area all discussed, and in 
addition, there are twelve step-by-step 
tree-related projects to inspire every 
green-fi ngered gardener.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711255982
£20.00 | $30.00 US | $40.00 CAN
224pp | 208 x 268mm | HB
500 illustrations
Rights: World
Gardening/Reference

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711261983
£12.99 | $16.00 US | $20.00 CAN
144pp | 160 x 210mm | HB
200 illustrations
Rights: World
Gardening/Trees

Bloom is a modern print magazine 
for gardeners, nature lovers and 
outdoor adventurers. 
A Bloom book for Frances Lincoln
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The world’s most impressive, 
celebrated and controversial 
Brutalist buildings. 
No modern architectural movement 
has aroused so much awe and so 
much ire as Brutalism. This global 
survey profi les 50 brutalist beasts 
around the world (built between the 

1950s to 1970s), and demonstrates 
how Brutalism infected popular 
culture. This is architecture at 
its most assertive: compelling, 
distinctive, sometimes terrifying. 
But, as Concrete Concept shows, 
Brutalism can be about love as well 
as hate.

CONCRETE CONCEPT
BRUTALIST BUILDINGS AROUND THE WORLD

Christopher Beanland

CHRISTOPHER BEANLAND lives in London and is the author of Lido and 
Unbuilt. He has also written the novels The Wall in the Head and Spinning Out 
of Control. He writes about architecture, culture and the arts for newspapers 
including the Independent, Guardian, Telegraph and various global magazines.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711267411
£16.99 | $20.00 US | $28.99 CAN
192pp | 200 x 180mm | HB
150 illustrations
Rights: World
Architecture/History/
Contemporary (1945-)

OCTOBER 2021
9780711267411
£16.99 | $20.00 US | $28.99 CAN
192pp | 200 x 180mm | HB
150 illustrations
Rights: World
Architecture/History/
Contemporary (1945-)

FRANCES LINCOLNFRANCES LINCOLN

MODERNIST ESTATES 
THE BUILDINGS AND THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN THEM

Stefi  Orazi

A unique insight into icons of mid-
century modernist architecture.
Featuring twenty-one modernist 
homes and their residents, this 
beautifully designed book takes 
an inside look at some of the most 
remarkable estates in Britain. 
Including the Barbican Estate, 
Isokon, Byker, Park Hill and Balfron 

Tower, it presents an overview of 
the buildings and architects, and 
explores what it’s like to live on a 
modernist estate today. Through 
interviews and photography, we’re 
o! ered a rare insight into the lives of 
these signifi cant buildings and those 
who inhabit them.

STEFI ORAZI is a designer and author of the popular blog Modernist Estates. 
She is based in London.

OCTOBER 2021 
9780711269262
£18.99 | $25.00 US | $29.99 CAN
192pp | 255 x 200mm | PB
120 illustrations
Rights: World
Architecture/Buildings/Residential

MINI EDITION
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Welcome to White Lion Publishing, one of the newest imprints 
within the Quarto Group! We have a simple mission: to enhance, 
enrich and illuminate. Our beautiful books span self-care, 
spirituality, popular culture, travel, issues and activism, and 
food and drink.
This autumn, we explore a range of trending topics: discover the 
secret to untangling your relationship with tech, explore the life’s 
work of legendary fi lm director Guillermo del Toro, take an epic 
photographic journey to the world’s most remote locations, or 
crack the code of the most mysterious pet of all, the cat…
Each inviting title brings a fresh, fascinating perspective from 
a leading expert, bringing to life unique explorations of 
intriguing ideas.
We take great pride in presenting our 2021 titles to you and look 
forward to evolving and growing our list together.

Jessica Axe
Publisher, White Lion Publishing
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Also available:
Photography Storytelling Workshop
9780711254701 | £16.99 | PB

WHITE LION

LET’S GET LOST
A PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNEY TO THE WORLD’S MOST STUNNING REMOTE LOCATIONS

Finn Beales

Get o#  the beaten track and go 
in search of the most remarkable 
natural environments.
Curated by award-winning travel 
and lifestyle photographer Finn 
Beales, Let’s Get Lost o! ers pure 
visual escapism, with over 200 
of the most mind-blowing shots 
of 30 remote places. Twenty-one 
of the world’s most celebrated 
landscape photographers, from Chris 
Burkard to Alex Strohl, retrace their 
mesmerising experiences in o! -grid 
locations.From the coast to rugged 
mountains, majestic forests and 
expansive wildernesses, the Pacifi c 
Northwest to South-east Asia, New 

Zealand to Scandinavia, reignite your 
wanderlust with this epic exploration 
of nature.

• Perfect for Cabin Porn readers and 
anyone wanting to get o!  grid and 
back into the wild.

• The world’s most popular 
landscape photographers present 
their favourite travel destinations.

• Plus there are photographer tips, 
to improve your own landscape 
photography.

FINN BEALES is an award-winning travel, lifestyle and commercial 
photographer. An early Instagram adopter, he has over half a million followers 
and is internationally celebrated for his depictions of the raw power of nature.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711256101
£25.00 | $35.00 US | $45.00 CAN
240pp | 210 x 260mm | HB
250 illustrations
Rights: World
Photography/Subjects & Themes/
Landscapes

WHITE LION
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MY BRAIN HAS TOO MANY TABS OPEN
HOW TO UNTANGLE OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH TECH

Tanya Goodin

An expert in digital detoxing shows 
us how to cope with our tech-
dependent world, exist in it happily 
and resolve daily dilemmas.
Feeling overwhelmed by Zoom 
calls, Twitter, Instagram, Whatsapp 
and information? Adult screen time 
surged by 70% since 2020, and 
children’s by 50-60%. We’ve become 
entirely dependent on technology to 
keep us connected, work from home, 
shop and share. So, how do we 
restore balance and secure relief? 

Leading digital detox authority 
Tanya Goodin o! ers a whole new 
lexicon to help us defi ne and answer 
the digital dilemmas that dominate 

our lives, promising positive solutions 
for a better tomorrow.

• Find answers the ever-escalating 
social dilemma and daily 
techiquette fails with Tanya 
Goodin’s original solutions that 
secure relief and balance.

• Includes relatable case studies and 
introduces a new conversation-
starting vocabulary, from 
doomscrolling to sharenting.

• Tanya Goodin regularly features 
in the national press and news, 
discussing digital wellness.

TANYA GOODIN is an award-winning digital entrepreneur. She was the 
founder and owner of one of the UK’s fi rst digital marketing agencies and is 
now a digital consultant to brands and schools, together with being founder 
of the digital detox movement Time To Log O! .

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711264274
£14.99 | $18.00 US | $24.99 CAN
224pp | 151 x 201mm | HB
50 colour Illustrations
Rights: World
Psychology/Psychopathology/
Compulsive Behavior

WHITE LION 39WHITE LION
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Adventure to forty hidden wonders 
frozen in time in this immersive 
history of o# beat destinations.
From a disused New York subway 
station to a Bolivian train cemetery, a 
crumbling Berlin cinema to a derelict 
industrial monolith, these locations 
are a stark reminder of what was. 
The accounts in this investigative 
book help to bring their stories back 
to life, telling us what happened, 
when and why, and to whom. 
Commissioned maps and striking 
photographs accompany Travis 
Elborough’s moving historic and 
geographic accounts of each site. 
Sequel to Atlas of Vanishing Places, 

winning Illustrated Book of the 
Year at the Edward Stanford Travel 
Writing Awards 2020.

Also available:
Atlas of Untamed Places
9781781316771, £20.00, HB
O#  the Map
9781781313619, £9.99, PB

ATLAS OF FORGOTTEN PLACES
JOURNEY TO FORTY ABANDONED DESTINATIONS FROM AROUND THE GLOBE

Travis Elborough

TRAVIS ELBOROUGH is a regular contributor to Radio 4 and the Guardian, 
and has penned articles on all aspects of travel and culture. He has written 
for The Times, The Sunday Times, New Statesman and BBC History Magazine 
among others.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711263307
£22.00 | $35.00 US | $45.00 CAN
224pp | 185 x 259mm | HB
150 illustrations
Rights: World
Reference/Curiosities & Wonders

WHITE LION
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HOW TO LIVE JAPANESE
Yutaka Yuzawa
9781781317617

HOW TO LIVE KOREAN
Soo Kim
9780711257092

NOVEMBER 2021
£20.00 | $30.00 US | $38.99 CAN
224pp | 170 x 230mm | HB
150 illustrations
Rights: World
Travel/Europe/Iceland & Greenland

HOW TO LIVE…

HOW TO LIVE ICELANDIC
Nina Björk Jónsdóttir and Edda Magnus
9780711267374

Iceland continues to top lists of the world’s 
happiest places to live and most popular 
travel destinations. Known as ‘The Land of 
Fire and Ice,’ Iceland is a country of contrasts, 
from enormous glaciers to active volcanoes, 
the long summers with near 24-hours of 
sunshine to short winter days. Dive into the 
country’s literary traditions, music scene, burgeoning fi lm industry and 
smorgasbord of cuisine, for a wealth of inspiration and insight.

Photography by Gunnar Freyr.

The ultimate insider’s guide, to experiencing the very best
of life, landscape, and culture in the world’s most inspiring countries.

WHITE LIONWHITE LION

THE CAT PURRSONALITY TEST
WHAT OUR FELINE FRIENDS ARE REALLY 
THINKING

Alison Davies

Answer nine cat personality tests and tap 
into their cattitude to fi nd out what your 
feline is really thinking.
Renowned for being enigmatic, this 
hilarious book will – through 81 multiple 
choice questions – reveal your cat’s true 
purrsonality. What does your cat’s chat 
mean? Why do they love knocking things 
over? Does that mad dash at 11pm mean 
they’ve seen a ghost? Match your answers 
to one of the 36 puss profi les to discover 
more about their tells and traits and what 
these can teach you – you’ll become a 
moggy mastermind.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780711263000
£9.99 | $12.99 US | $18.00 CAN
128pp | 145 x 195mm | HB
52 illustrations
Rights: World
Pets/Cats/General

DECODE YOUR DREAMS
MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE, FROM 
ANALYSIS TO ACTION

Ian Wallace

Uncover the hidden messages of your 
unconscious mind and become an expert 
dream analyst with this guide.
Best-selling dreams psychologist Ian 
Wallace explains how to decode your own 
dreams, analysing over 90 common dream 
scenarios, and take meaningful, dream-
inspired actions in his empowering guide. 
This original, two-step method o! ers an 
opportunity for self-discovery and growth. 
Understand your needs better, learn how 
to manifest your best dreams and work to 
realise your potential.

DECEMBER 2021
9780711257054
£14.99 | $16.99 US | $22.50 CAN
192pp | 151 x 201mm | HB
50 illustrations
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Dreams
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SUSTAINABLE HOME
Christine Liu
9780711239692

SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL
Holly Tuppen
9780711256019

SUSTAINABLE LIVING SERIES

SUSTAINABLE BEAUTY
PRACTICAL ADVICE, PROJECTS AND HACKS FOR A 
MORE ECO-FRIENDLY DRESSING TABLE

Justine Jenkins
9780711265974

Sustainable Beauty explains how 
to create and maintain a low-waste 
beauty routine. This book provides 
the small steps everyone can take 
to make a big di! erence at home, 
from simplifying your make-up bag 
to eco-friendly hair care. Justine 
Jenkins, an holistic and sustainable 
celebrity make-up artist, guides you 
through – breaking down the issues 
and explaining how we can mitigate 
them at home, without breaking the

bank. From reading beauty labels to 
DIY hydrating serums and superfood 
face masks – Justine shows you that 
small changes in habit will result in a 
more sustainable lifestyle.

• Sustainable beauty products are 
among the most expensive, with 
conscious beauty diet a top trend 
to look out for in 2021 and beyond.
•    Includes over 20 step-by-step 

projects, how-tos and hacks.
•    Justine is a celebrity make-up 

artist and sustainability 
campaigner whose clients 
include Amy Poehler and 
Fearne Cotton.

NOVEMBER 2021
£18.00 | $22.50 US |$29.99 CAN
160pp | 170 x 230 mm | HB
100 illustrations
Rights: World
Self-Help/Green Lifestyle

Inspirational and practical guides to living a more 
eco-friendly lifestyle.

WHITE LIONWHITE LION
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WES ANDERSON
Ian Nathan
9780711255999

TIM BURTON
Ian Nathan
9781781319185

QUENTIN TARANTINO
Ian Nathan
9781781317754

COEN BROTHERS
Ian Nathan
9781781316849

ICONIC FILMMAKERS SERIES

GUILLERMO DEL TORO
THE ICONIC FILMMAKER AND HIS WORK

Ian Nathan
9780711263284

As a multiple-Oscar winner, a critical 
darling and a commercial success, 
Guillermo del Toro appeals to fans 
from sci-fi , fantasy and adventure to 
gothic horror afi cionados, and foreign-
language cinema bu! s. With a chapter 
dedicated to each fi lm – including Oscar 
winners Pan’s Labyrinth and The Shape of Water alongside blockbuster hits 
such as Hellboy – discover how the strands of del Toro’s career have woven 
together, creating one of cinema’s most cherished fi lmmakers.

OCTOBER 2021
£28.00 | $35.00 US | $45.00
176pp | 210 x 240mm | HB
150 illustrations
Rights: World
Performing Arts/Film/Direction & Production

Engaging, in-depth examinations of iconic fi lm makers 
and their work.

WHITE LION
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NUTELLA: 60 CLASSIC RECIPES
FROM SIMPLE, FAMILY TREATS TO DELICIOUS CAKES AND DESSERTS

Grégory Cohen

This o"cially licensed book, 
published for Ferrero’s 60th 
anniversary, contains classic and 
mouth-watering recipes for all, 
made with the world-famous spread.
Discover a delicious array of cakes, 
pastries and desserts made with the 
classic store cupboard ingredient. 
Children will love the Nutella mixed 
berry mu"ns alongside banana 
bread, whilst adults will enjoy Nutella 
babka, tarte tatin, vanilla and praline 
éclairs and Yule log. With techniques 
and recipes to suit every level of 
expertise, this book will appeal to 
everyone.

GRÉGORY COHEN is a French celebrity chef. He worked in the kitchen from an 
early age, studying at the family gourmet restaurant Le Galant Verre. He is now 
the television host and columnist on France Inter, the head of several culinary 
establishments and has been working on a number of campaigns to promote 
better eating in hospitals and schools. He is an Ambassador for Ferrero. 

OCTOBER 2021
9780711269316
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
160pp | 230 x 280mm | HB 
60 illustrations
Rights: World English Language
Cooking/Baking/Desserts

WHITE LIONWHITE LION

SCHITT’S CREEK COLORING BOOK
becker&mayer! books

Colour Schitt’s Creek with this must-have 
for any fan!
Whether you’re looking for a creative 
outlet or are just ‘trying very hard not 
to connect with anyone right now’, the 
Schitt’s Creek Coloring Book is the 
perfect way to relax, unwind, and let your 
creativity flow! 45 designs feature the 
ensemble of characters, favorite moments, 
and hilarious quotes from the award-
winning sitcom. 

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711269903 
£8.99 | $12.99 US | $17.99 CAN
64pp | 222 x 248mm | TPB
Rights: World
Games & Activities/Colouring 
Books

THE UNOFFICIAL BRIDGERTON  
COLORING BOOK
GORGEOUS GOWNS AND HUNKY HEROES FOR 
FANS OF THE SHOW

becker&mayer! books. Ill. by Wesley Jones

An uno"cial colouring book for fans of 
the hit show Bridgerton.
Fans of the Netflix show Bridgerton will 
love this original colouring book full of 
gorgeous gowns and hunky heroes. The 
Uno"cial Bridgerton Coloring Book 
contains 30 original colouring pages 
inspired by the show. Anyone who loves 
the fun and romance of Regency Era 
England will love the beautiful designs in 
this book. Features 30 original illustrations 
to colour and enjoy; one-side printing so 
colours don’t bleed through; large, easily 
frameable pages; and perforated pages for 
easy framing.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711269910
£8.99 | $12.99 US | $17.99 CAN
64pp | 222 x 248mm | TPB
Rights: World
Games & Activities/Colouring 
Books
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For over 20 years Ivy Press has prided itself on producing  
beautifully designed books that celebrate the best life has to 
o!er. From stunning architecture to incredible natural history, 
contemporary pop culture to fascinating popular science, Ivy’s 
ability to explain subjects in an insightful, accessible way has led 
to an internationally renowned reputation for quality publishing.
This season Ivy is proud to o!er an eclectic list that includes a 
revealing look at The Secret Life of Fish by a leading BBC natural 
history producer, You Are Here – an accessible journey through 
the history of the universe by renowned astrophysicist Charles 
Lui – and How It All Works, where the worlds of art and science 
combine in a stunning visual guide to the scientific laws that  
surround us. 
Working with such a talented team of writers and creatives 
makes producing the Ivy list a real pleasure. We hope our 
readers share in this enjoyment as you discover more about  
our incredible world and beyond.

Pete Jorgensen
Editor, Ivy Press
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THE PHILOSOPHERS’ LIBRARY: BOOKS THAT SHAPED THE WORLD
A HISTORY OF HOW THE WORLD THINKS

Adam Ferner and Chris Meyns

The Philosopher’s Library features 
the most important philosophy 
manuscripts and books as stepping 
stones to take your through the 
history of philosophy. 
This is a unique collection of the 
works that trace the development 
of philosophy from classical times 

to the new millennium. Written by 
the keenest minds our world has 
known, these key works – from 
Symposium to The Second Sex and 
On Liberty to Orientalism – have 
shaped our knowledge, as we strive 
to understand how we and the 
universe work.

ADAM FERNER is the author of Organisms and Personal Identity (Routledge, 
2016) and Think Di! erently (White Lion Publishing, 2018) and co-author 
of Crash Course: Philosophy (Ivy, 2019). He has been published widely in 
philosophical and popular journals. CHRIS MEYNS is a researcher working in 
philosophy and history of science. They previously worked at the University 
of Cambridge and have held visiting positions at the Center for Philosophy 
of Science at the University of Pittsburgh, the University of Toronto, LMU 
Munich and Yale University. 

NOVEMBER 2021
9780711253094
£28.00 | $40.00 US | $49.99
272pp | 196 x 235mm | HB + Jacket
Rights: World
Philosophy/History & Surveys/General
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YOU ARE HERE
THE COSMOS EXPLAINED, FROM ITS BEGINNINGS TO NOW

Charles Liu

The cosmos explained – in 
bitesize particles – by acclaimed 
astrophysicist Charles Liu.
With a beautiful retro design that 
refl ects the 1960s cosmonaut era, 
chart the life of our universe, space 
and time from the moment of the Big 

Bang – at exactly one ten-millionth of 
a trillionth of a trillionth of a trillionth 
of a second – all the way through 
the evolution of our solar system, 
the birth of stars and the formation 
of life on Earth, to the future of our 
galaxy and beyond.

CHARLES LIU is a Professor of Astrophysics at the City University of New 
York’s College of Staten Island, an Associate with the Hayden Planetarium, 
and of the department of astrophysics at the American Museum of Natural 
History in New York.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780711252745
£18.00 | $22.00 US | $29.99 CAN
192pp | 203 x 254mm | HB
90 illustrations and photographs
Rights: World
Science/Astronomy

HOW IT ALL WORKS
ALL SCIENTIFIC LAWS AND PHENOMENA ILLUSTRATED AND DEMONSTRATED

Adam Dant and Brian Clegg

A beautiful guide explaining of 
the laws and phenomena of science 
by putting them in an everyday 
visual setting.
How it All Works combines art and 
science in a unique demonstration of 
our universe in action. A collection 
of hyper-detailed illustrated scenes 
by Adam Dant take us from a 

kitchen to the universe, via the 
garden, street, country, continent, 
and more. The scenes combine to 
show how all known scientific laws 
and phenomena work in practice, 
with every law accompanied by a 
succinct explanation from science 
writer Brian Clegg.

ADAM DANT is artist whose work features in the V&A, MoMa, Tate Modern, and 
the Hayward Gallery. He is the winner of the Jerwood Drawing Prize. BRIAN 
CLEGG is a leading popular-science author. He has written for Nature and The 
Times and his books include Scientifi ca Historica and A Brief History of Infi nity.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711256781
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
152pp | 216 x 216mm | Paper Over 
Board
Rights: World
Science/Physics/General

IVY PRESSIVY PRESS
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THE SECRET LIFE OF FISH
THE ASTONISHING TRUTH ABOUT OUR AQUATIC COUSINS

Doug Mackay-Hope

Take a deep dive into the private 
world of fish, revealing the 
remarkable stories of 50 incredible 
varieties.
Containing fi sh that can survive on 
land, generate electrical charges, 
deploy deadly toxins, exist without 
blood and use tools to open clam 
shells, each fish has been chosen for 

its unique behaviours and curious 
stories. Grouped into thematic 
chapters, including Unusual Giants 
and Dangerous and Deadly, and 
complete with charming watercolour 
illustrations, photographs and maps, 
this is an eye-opening introduction to 
an elusive underwater world.

DOUG MACKAY-HOPE is Head of Development for BBC’s Natural History 
Unit. He has worked directly with David Attenborough and was involved in 
the creation of the internationally renowned River Monsters and Deadly 60, 
the biggest-selling show on CBBC.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711260993
£16.99 | $24.99 US | $30.00 CAN
224pp | 135 x 195mm | HB
60 illustrations
Rights: World
Nature/Animals/Marine Life

CAMOUFLAGE
100 MASTERS OF DISGUISE FROM THE ANIMAL KINGDOM

Steve Parker

A stunning game of hide and seek, 
this beautiful book features 100 
of the best examples of camouflage 
in nature.
Camouflage is essential to surviving 
in the wild. Both a built-in defence 
mechanism and a cunning attack 
tactic, this biological advantage 

helps animals hide from predators 
and catch unsuspecting prey. This 
book reveals 100 camouflaged 
creatures from around the world, 
with fascinating insights from leading 
zoology author Steve Parker and 
incredible photography displaying a 
wealth of ingenious camoufl age.

STEVE PARKER is an award-winning science author for children and adults. 
He is a Senior Scientifi c Fellow of the Zoological Society of London.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711260238
£25.00 | $35.00 US | $40.00 CAN
240pp | 216 x 254mm | HB
130 illustrations
Rights: World
Nature/Animals/Wildlife

IVY PRESSIVY PRESS
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Also available:
30-Second Data Science
9781782408925 | £16.99 | HB
30-Second AI and Robotics
9781782405474 | £16.99 | HB
30-Second Chemistry
9781782405085 | £14.99 | HB
And many more in the 
30-Second series!

30-SECOND BIOCHEMISTRY
THE 50 VITAL PROCESSES IN AND AROUND 
LIVING ORGANISMS, EACH EXPLAINED IN HALF 
A MINUTE

Stephen Contakes
9780711263673
Science/Life Sciences/Biochemistry

Biochemistry reveals the behaviour of 
complex molecules and how they combine 
to form the building blocks of life. 
Discover how new life is created, the 
path molecules take to develop from 
microscopic cells into complete organisms 
and how energy is harnessed to help 
organisms function.

30-SECOND…

30-SECOND CODING
THE 50 ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES THAT INSTRUCT 
TECHNOLOGY, EACH EXPLAINED IN HALF A MINUTE

Mark Steadman
9780711263642

50 key elements of coding, from binary to 
scripting and scaling, explained clearly and 
concisely in just 30 seconds. 
Experts in the fi eld show how coding 
a! ects every aspect of our lives, from 
small calculations in the home to complex executions that drive the global 
economy.

SEPTEMBER 2021
£16.99 | $22.00 US | $26.99 CAN
160pp | 180 x 230mm | HB
60 illustrations
Rights: World
Computers/Programming/General

The internationally bestselling series which presents essential concepts 
in a mere 30 seconds, 300 words, and one image.

IVY PRESSIVY PRESS
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THE ART OF WAR
A GRAPHIC NOVEL

Pete Katz

An intriguing new view of Sun Tzu’s 
The Art of War, by award-winning 
illustrator Pete Katz.
Hailed as the oldest philosophical 
discussion on military strategy, 
Sun Tzu’s The Art of War has been 
adapted as a graphic novel by artist 
Pete Katz. The narrative focuses 

on a teacher instructing a pupil on 
the main points of the treatise, with 
vibrant battle scenes interspersed 
throughout. Issues including 
planning, tactics and spying are 
illustrated with full-colour scenes, 
enabling readers to understand 
principles from the fi fth century BC.

PETE KATZ has been an illustrator for over ten years and has worked for 
clients including Harvey Nichols, and the British Museum. He is a member of 
the international Bad Apple Artist Collective.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711268012
£14.99
128pp | 191 x 254mm | HB
200 illustrations
Rights: World exc North America
Comics & Graphic Novels/Adaptations

IVY PRESS 61IVY PRESS
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ANATOMY
Christopher Joseph
DECEMBER 2013
9781782401278
£9.99
320pp | 165 x 135mm
Rights: World
Science/Life Sciences/
Human Anatomy & 
Physiology

NOTABLE BOATS
Nic Compton
OCTOBER 2016
9781782404156
£20.00
176pp | 210 x 225mm
Rights: World exc North 
America
Transportation/Ships & 
Shipbuilding/General

HOW TO MAKE 
COFFEE
Lani Kingston
AUGUST 2017
9781782405184
£9.99
160pp | 184 x 127 mm
Rights: World exc North 
America
Cooking/Beverages/
Co! ee & Tea

THE BOOK OF KNOTS
Geo! rey Budworth 
and Jason Dalton
APRIL 2021
9780711257412
£9.99
176pp | 167 x 137mm
Rights: World exc North 
America
Crafts & Hobbies/ Knots, 
Macramé & Rope Work

THE RIGHT DOG FOR 
YOU
David Alderton
MARCH 2021
9780711257504
£12.99
256pp | 232 x 171mm
Rights: World
Pets/Dogs/General

THE ECO HERO 
HANDBOOK
Tessa Wardley
MARCH 2021
9780711254633
£9.99
144pp | 150 x 150mm
Rights: World
Self-Help/Green Life-
style

LOOK AT THIS IF 
YOU LOVE GREAT 
ART
Chloë Ashby
MARCH 2021
9780711256064
£14.99
224pp | 225 x 165mm
Rights: World
Art/Reference

YOU’RE ON MUTE
Jo Hoare
OCTOBER 2020
9780711263604
£6.99
96pp | 176 x 111mm 
Rights: World
Humor/Topic/Internet & 
Social Media

HOW TO MEASURE ANYTHING
THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE MEASUREMENT OF 
JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING

Christopher Joseph

A unique addition to the pop science 
world – how scientists measure 
everything from the tempo of music to a 
tornado’s speed.
We’re surrounded by measurement. 
It forms the foundations of science 
– the ohms and amps of physics and 
chemistry’s moles and isotopes – and 
shapes our every day. But beyond the 
familiar measurements, hundreds more 
are revealed in this entertaining guide, 
covering the methods used to measure 
everything from food to photography, 
fi nance to commerce and atomic physics, 
helping us to better understand how our 
world works.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711268036
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
224pp | 170 x 235mm | HB
150 illustrations
Rights: World
Science/Reference

SHADOW MAGIC
CREATE 75 CREATURES

Sophie Collins

Create 75 creatures – using just your 
hands and a fl ashlight!
Just an hour’s practice will have you 
demonstrating the roar of a lion and the 
snap of a crocodile; and soon you’ll be 
putting on an entire show to impress 
friends and family! The only things you 
need to create these 75 shadow puppets 
are hands, big or small, and a fl ashlight, so 
it’s ideal for both adults and children.NOVEMBER 2021

9780711257399
£9.99 | $14.99 US | $19.99 CAN
176pp | 137 x 166.5mm | HB
85 illustrations
Rights: World
Humor/General

IVY PRESSIVY PRESS
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HI CACTI, PAGE 66

Leaping Hare Press creates beautiful books to inspire and 
empower readers to translate ethical and spiritual values into 
practical, meaningful life choices. From planting a wildfl ower 
seedbomb in a concrete oasis to mindfully walking along a busy 
sidewalk, our titles present creative, simple steps to help us 
engage with each other and the natural world. Penned by 
heart-led, expert authors, our books for conscious living embrace 
community spirit and explore ecological principles in a positive 
way – delivering that feel-good factor too.
This fall we invite you to… experience the joy of conscious crafts 
with Barn the Spoon and the Black Girl Knit Club, awaken to the 
power of natural magick from The Witch of the Forest, brighten 
up your days with colour therapy and small drawings, and spark 
your innate creativity with 5ftinf’s rule-breaking cards. 

Monica Perdoni
Senior Commissioning Editor, Leaping Hare Press
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Also available:
Urban Botanics
9781781316535 | £20.00 | HB
Houseplant Party
9781631598838 | £14.99 | PB

HI CACTI
GROWING HOUSEPLANTS AND HAPPINESS

Sabina Palermo

Celebrate simple plant-care as a 
form of self-care, with a quirky, 
colourful introduction to 20 easy to 
love houseplants.
Cheerful, charming and fun, Hi Cacti 
is a brightly illustrated introduction 
to how looking after plants taps 
into wellbeing. Simple, practical 
and playful content showcases 20 
easy-to-love houseplants. Perfect for 
beginner growers and anyone living 
in cities or small spaces and packed 
with practical houseplant care tips, 
mindful mantras and design hints, Hi 
Cacti is a uniquely fresh take on both 
the blooming house plant trend, and 
the self-care market.

SABINA PALERMO is the director and designer of Hi Cacti, a botanical boutique 
in Brighton (hicacti.com). She holds popular workshops on succulent plant care, 
pot- and wreath-making. Sabina regularly travels to her hometown of Austin, 
Texas for plant and brand inspiration, and has been featured in the global press.

AUGUST 2021
9780711261754
£14.99 | $16.99 US | $19.99 CAN
144pp | 160 x 210mm | PB + Jacket
125 images
Rights: World
Gardening/House Plants & Indoor

LEAPING HARE PRESSLEAPING HARE PRESS
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HELLO RAINBOW
BRIGHTEN UP YOUR LIFE AND MIND WITH COLOUR THERAPY

Momtaz Begum-Hossain

Fun and simple colour therapy to 
help combat stress and anxiety, and 
boost your mood every day.
Written by a colour expert who 
presents her unique colour 
philosophy  ‘hello hue’, this guide 
to literally brightening up your life 
is a unique, hands-on introduction 
to the wellbeing benefi ts of colour 

therapy. With sensory prompts, 
mindful mantras, and bright ideas for 
rituals teaching you about the mood-
boosting powers of the rainbow, this 
uplifting book shows that everyday 
life certainly doesn’t have to be dull! 
Includes a foreword by artist Sue 
Kreitzman, New York.

MOMTAZ BEGUM-HOSSAIN is a journalist specialising in colour, crafts and 
wellbeing expert on a mission to spread joy and colour around the world! 
A member of the colourwalkers community, Momtaz has given talks about 
colour at the Tate Modern and worked as a colour consultant with brands 
including Dulux Paints, Dunelm and Magnum ice-cream.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711266001
£14.99 | $16.99 US | $25.00 CAN
144pp | 160 x 210mm | PB + Jacket
200 images
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & 
Personal Growth

LEAPING HARE PRESSLEAPING HARE PRESS
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Also available:
Conscious Crafts: Pottery
9780711257436 | £12.99 | HB
Conscious Crafts: Quilting
9780711257450 | £12.99 | HB

CONSCIOUS CRAFTS: WHITTLING
20 MINDFUL MAKES TO RECONNECT HEAD, 
HEART AND HANDS

Barn The Spoon
9780711266063
Crafts & Hobbies/Woodwork

Tapping into the booming popularity of 
hand-working and crafting for wellbeing, 
popular whittler Barn the Spoon shares 
his meditative insights alongside basic 
techniques and instructional steps for 
working simply with wood. Photographs, 
contemporary illustration and meaningful 
text are beautifully brought together for 
a craft book that celebrates the art of the 
handmade.

CONSCIOUS CRAFTS

CONSCIOUS CRAFTS: KNITTING
20 MINDFUL MAKES TO RECONNECT HEAD, 
HEART AND HANDS

Vanessa Koranteng and Sicgmone Kludje
9780711266049

Bringing together two key trends, the 
co-founders of the Black Girl Knit Club put 
mindfulness and wellbeing at the heart 
of making. Meditative insights are cast on 
alongside basic techniques and instructional 
steps for 20 modern projects, from wall hangings and mug cozy to the 
traditional scarf and mittens. Clean photographs, contemporary illustration 
and heart-warming text are knitted together for a meaningful craft book to 
cherish.

OCTOBER 2021
£12.99 | $18.00 US | $23.00 CAN
144pp | 151 x 189mm | HB
300 images and illustrations
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting

Meditative crafts that place mindfulness and well-being at the heart of 
making.

LEAPING HARE PRESSLEAPING HARE PRESS
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Also available:
Conscious Dreamer
9780711261211 | £12.99 | PB+F
Cosmic Flow
9780711253483 | £12 | PB+F

THE WITCH OF THE FOREST’S GUIDE TO NATURAL MAGICK
DISCOVER YOUR MAGICK. CONNECT WITH YOUR INNER AND OUTER WORLD

Lindsay Squire

A beginner’s guide to witchcraft 
for wellbeing, by the witch behind 
popular Instagram account 
@thewitchoftheforest.
An inclusive introduction to the 
basics, it teaches those starting 
their magickal journey how to begin 
their craft mindfully and powerfully. 
Focussing on magick’s connection 
to the natural world and its ability to 
help you ground and nurture your 
spirit, it’s a practical book to dip in 
and out of, whether you’re a witch 
practising discretely in the ‘broom 
closet’, or an out-and-proud witch.

• A timely, inclusive guide to 
witchcraft for wellbeing and 
connection to the natural world.

• Written for beginners and 
specifi cally tailored for the 
author’s large Instagram following.

• Suitable for ‘witches in the broom 
closet’, the jacket can be removed 
for more discreet reading or used 
as a pendulum board.

• Striking illustrations by Forensics & 
Flowers.

LINDSAY SQUIRE is a practitioner of eclectic Witchcraft and is the Witch 
behind the popular Instagram account @thewitchoftheforest. Lindsay lives 
in Yorkshire with her husband and their three mischievous cats, Luna, Salem, 
and Merlin.

AUGUST 2021
9780711266834
$14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
176pp | 160 x 210mm | PB + Jacket
80 illustrations
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft (see 
also Religion/Wicca)

LEAPING HARE PRESSLEAPING HARE PRESS
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Also available by Don Miguel Ruiz and Barbara Emris:
The Actor
9780711267220 | £9.99 | HB
The Myth
9780711267282 | £9.99 | HB (Spring 2022)
Grief
9780711267268 | £9.99 | HB (Autumn 2022)

EROS
MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE ART OF ROMANCE AND SEXUALITY

Don Miguel Ruiz and Barbara Emris

Achieve insight and understanding 
in your everyday life with 
international bestselling authors 
Don Miguel Ruiz and Barbara Emris.
The second book in the Mystery 
School series, Eros is a guided five-
day course that enlightens readers, 
guiding them to observe and 
challenge preconceived ideas about 

love and relationships that do not 
serve them. 

Written by international best-selling 
authors Don Miguel Ruiz and Barbara 
Emris, it shows them how to question 
their misconceptions about romance 
and sexuality, and replace them with 
new ideas that can help them let go, 
and reach their true potential.

DON MIGUEL RUIZ is a renowned spiritual teacher, and international 
bestselling author. He has spent the past three decades guiding students 
to personal freedom through his insights into the nature of human reality. 
BARBARA EMRIS began an apprenticeship with Don Miguel Ruiz 25 years 
ago. Her shamanic training has given her unique insights into human 
behaviours and an artistic approach to life.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711267244
£9.99
160pp | 138 x 216mm | HB
black and white chapter openers
Rights: World exc North America
Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/General

LEAPING HARE PRESSLEAPING HARE PRESS
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CONSCIOUS CREATIVITY CARDS
CHANCE. SPARK. PLAY.
Philippa Stanton

Spark your personal creativity by 
stimulating your imagination and 
senses with these striking visual 
prompts from playful Instagram 
muse, @5ftinf.
Who doesn’t crave for more 
moments of intentional creative 
clarity and fun these days? These 
collectible, calming cards are a 
joyful reminder to slow down, be 
mindful, and embrace the random 
beauty in the everyday. Pick a card 
and connect with your intuition, 
senses and the world around you. 
Take the time to reflect, play a 
nostalgic card game or visual 
meditative quiz, open up your 

creative pathways and be inspired to 
explore your personal creativity. 

PHILIPPA STANTON is a professional artist and photographer with more than 
20 years’ experience of creating and teaching art. She holds popular workshops 
and teaches courses online, while the inspirational qualities of her imagery have 
attracted more than 400,000 followers for her Instagram account, @5ftinf.

OCTOBER 2021
9780711268623
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
140pp | 103 x 141mm | 108 cards
100+ images
Rights: World
Self-Help/Creativity

LEAPING HARE PRESS

Also available:
Conscious Creativity
9781782406341 | £14.99 |PBJ
Conscious Creativity: The Workbook
9780711253490 | £12.99 | PBJ

LEAPING HARE PRESS
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SLEEP TIGHT
Alison Davies
MARCH 2021
9780711261815
£9.99 
128pp | 200 x 150mm
Rights: World
Health & Fitness/Sleep

CONSCIOUS DREAMER
Tree Carr
MAY 2021
9780711261211
£12.99
176pp | 210 x 140mm
Rights - World
Body, Mind & Spirit/
Dreams

THOUGHTFUL 
LEADERSHIP
Fiona Buckland
MARCH 2021
9780711261716
£10.99 
144pp | 200 x 130mm
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/
Mindfulness & Meditation

THE HAPPINESS 
& CONTENTMENT 
WORKBOOK
The Happy Buddha
OCTOBER 2020
9780711256736
£10.99 
176pp | 210 x 140mm
Rights - World
Self-Help/Journaling

CONSCIOUS 
CREATIVITY
Philippa Stanton
NOVEMBER 2018
9781782406341 
£14.99
160pp | 210 x 160mm
Rights: World
Self-Help/Creativity

GONE
Michael Blencowe
APRIL 2021
9780711256750
£18.99 
192pp | 200 x 150mm
Rights: World
Nature/Endangered 
Species

MINDFUL THOUGHTS 
FOR CYCLISTS
Nick Moore
MARCH 2017
9781782404835
£5.99
160pp | 135 x 110mm
Rights: World
Body. Mind & Spirit/
Mindfulness & Meditation

SILO
Douglas McMaster
JUNE 2019
9781782406136
£20.00
176pp | 210 x 160 mm
Rights: World
Self-Help/Green Life-
style

Also available:
My Year in Small Drawings
9781782405344 | £9.99 | PB
I Can’t Draw
9781782409779 | £12.99 | HB

MY DAY IN SMALL DRAWINGS
WRITE. DRAW. REFLECT.
Matilda Tristram

Appealing to artists, doodlers, 
comic and zine fans, and creative 
journallers – learn to see everyday 
life in a new way.
Café conversations, internet 
wormholes, the environment and 
mindful listening are just some of 
the everyday details Matilda Tristram 
suggests we can see in a unique 
light by visually recording them as 
small stories. She shows you how 
to discover the extraordinary in 
the ordinary, and to experience the 
immediacy of drawing (and writing) 
small. Document the joy we can 
fi nd in everyday life and create a 
domestic diary to cherish.

MATILDA TRISTRAM is a comics artist, author, and TV writer for Peppa Pig. 
Matilda’s comic strips have featured in the Guardian, Vice, Glamour and Art 
Review magazines. She is a Senior Lecturer in Animation and Visual Com-
munication on the Art Foundation course at Kingston University. @matildatris.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780711266162
£10.99 | $14.00 US | $19.00 CAN
240pp | 135 x 165mm | PB + Flaps
200 illustrations
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Drawing

LEAPING HARE PRESSLEAPING HARE PRESS
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Imprint introduction copy

Imprint introduction copy

Imprint introduction copy

Fair Winds Press o!ers readers 
authoritative and accessible 
content to help them feel, look, 
and live a healthier life. Whether 
training for a triathlon, embracing 
a vegan lifestyle, managing your 
gluten allergy, raising your family, 
or re-energizing your sex life, Fair 
Winds o!ers help and guidance for 
living a long, healthy, spiritually and 
physically well-nourished life.

Rockport creates beautifully 
illustrated source books for 
professional designers and artisans of 
all types. Rockport’s books present 
the best in design work from around 
the world and bring readers inside 
the world’s most talented design and 
art studios to see how the work gets 
done and the inspiration that lies 
behind each finished piece.

Quarry Books. Dedicated to 
providing instruction and inspiration 
to creative makers everywhere, 
Quarry Books o!ers authoritative, 
beautifully designed and illustrated 
inspiration and reference books for a 
wide range of enthusiasts including 
artists, illustrators, crafters, and 
cooks on subjects ranging from 
beekeeping and bread making to 
dog training and doll making.

Harvard Common Press strives to 
provide consumers with accessible, 
engaging content in the culinary, 
parenting and lifestyle arenas. 
Working with topic experts, HCP 
aims to produce award-winning 
content that capitalizes on both 
established and developing trends 
and has an enduring place on 
consumer bookshelves.

Chartwell Books publishes across 
a wide range of subjects, including 
history, craft, home reference, 
puzzles and games, music and 
music instruction, art instruction, 
transportation, and more.

Epic Ink is an imprint from 
becker&mayer! The Epic Ink line-up 
features deluxe, collectible books in 
customized formats showcasing the 
hottest properties in movies, music, 
TV, comics and pop culture.

Cool Springs Press is a leading 
publisher of step-by-step how-to 
books for both DIY gardening 
and home improvement. Over the 
past forty years it has been the 
exclusive publishing home of the 
bestselling Square Foot (and Metre) 
Gardening series in addition to many 
BLACK+DECKER titles. In addition to 

being a garden reference publisher, 
Cool Springs Press also publishes 
many types of gardening books 
tailored to specific states, regions, and 
environments across the United States.

Motorbooks, the world’s leading 
transportation publisher. This 
distinguished imprint publishes 
books authored and created by 
the world’s leading transportation 
writers and photographers, as well 
as many di!erent titles o"cially 
licensed with major partners such 
as Harley-Davidson, Chevrolet, 
Ford and Chrysler, in addition to 
magazines such as Hot Rod and 
Cycle World.

Wellfleet Press publishes high-
quality illustrated books for the 
price-conscious consumer. We focus 
primarily on practical reference 
titles with hardworking, original, 
and expert content in a variety of 
subjects, from mind, body, and 
spirit to puzzles, games, and trivia. 
Wellfleet also publishes illustrated 
editions of classic texts, bringing 
back important works designed to 
appeal to the modern reader.

Rock Point publishes creative 
product, including gift books, kits, 

and calendars. Whether you are 
looking to draw calligraphy animals, 
fold traditional origami with a kit that 
includes an instruction book and 
beautiful papers, or record memories 
in a gorgeous guest book, Rock 
Point delivers content in an inspired 
and innovative way through a range 
of formats with broad appeal.

becker&mayer! books publishes 
innovative, licensed and topical 
books and kits for adults in a wide 
array of categories, with a particular 
specialization in the field of Arts & 
Crafts. Our creations are original, 
illustrated books put into award-
winning formats that integrate paper 
components, electronics, audio, and 
other specialty features for enthusiasts 
of all interests and skill levels.

Walter Foster Publishing is one of 
the most recognized names in art 
instruction. The timeless drawing 
and painting techniques found in 
Walter Foster titles have helped 
people around the world discover 
their artistic talents. From traditional 
pencil sketching to mixed media, 
hand lettering, and DIY crafting, 
Walter Foster Publishing has 
developed a full library of titles for 
the modern artist.

The Quarto Group USA The Quarto Group USA
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SOURDOUGH BAKING WITH KIDS
THE SCIENCE BEHIND BAKING BREAD LOAVES WITH YOUR ENTIRE FAMILY

Natalya Syanova

Baking traditions for the whole 
family to experience.
Introduce kids to the secrets behind 
sourdough bread baking, using just 
three ingredients: water, flour and 
salt. Each recipe includes di! erent 
ingredients, colours, and techniques 
for parents and kids to craft loaves 

together. There are fun facts about 
bread around the world, and lessons 
on the patience and discipline behind 
the process. Once you’ve got the 
basics down, you can dive into other 
sourdough recipes, including yeast-
based baked goods. 

NATASHA SYANOVA is a Chicago-based mother of two and sourdough 
expert with over seven years of baking experience. In 2013, she attended Food 
Enthusiast classes at the French Pastry School in Chicago and by 2020, her 
platform @NatashasBaking was named by Forbes as one of the top bread infl uencers.

OCTOBER 2021
9780760371473
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
160pp | 216 x 216mm | TPB
Rights: World
Cooking/Cooking with Kids

BIG BOARDS FOR FAMILIES
HEALTHY, WHOLESOME CHARCUTERIE BOARDS AND FOOD SPREADS THAT BRING 
EVERYONE AROUND THE TABLE

Sandy Coughlin

Wholesome, family meals that bring 
everyone around the table for a 
unique dining experience.
Sandy Coughlin, founder of the 
Reluctant Entertainer recipe and 
hospitality blog, shows you how 
to artfully craft and serve food 
boards to your friends and family, 
with minimum e! ort and maximum 

impact. A variety of ingredients 
and options allow you and your 
guests to customize every dish, from 
dinner, lunch, afterschool snacks or 
breakfast to brunch. These plentiful 
charcuterie boards are guaranteed to 
impress your guests and delight your 
family.

SANDY COUGHLIN writes about food, travel, and hospitality on her popular 
blog, Reluctant Entertainer. Her mission is to help readers by providing easy 
and tasty recipes, time-saving tips, and inspiration to help reluctant entertainers 
open their hearts and homes to others through great food and conversations.

OCTOBER 2021
9780760371664
£18.99 | $26.99 US | $35.99 CAN
176pp | 203 x 254mm | HB
Rights: World
Cooking/Entertaining

FAIR WINDS PRESSFAIR WINDS PRESS
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THE PALEO GUT HEALING  
COOKBOOK
75 NOURISHING PALEO + AIP RECIPES AND 10 
PRACTICES TO STRENGTHEN DIGESTION

Alison Marras

Restoring gut health is one of the key 
tenets of the Paleo diet. By removing 
allergy-provoking, nutrient-devoid foods 
such as grains, legumes, dairy, sugar, and 
artificial ingredients, intestinal health is 
restored thus ameliorating autoimmune 
symptoms and generalized inflammation in 
the body. However, eating the right foods 
in the wrong way won’t fully heal digestion 
and restore health. This book gives readers 
the whole equation for restoring gut 
health: recipes as well as proven strategies 
such as rhythmic eating/fasting, food 
combining, and mindful eating that impact 
digestion and gut health.

DECEMBER 2021
9780760371336
£18.99 | $26.99 US | $35.99 CAN
208pp | 190 x 235mm | TPB
40 photographs
Rights: World
Cooking/Health & Healing/Low 
Carbohydrate

THE ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DIET 
MADE SIMPLE
SIMPLE, DELICIOUS RECIPES TO REDUCE  
INFLAMMATION FOR LIFELONG HEALTH

Molly Thompson

Healing, delicious recipes that reduce 
inflammation the natural way.
By eating the right foods and following 
an anti-inflammatory diet, those with 
many common health conditions can 
start to reduce chronic inflammation, 
manage symptoms and feel better. This 
book makes following an AI diet easy 
and delicious; with more than 100 recipes 
featuring anti-inflammatory foods like 
leafy greens, berries, bone broth and 
seeds, readers will find the tools to get 
their health back on track.

JULY 2021
9781592339471
£18.99 | $26.99 US | $35.99 CAN
176pp | 190 x 235mm | TPB
45 illustrations
Rights: World
Cooking/Health & Healing/Low 
Carbohydrate

The o"cial Pomona’s Pectin cookbook for 
creating healthier, more flavourful jams, 
jellies, preserves, conserves, marmalades 
and more.
Craft intensely flavoured jams and jellies 
without all the sugar! In this updated, 
revised and expanded edition of the 
o"cial Pomona’s Pectin cookbook, 
find more recipes that use less sugar as 
you create your favourite jams, jellies, 
preserves, marmalades, conserves, pie 
fillings and no-sugar recipes.

PRESERVING WITH POMONA’S PECTIN
UPDATED EDITION

Allison Carroll Du!y and Pomona’s Pectin

OCTOBER 2021
9781592339938
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
192pp | 190 x 235mm | TPB
Rights: World
Cooking/Methods/Canning & 
Preserving

FAIR WINDS PRESSFAIR WINDS PRESS
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WILD GODDESS ORACLE DECK AND 
GUIDEBOOK
Monte Farber

A magical 52-card deck 
and guidebook with 
original art of Wild 
Goddess archetypes.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780760371657
£22.00 | $30.00 US | $39.00 CAN
144pp | 140 x 190mm | Cards 
with book in a box
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/
Tarot

DARK GODDESS MAGICK
C. Ara Campbell

Spells, practices, and 
shadow goddesses 
you can call on in your 
darkest moments.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780760370957
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
192pp | 170 x 225mm | TPB
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Goddess 
Worship

GREEN WITCH MAGICK
Susan Ilka Tuttle

Your guide to the 
sacred healing magick 
of plants.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781589239852
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
192pp | 170 x 225mm | TPB
40 colour images
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft  

THE THRIFTY WITCH’S BOOK OF SIMPLE SPELLS
Wren Maple

The Thrifty Witch 
helps busy witches 
hone their craft, in an 
accessible, practical 
way.

OCTOBER 2021
9781592339808
£16.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
176pp | 190 x 246mm | TPB
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft

THE HEALED EMPATH
Kristen Schwartz

A guide to support the 
specific healing needs 
of empaths and highly 
sensitive people.

DECEMBER 2021
9780760371732
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
192pp | 170 x 225mm | TPB
40 illustrations
Rights: World
Self-Help/Codependency

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO PSYCHIC ABILITIES
Karen Frazier

A comprehensive and 
accessible guide to 
awakening the full range 
of your psychic abilities.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760371398
£18.99 | $26.99 US | $35.99 CAN
192pp | 203 x 254mm | TPB
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/
General

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO ENERGY HEALING
Kat Fowler

The host of The Soul 
Awakening Podcast 
takes you on your 
own personal spiritual 
journey and path to 
healing.

DECEMBER 2021
9780760371756
£18.99 | $26.99 US | $35.99 CAN
192pp | 203 x 254mm | TPB
Colour illustrations
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/ 
Energy  

FAIR WINDS PRESSFAIR WINDS PRESS
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SKETCHING TECHNIQUES 
FOR ARTISTS
Alex Hillkurtz
9781631599231

FIGURE DRAWING FOR 
ARTISTS
Steve Huston
9781631590658

DRAWING AND PAINTING 
BOTANICALS FOR ARTISTS
Karen Kluglein
9781631598579

ROCKPORT PUBLISHERS

FOR ARTISTS

THE LANDSCAPE PAINTER’S 
WORKBOOK
ESSENTIAL STUDIES IN SHAPE, COMPOSITION, 
AND COLOUR

Mitchell Albala
9780760371350

Learn the language of landscape: explore 
shape, composition and colour through 
practical exercises and stunning examples.
This is the definitive hands-on guide to the techniques and essential elements 
of landscape painting. It’s brimming with striking images documenting all the 
phases and details of the author’s process, together with artworks by more 
than 40 noted artists.

NOVEMBER 2021
£18.99 | $26.99 US | $35.99 CAN
176pp | 216 x 279mm | TPB
250 colour photos
Rights: World
Art/Subjects & Themes/Landscapes & Seascapes

Comprehensive guides for artists of all abilities.

MADE BY JAMES
James Martin

An honest look at logo design and 
building a successful business – 
without selling out.
UK-based graphic designer James 
Martin shares his expertise, creative 
process and business advice. Martin, 
who has designed hundreds of logos 
for top companies, takes you through 

sketching ideas on paper, word 
mapping, rapid prototyping, finding 
inspiration and becoming a visual 
storyteller. He also includes down-
to-earth advice and personal stories 
on avoiding burnout, productivity, 
and repositioning failures as valuable 
experiences.

Over the last decade, award-winning graphic designer JAMES MARTIN has 
built a successful creative agency, Baby Giant Design Co., with his business 
partner, creating logos and building brand design for a varied list of clients. 

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760371497
£28.00 | $40.00 US | $53.00 CAN
224pp | 216 x 254mm | HB
250 colour photos
Rights: World
Design/Graphic Arts/Branding & 
Logo Design

ROCKPORT PUBLISHERS
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Also available:
Universal Principles of Design, Revised 
and Updated
9781592535873 | £26.00 | $35.00 US | 
$46.00 CAN
Universal Methods of Design, Expanded 
and Revised
9781631597480 | £26.00 | $35.00 US | 
$46.00 CAN

ROCKPORT PUBLISHERS

INFORMATION DESIGN WORKBOOK
GRAPHIC APPROACHES, SOLUTIONS, AND INSPIRATION

Kim Baer

A comprehensive, up-to-date guide 
to one of graphic design’s most 
challenging fields.
Revised and updated, the 
Information Design Workbook 
takes a methodical, comprehensive 
approach to conveying the 
fundamentals of avant-garde, 
innovative information design 
by examining history, theory, 
criticism, technology and media, 
process, method and practice. 
Including new case studies and the 
latest approaches, students and 
professionals will learn how to create 
visually compelling, meaningful 
graphics.

KIM BAER is principal of Los Angeles–based design studio KBDA, which she 
founded in 1982. The fi rm’s client list ranges from nonprofi t organizations to 
consumer-oriented companies.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781631598050
£19.99 | $27.99 US | $37.99 CAN
240pp | 229 x 229mm | TPB
Rights: World
Design/Reference

THE POCKET UNIVERSAL METHODS 
OF DESIGN
REVISED AND EXPANDED

Bruce Hanington and Bella Martin
9780760372142

A handy reference for approaching design 
in a completely new, more e# ective way.

October 2021 | £12.99 | $17.99 US | $24.99 CAN | 
272pp | 127 x 127mm | TPB | Approximately 125 
colour photos

ROCKPORT UNIVERSAL

UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLES OF INTERIOR 
DESIGN
Chris Grimley and Kelly Harris Smith
9780760372128 | November 2021

For students, practitioners, and educators 
seeking to improve their interior design 
understanding and expertise, this is the 
authoritative reference.

DECEMBER 2021
£28.00 | $40.00 US | $53.00 CAN
224pp | 216 x 254mm | HB
Approximately 300 colour photographs
Rights: World
Art/Colour Theory

Learn the universal artistic and creative principles with Rockport.

ROCKPORT PUBLISHERS

REVISED & UPDATED
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Also available:
100 Mixed Media Techniques
9781633226937 | £10.99 | PB
The Complete Book of Mixed Media Art
9781633223431 | £16.99 | HB

QUARRY BOOKS

MIXED MEDIA COLOUR STUDIO
EXPLORE MODERN COLOUR THEORY TO CREATE UNIQUE PALETTES AND FIND YOUR 
CREATIVE VOICE – PLAY WITH ACRYLICS, PASTELS, INKS, GRAPHITE, AND MORE

Kellee Wynne Conrad

A new and exciting way to explore 
mixed media through colour 
palettes, colour theory, and colour 
mixing methods that form the 
basis of innovative techniques and 
exciting projects.
An exciting way to explore the world 
of mixed media: in vivid colour! 
Starting with a strong foundation in 
colour theory, mixing, and principles, 
the book o! ers a comprehensive 
primer on art supplies and tools, plus 
warm-up exercises and techniques. 
Create modern landscapes and 
seascapes, expressive fl orals, 
abstracts, and more. 

KELLEE WYNNE CONRAD is a fourth-generation artist who grew up with 
art as part of her daily life. She worked for many years in the design industry 
creating trade products, running workshops, and having her work published.

JULY 2021
9781631599965
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
128pp | 216 x 279mm | TPB
200 illustrations
Rights: World
Art/Mixed Media

QUARRY BOOKS

COLOR FIRST, INK LATER
COLORFUL, DYNAMIC, AND FUN TECHNIQUES FOR 
DRAWING AND PAINTING ON LOCATION

Mike Daikubara
9780760373033

A unique method for working with watercolour 
on the go: painting fi rst, then sketching with ink 
afterward.
December 2021 | £14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN

UNDERSTANDING LIGHT
PORTRAYING LIGHT EFFECTS IN ON-LOCATION DRAWING 
AND PAINTING

Katie Woodward
9780760372036

Heighten the impact of your artwork by capturing 
the look and subtleties of light in any scene.
November 2021 | £14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN

URBAN SKETCHING HANDBOOKS

PANORAMAS AND VERTICAL VISTAS
DRAWING URBAN SPACES AND BEAUTIFUL PLACES FROM 
EXCITING PERSPECTIVES

Mario Linhares
9780760370704
Learn how to heighten the visual drama in drawings of 
cityscapes, landscapes, and more from unique points.
August 2021 | £12.99 | $17.99 US | $24.99 CAN

112pp | 127 x 203mm | TPB
Approximately 100 colour photographs
Rights: World
Art/Subjects & Themes/Landscapes & Seascapes

O! ers expert instruction on creative techniques, on-location tips and 
advice, and an abundance of visual inspiration.
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ART FOR MODERN MAKERS: 
CREATIVE GOUACHE
A BEGINNER’S STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO 
CREATING VIBRANT PAINTINGS WITH OPAQUE 
WATERCOLOUR AND MIXED MEDIA

Ruth Wilshaw

Take your art in a bold new direction with 
gouache.
Learn to paint lush florals, bold 
landscapes, decorated letters, and vibrant 
butterflies, with gouache, transparent 
watercolour’s opaque sister. Techniques 
include layering paint colours, creating 
gradients and translucent e! ects, and 
combining gouache with mixed media for 
stunning results. With Creative Gouache, 
it’s easy to create with gorgeous wall-to-
wall colour!

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781631599378
£16.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
144pp | 216 x 254mm | TPB
Approximately 200 colour 
photographs
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Watercolour 
Painting

OIL PAINTING EVERY DAY
A STEP-BY-STEP BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO PAINTING 
THE WORLD AROUND YOU AND DEVELOPING A 
SUCCESSFUL DAILY CREATIVE HABIT

Robin Sealark

An enjoyable, beginner-friendly modern 
approach to oil painting that encourages 
daily practice.
Learn how to see and think like an artist to 
paint stunning landscapes, still lifes, fl orals, 
portraits, skies, and more. Discover expert 
tips and tricks for creating compelling 
compositions with beautiful colour 
palettes and stunning details. DECEMBER 2021

9781631599941
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
128pp | 216 x 254mm | TPB
200 illustrations
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Oil PaintingFRESH PAINT

DISCOVER AND DEVELOP YOUR UNIQUE CREATIVE STYLE THROUGH 100 SMALL 
MIXED-MEDIA PAINTINGS

Flora Bowley and Lynzee Lynx

Find your artistic style through 
creating 100 small mixed-media 
paintings.
Aspiring and developing artists will 
discover accessible, transformational 
and lasting ways to deepen their 
creative style. Begin by identifying 
the underlying areas of practice 
and the essential ‘ingredients’ for 

individual style, along with guidance 
on preparing a space and gathering 
supplies. Then, gather and process 
inspiration from internal and external 
landscapes, new materials, colour, 
and other artists – supported by 
drawing exercises and projects – to 
create uniquely personal art.

FLORA BOWLEY is an internationally celebrated painter, workshop facilitator, 
author, visionary, and inspirationalist. LYNZEE LYNX enjoys creating in many 
mediums, including paint, beads, metal, and fabric. 

AUGUST 2021
9780760370681
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
144pp | 216 x 279mm | TPB
Approximately 200 colour 
photographs
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Painting

QUARRY BOOKSQUARRY BOOKS
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ART IS FOR EVERYONE: DRAWING IS FOR EVERYONE
SIMPLE LESSONS TO MAKE YOUR CREATIVE PRACTICE A DAILY HABIT

Kateri Ewing

Guides and informs the average 
person on how to draw, using 
intuitive mark-making.
Art Is for Everyone series, developed 
for beginner/non-professional artists. 
Drawing Is for Everyone guides 
readers through simple projects for 
graphite pencils, coloured pencils, 

and pen and ink using a process-
based, soulful and meditative art 
approach. Exercises include two 
art pieces, one to keep, and then a 
smaller one, such as a postcard or 
mini painting, to share to spread their 
creativity and joy in new places.

KATERI EWING is an artist in residence and teacher at the Roycroft Campus 
in East Aurora, New York. For her artistic and writing endeavours, she was 
honoured with the 2012 Mary and Gil Stott Award at Roycroft. Her artwork 
has also won numerous awards in both local and national exhibitions. 

JULY 2021
9780760370667
£16.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
128pp | 216 x 279mm | TPB
200+ colour photographs
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Drawing

THE CRAFTY CHICA CREATES!
Kathy Cano Murillo

Fresh, vibrant Latina art and craft projects 
galore, all with the unique Crafty Chica 
style.
It’s time to get your Latina style on! Kathy 
Cano Murillo, the Crafty Chica, is back. 
This revised edition o! ers new fun, vibrant 
art and craft projects, along with previous 
favourites. Learn how to make colourful 
assemblage shrines; work with resin, clay, 
and glitter; create bold jewellery; and 
repurpose clothing into useful wearables 
and accessories.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760372180
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
128pp | 216 x 254mm | TPB
200 illustrations
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Mixed Media

GET MESSY ART 
Caylee Grey

A no-rules, no-judgment, creativity-
boosting guide to making art. 
Create perfectly imperfect art! This rules-
free attitude is infused throughout pages 
of fresh inspiration, techniques, and 
projects that include watercolour painting, 
drawing with pen and ink, layering with 
acrylic and making unique marks. Artists 
of all levels are encouraged to explore 
to their heart’s content, without fear of 
making mistakes.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760371169
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
128pp | 216 x 254mm | TPB
200 illustrations
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Mixed Media

QUARRY BOOKSQUARRY BOOKS
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DRAW 62 MANGA STYLE
Scott Harris

Teaches beginners 
the basic elements, 
character concepts, and 
visual e#ects of anime 
and manga.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760372210
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
128pp | 216 x 279mm | TPB
600-700 illustrations
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Drawing

DRAWING CUTE: DRAWING LESSONS FOR 
BEGINNERS: CUTE ANIMALS
Ai Akikusa

Learn to draw animals: 
Start with basic shapes, 
then make them cute!

OCTOBER 2021
9780760372203
£12.99 | $17.99 US | $24.99 CAN
128pp | 210 x 148mm | TPB
250 illustration
Rights: World exc Japan
Art/Techniques/Drawing 

DRAW LIKE AN ARTIST: 100 BUILDINGS 
AND ARCHITECTURAL FORMS
David Drazil

An essential for artists 
or architects interested 
in learning to draw 
global and historical 
architectural forms.

JULY 2021
9780760370766
£14.99 | $18.99 US | $25.99 CAN
112pp | 216 x 279mm | TPB
700 illustrations 
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Drawing

DRAWING AND PAINTING  
EXPRESSIVE LITTLE ANIMALS
STEP-BY-STEP TECHNIQUES FOR CREATING 
AMAZING CREATURES

Amarilys Henderson

Practical, creative techniques for drawing 
and painting animals with style and 
personality
Bring animals to life, from realistic to 
cartoon, with these techniques for 
successfully portraying the natural world. 
From working small to scaling up, you’ll 
learn to explore the scope of sizes and 
shapes of animal features from nose to tail.JULY 2021

9780760370742
£16.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
144pp | 216 x 254mm | TPB
Approximately 200 colour  
photographs
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Watercolour 
Painting

DRAWN ON THE WAY
Sarah Nisbett

A new way to draw, turning any artist into 
a visual storyteller 
Capture life in fun, quick and meaningful 
ways, and learn how to create captivating 
line drawings of faces, figures, scenes, 
nature and animals, with nothing more 
than a sketchbook and pen. With 
techniques such as contour drawing, 
using line work to add texture, rendering 
revealing details, and adding spot colour, 
you’ll become the visual storyteller you’ve 
always wanted to be and connect with the 
world in a new way.

OCTOBER 2021
9780760370728
£16.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
128pp | 216 x 254mm | TPB
Trade Paperback
200 illustrations
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Drawing

QUARRY BOOKSQUARRY BOOKS
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COMMON SENSE NATURAL BEEKEEPING
Kim Flottum

Learn to keep bees the 
natural way – without 
unnecessary chemical or 
human intervention.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781631599552
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
160pp | 216 x 254mm | TPB
Rights: World
Technology & Engineering/
Agriculture/Beekeeping  

SUPER DOG TRICKS
Sara Carson

Teach your pup to 
perform with trainer and 
performer Sara Carson 
– star of America’s Got 
Talent with her dog, 
Hero. 

DECEMBER 2021
9780760371909
£16.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
192pp | 229 x 229mm | TPB
Rights: World
Pets/Dogs/Training

REAL FOOD FERMENTATION
Alex Lewin

The ultimate beginner’s 
guide for the fermented 
food revolution!

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760372456
£19.99 | $27.99 US | $37.99 CAN
224pp | 203 x 254mm | TPB
Rights: World
Cooking/Methods/Canning & 
Preserving

ESSENTIAL CERAMICS SKILLS: 
THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO WHEEL 
THROWING
A COMPLETE COURSE FOR THE POTTER’S WHEEL

Julia Weber

Learn the ins and outs of wheel throwing 
in this contemporary guide.
This is a friendly workshop on learning 
the potter’s wheel. Encouraging readers 
to find the methods that work best for 
them, Julia’s upbeat nature shines through, 
as she helps readers build skills through 
classic projects like cups, bowls, and 
plates. Tips and tricks, artist features and 
galleries featuring top ceramicists make 
this a beginner’s must-have.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781631599354
£18.99 | $26.99 US | $35.99 CAN
144pp | 229 x 229mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Pottery & 
Ceramics

AMAZING GLAZE RECIPES AND 
COMBINATIONS
200+ SUREFIRE FINISHES FOR LOW-FIRE, 
MID-RANGE, AND HIGH-FIRE POTTERY

Gabriel Kline

All the glaze recipes and combinations a 
potter’s heart could desire.
The art of glazing is based partly on 
technique and partly on solid recipes. 
Gabriel Kline includes all the recipes and 
combinations a potter could desire, and 
teaches artists how to develop their own 
style. Plus, more complex combinations 
involving multiple glazes and underglaze.AUGUST 2021

9781589239807
£22.00 | $30.00 US | $40.00 CAN
176pp | 203 x 254mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Pottery & 
Ceramics

QUARRY BOOKSQUARRY BOOKS

REAL FOOD FERMENTATION
Alex Lewin

REVISED & EXPANDED
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Also available:
Mexican Home Kitchen
9781631066931 | £20.00 | HB

PLANT POWERED MEXICAN
FAST, FRESH RECIPES FROM A MODERN MEXICAN KITCHEN

Kate Ramos

From Taco Tuesday to a quick 
weeknight meal, blogger Kate 
Ramos serves up the perfect meat-
free menu.
Time consuming, overly spicy, 
and unhealthy? Think again! Kate 
Ramos of the blog ¡Hola! Jalapeño 
is here to revolutionise plant-based 
Mexican meals with dried chillies, 

fresh peppers, herbs and spices. The 
75+ recipes feature both traditional 
family favourites and creative dishes 
Kate invented for her busy family’s 
life. Six sections are categorized by 
cooking method, from simple low- 
and no-cook recipes, to stove top, 
oven, grill and the electric pressure 
cooker. 

KATE RAMOS is the writer and creator of the Mexican-inspired food blog 
¡Hola! Jalapeño. She started the site to share her love of Mexican flavours 
with the world and has become one of the leading voices in the Mexican 
space with a reach of nearly half a million readers monthly. 

OCTOBER 2021
9780760371145
£19.00 | $27.00 US | $37.00 CAN
192pp | 203 x 254mm | Paper Over 
Board
Rights: World
Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/Mexican

HARVARD COMMON PRESSHARVARD COMMON PRESS
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THE NURSING MOTHER’S COMPANION
THE BREASTFEEDING BOOK MOTHERS TRUST, 
FROM PREGNANCY THROUGH WEANING

Kathleen Huggins

Over one million copies sold – the most 
comprehensive breastfeeding book.
The Nursing Mother’s Companion has 
been among the top two best-selling 
books on breastfeeding for more than 
30 years, and equips breastfeeding 
mothers with the information they need 
to overcome di"  culties and nurse their 
babies successfully. This new eighth 
edition adds more coverage on infant 
nutrition, breast pumps and continuing to 
nurse after returning to work. 

OCTOBER 2021
9781558329126
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
448pp | 152 x 229mm | TPB
100 b/w illustrations
Rights: World
Health & Fitness/Breastfeeding

HOW TO DISTILL
A COMPLETE GUIDE FROM STILL DESIGN AND 
FERMENTATION THROUGH DISTILLING AND 
AGING SPIRITS

Aaron Hyde

A contemporary bible on distilling to 
satisfy any budding home distiller.
Just as How to Brew came out early 
in the homebrew and craft beer trend, 
this will be the definitive guide for a 
new generation of creators. With a 
comprehensive overview of both the art 
and science of distilling, the book includes 
the key topics: fundamentals of distilling, 
fermentation theory, the distillation 
process and ageing considerations. 

OCTOBER 2021
9781558329751
£19.99 | $28.99 US | $37.99 CAN
240pp | 190 x 235mm | TPB
Rights: World
Cooking/Beverages/Alcoholic/
General

DESSERT BOARDS
50 BEAUTIFULLY SWEET PLATTERS AND 
BOARDS FOR FAMILY, FRIENDS, HOLIDAYS, 
AND ANY OCCASION

Kellie Hemmerly

The only book on sweets boards and 
dessert platters.
The platters and boards trend heads o!  in 
a sweet new direction in Dessert Boards, 
the first and only book on what pundits 
and food writers are pitching as the most 
popular new spin. The 50 easy-to-make 
boards in the book are all child-friendly 
but grown-ups will love them, too! SEPTEMBER 2021

9780760372838
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
160pp | 203 x 254mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Cooking/Courses & Dishes/
Desserts

SWEET TALK COOKIES
FRESH, FUN COOKIE DESIGNS FOR BIRTHDAYS, 
HOLIDAYS, AND EVERYDAY

Hayley Callaway

Clever, creative cookies from Instagram 
celeb Hayley Cakes and Cookies.
Popular baker and Instagram star Hayley 
Calloway reveals the secrets behind her 
modern and unique message-based 
designs for every season and the most 
popular holidays throughout the year. 
After a few easy bakes, readers will be 
inspired to get creative: mix and match, 
customize colours, and add messages 
to come up with their very own cookie 
designs! 

OCTOBER 2021
9780760371596
£16.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
192pp | 203 x 254mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Cooking/Courses & Dishes/
Cookies 
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CAPTURING SNOWFLAKES
Kenneth Libbrecht

A paean to the beauty 
of snowflakes, featuring 
physicist Kenneth  
Libbrecht’s micro- 
photography.

AUGUST 2021
9780760369715
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
144pp | 183 x 229mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Photography/Subjects & 
Themes/Landscapes

OLD TIME COUNTRY WISDOM & LORE AT 
HEARTH AND HOME
Jerry Mack Johnson

Learn and explore 
practical country 
wisdom and home skills 
with Texas folklorist 
Jerry Mack Johnson.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760369326
£16.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
176pp | 216 x 279mm | TPB
Rights: World
House & Home/Sustainable 
Living

OLD TIME COUNTRY WISDOM & LORE IN 
THE GARDEN
Jerry Mack Johnson

The practical country 
wisdom and garden 
skills encyclopedia by 
famed Texas folklorist 
Jerry Mack Johnson.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760369302
£16.99 | $22.99 US | $29.99 CAN
176pp | 216 x 279mm | TPB
Rights: World
House & Home/Sustainable 
Living

BEST RECIPES FROM THE FARMER’S WIFE
Kari Cornell and Melinda Keefe

An all-new, fully 
illustrated edition of this 
classic cookbook of the 
most popular recipes for 
back-to basics cooking.

DECEMBER 2021
9780760369395
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
240pp | 184 x 235mm | TPB
Rights: World
Cooking/Comfort Food

ENJOYING RUM
Fred Minnick

From dark to white, Mai 
Tais to Mojitos, both 
new and experienced 
rum lovers can explore 
the drink with this 
companion. 

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760369289
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
176pp | 140 x 190mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Cooking/Beverages/Alcoholic/
General

ENJOYING BOURBON
Fred Minnick

From Manhattans to Mint 
Juleps this companion 
helps bourbon lovers to 
explore bourbon with 
knowledge and pleasure.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760369265
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
176pp | 140 x 190mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Cooking/Beverages/Alcoholic/
Bartending & Cocktails

VOYAGEUR PRESSVOYAGEUR PRESS
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WEED
A CONNOISSEUR’S GUIDE TO CANNABIS

Ellen Holland

A guide to help protect and preserve  
cannabis culture. 
Weed takes an artful approach to 
exploring the beauty and bounty of 
cannabis, guiding readers through cultivars 
and shining a light on how the industry 
is evolving through cannabis dining and 
cocktails, unique growing practices, and 
the science behind the high. This gorgeous 
book takes a journey into the heart of 
how cannabis is farmed, produced, and 
appreciated today. Join author Ellen 
Holland as she and other industry experts 
discuss cultivars, blind tastings, terroir, 
luxury products, events, and sustainable 
practices.

OCTOBER 2021
9780760371084
£28.00 | $40.00 US | $50.00 CAN
256pp | 229 x 254mm | HB
Rights: World
Health & Fitness/Cannabis & 
CBD

THE HISTORY OF TAROT ART
DEMYSTIFYING THE ART AND ARCANA, DECK 
BY DECK

Holly Adams Easley and Esther Joy Archer

A fresh look at the stories behind the art 
and history of tarot decks.
Explore the art styles, artists, and 
history behind more than a dozen of 
the most noteworthy tarot decks with 
Holly Adams Easley and Esther Joy 
Archer, hosts of the popular Wildly Tarot 
podcast. They examine the influence of 
tarot from its beginnings as a fifteenth 
century card game to a modern-day 
trend. Both longtime tarot practitioners 
and newcomers will find fascinating new 
insights in this retrospective.    

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780760371244
£35.00 | $50.00 US | $65.00 CAN
256pp | 249 x 274mm | Novelty 
Hardcover
500 illustrations
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/
Tarot

EVERYDAY WELLBEING: THE 
WITCH’S COMPLETE GUIDE TO 
SELF-CARE 
BEST PRACTICES, SPELLS, AND RITUALS TO 
TAKE CARE OF YOUR INNER GODDESS

E. D. Chesborough

Craft an enjoyable life through self-care 
rituals, spells, and mystical practices.
Over 100 ways to be a happier and 
healthier witch o!er a blend of mindful 
ways to reconnect with and take care 
of yourself. Rituals, spells, and best 
mystical practices are compiled in this 
comprehensive guide filled with practical 
advice for both witches and everyone 
in need of TLC. Become an active 
participant in your spiritual journey and 
use mystical practices to better your life.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780785839484
£12.99 | $16.99 US | $21.99 CAN
168pp | 191 x 235mm | Paper 
Over Board
100+ illustrations
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft 
(see also RELIGION/Wicca)

SHARKS
THE OCEAN’S MIGHTIEST PREDATOR

Jenni Zellner

A stunning pictorial, immersing you in the 
captivating lives of sharks.
Learn more fun biological points about 
sharks and interesting facts about their 
environment with Sharks. Get a deep 
dive on di!erent types of sharks, their 
life cycle, biology, social habits, and how 
they interact with the humans invading 
their oceans. Predators of the deep, their 
ancient biology have kept them at the top 
of the oceanic food chain.

OCTOBER 2021
9780785838432
£25.00 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
192pp | 229 x 298mm | Paper 
Over Board
Colour photographs
Rights: World
Nature/Animals/Marine Life

EPIC INKCHARTWELL BOOKS
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THE HARDWORKING HOME
A DIY GUIDE TO WORKING, LEARNING, AND LIVING AT HOME

Mark Johanson
9780760372777

An expert project book: make your space more 
comfortable, fl exible and vibrant as we live, learn 
and work at home.

176pp | 203 x 254mm | Rights: World

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO DECKS
FEATURING THE LATEST TOOLS, SKILLS, DESIGNS, 
MATERIALS AND CODES

Editors of Cool Springs Press
9780760371534 | 272pp
The most complete do-it-yourself reference on the 
market for building, repairing and planning your deck. 

BLACK+DECKER

THE COMPLETE PHOTO GUIDE TO WIRING
CURRENT WITH 2021-2024 ELECTRICAL CODES

Editors of Cool Springs Press
9780760371510
The bestselling, and most current, home wiring 
book in North America, newly updated for the 
2020-2023 codes cycle.

DECEMBER 2021
£19.99 | $27.99 US | $37.99 CAN
336pp | 213 x 273mm | TPB
800 photographs and 40 diagrams
Rights: World
House & Home/Do-It-Yourself/Electrical

The most comprehensive and current guides for all your DIY needs.

THE NEW PALLET BOOK
Chris Peterson

Upcycle unwanted wood 
into just about anything, 
with 50+ ideas for 
woodworking projects.

JULY 2021
9780760368596
$14.99 | $27.99 US | $32.99 CAN
144pp | 203 x 254mm | TPB
150 illustrations
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Woodwork

HOME HYDROPONICS
Tyler Baras

Illustrated project plans 
to build over a dozen 
beautiful DIY hydroponic 
growing systems for 
your home.

AUGUST 2021
9780760370384
$19.99 | $24.99 US | $37.99 CAN
192pp | 203 x 254mm | TPBN
150-200 photographs
Rights: World
Gardening/Hydroponics 

ATTRACTING BENEFICIAL BUGS TO YOUR 
GARDEN
Jessica Walliser

Say goodbye to common 
pests like spider mites, 
aphids and leafhoppers 
by planting a garden full 
of the right fl owers and 
herbs.

DECEMBER 2021
9780760371718
$19.99 | $27.99 US | $37.99 CAN
208pp | 203 x 229mm | TPB
Rights: World
Gardening/Organic

COOL SPRINGS PRESSCOOL SPRINGS PRESS
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FERRARI: 75 YEARS
Dennis Adler

Celebrate 75 years of Ferrari speed 
and style!
A complete, fascinating, and 
beautifully illustrated history 
highlighting the company’s 
legendary sports cars and 
worldwide infl uence. A stellar 
combination of beauty, engineering, 
racing success, exclusivity, and 
Italian fl air combine to make 
Ferrari the world’s most legendary 
carmaker. All these traits coalesce in 
the form of Ferrari’s road cars. 

No other sports car manufacturer 
has so consistently set the bar for 
style and performance. It’s a near 
unbroken 75-year run of automotive 

hits, from the 125S in 1947 to the 
modern era’s outrageous hypercars 
like the Enzo, F8, and LaFerrari. 
Dennis Adler o! ers Ferrari owners 
and fans a full and fascinating 
picture of Maranello’s 75 years of 
sports car manufacturing, but also 
covers Enzo Ferrari’s early career 
with Alfa-Romeo. His detailed text 
is accompanied by his breathtaking 
photography and supplemented by 
important historic images. Ferrari: 
75 Years provides an inspiring and 
illuminating look back at this history.

DENNIS ADLER is recognized as one of America’s most published 
automotive authors and historians. The author of 37 books on collectible cars 
and historic fi rearms, as well as a former magazine editor, Adler has had more 
than 5,000 articles and photographs published during his 35-year career.

NOVEMBER 2021
9780760372098
£35.00 | $50.00 US | $65.00 CAN
336pp | 283 x 222mm | HB + Jacket
425 colour & mono photographs
Rights: World
Transportation/Automotive/History

MOTORBOOKS

Also available:
Ferrari Hypercars
9780760346082 | £50.00 | HB
Ferrari Formula 1 Car by Car
9780760367773 | £40.00 | HB
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JAGUAR CENTURY
100 YEARS OF AUTOMOTIVE EXCELLENCE

Giles Chapman

Experience the fi rst one hundred 
years of Great Britain’s most 
enduring and iconic automotive 
marque.
From pre-Depression motorcycle 
sidecars hammered out in a modest 
shop in Coventry, England, to 
the cutting edge of 21st century 
automotive technology, Jaguar 
Century o! ers you a full review of 
British design and engineering at 
its fi nest. 

Automotive historian Giles 
Chapman showcases how visionaries 
developed the brand in the trying 
prewar years before restarting 
Jaguar after the war, fi rst with the 

XK120, then the XK140 and XK150. 
Sporting sedans like the Mark 2 and 
Mark X established further standards 
for four-door luxury in the 1950s 
and ’60s, while the stunning E-Type 
unveiled in 1961 became a holy grail 
of automotive design and gave 
Jaguar a genuine 150-miles-per-hour 
sports car. 

If you are a fan of classic sports 
cars or automotive excellence, 
Jaguar Century is a defi nitive volume 
you will not want to be without.

GILES CHAPMAN is an award-winning writer and commentator on the 
industry, history, and culture of cars. He has worked across a vast array of 
media for 35 years, which includes writing 50 books on a diverse range of 
subjects. 

AUGUST 2021
9780760368664 
£60.00 | $75.00 US | $99.00 CAN
224pp | 248 x 305mm | HB + Slipcase
250 colour photographs
Rights: World
Transportation/Automotive/Antique 
& Classic

MOTORBOOKS 115MOTORBOOKS
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JEEP 4X4 PERFORMANCE 
HANDBOOK
Jim Allen and James Weber

The ultimate guide to safely modifying, 
handling, and navigating Jeep four-wheel-
drive vehicles on trails or overland.
Now in its third edition, Jeep 4x4 
Performance Handbook eliminates the 
mystery of getting the most out of your 
Jeep. The book is updated to address ten 
years of new technologies, vehicles, and 
the exploding overland adventure hobby. 
Considerations such as trail etiquette and 
communications options ensure you are 
equipped to handle nearly any trip – set o!  
into the wilderness with confi dence!

JULY 2021
9780760370087
£25.99 | $34.99 US | $45.99 CAN
224pp | 210 x 270mm | TPB
400 colour & b/w photographs
Rights: World
Transportation/Automotive/
Repair & Maintenance

BMW M
50 YEARS OF ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINES

Tony Lewin

The ultimate history of the ultimate 
driving machines!
BMW rightly brands its cars the “ultimate 
driving machines”, but its M-cars surpass 
even the legendary production cars 
o! ering ne plus ultra motoring. BMW’s 
M division was launched in 1972 as its 
motorsports arm (hence “M”). In 1978, 
it o! ered its fi rst production car, the 
M1, and has never looked back. Created 
with BMW’s cooperation, BMW M-Series 
celebrates the 50th anniversary of this 
important German enthusiast brand 
detailing both its production and 
Motorsport stories.

OCTOBER 2021
9780760368480
£35.00 | $50.00 US | $65.00 CAN
224pp | 248 x 305mm | HB + 
Jacket
200 illustrations
Rights: World
Transportation/Automotive/
History

THE BIG BOOK OF TINY CARS
A CENTURY OF DIMINUTIVE 
AUTOMOTIVE ODDITIES

Russell Hayes

A big and lively look back at 100+ years of 
the world’s tiniest cars!
From tiny homes to little lending libraries, 
people everywhere are resetting the 
premium they put on size. Richly illustrated 
and entertainingly written, this collection 
presents lively profiles of automotive 
history’s weird, sublime, and revolutionary 
microcars, minicars, bubble cars, kei cars, 
and subcompacts from around the world. 
It’s the ultimate collection of more than 
100 years of forward-thinking automotive 
marvels.

OCTOBER 2021
9780760370629
£28.00 | $40.00 US | $53.00 CAN
176pp | 267 x 267mm | HB + 
Jacket
250 illustrations
Rights: World
Transportation/Automotive/
History

PORSCHE AT LE MANS
70 YEARS

Glen Smale

Seven decades of the legendary marque 
at the world’s greatest motor race!
2021 is a momentous year for Porsche 
as the marque looks back on 70 years of 
competition in the world’s greatest motor 
race. Packed with photography, narrative, 
and race results, this beautifully designed 
book is the definitive history of Porsche 
and Le Mans, chronicling both the works 
team cars and privateer entries – it’s an 
indispensable treasure trove of history, 
photographs, and data.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780760369050
£60.00 | $75.00 US | $99.00 CAN
320pp | 235 x 281mm | HB + 
Jacket
750 illustrations
Rights: World
Transportation/Automotive/
Pictorial

MOTORBOOKSMOTORBOOKS

THIRD EDITION
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HERE WE ARE… ON ROUTE 66
A JOURNEY DOWN AMERICA’S MAIN STREET

Jim Hinckley

Explore the most iconic of sites on 
the most iconic of highways with 
internationally renowned Route 66 expert 
Jim Hinckley.
Route 66 is the embodiment of the classic 
American highway, a road travelled 
by everyone from people fl eeing the 
Dust Bowl to leisurely post-war family 
vacationers. Internationally renowned 
Route 66 expert Jim Hinckley spans all 
eight states, as he examines a colourful 
assortment of time capsule towns, 
awe-inspiring natural wonders, diners, 
roadside attractions, and motels. 

DECEMBER 2021
9780760371992
£28.00 | $40.00 US | $53.00 CAN
208pp | 216 x 269mm | HB + 
Jacket
250 colour & b/w photographs
Rights: World
Travel/Special Interest/Roadside 
Attractions

THE IMPOSSIBLE ROAD TRIP
AN UNFORGETTABLE JOURNEY TO PAST AND 
PRESENT ROADSIDE ATTRACTIONS IN ALL 
50 STATES

Eric Dregni

Revisit the golden age of the road trip 
in this colourful romp through iconic 
roadside attractions!
The great American road trip is having 
a revival, with more and more families 
and couples setting out on four or two 
wheels to discover the nation’s overlooked 
or forgotten nooks and crannies. It’s a 
great tradition that recalls the midcentury 
golden age of car travel. By covering all 50 
states and more than 100 iconic roadside 
attractions, from famous to quirky, author 
Eric Dregni gives readers an unprecedented 
look at roadside Americana, illustrating 
many of his histories with the photography 
of the late roadside scholar John Margolies.

OCTOBER 2021
9780760370292
£26.00 | $35.00 US | $46.00 CAN
192pp | 235 x 260mm | HB
250 colour photographs
Rights: World
Travel/Special Interest/Roadside 
AttractionsTHE HARLEY-DAVIDSON SOURCE BOOK

ALL THE PRODUCTION MODELS SINCE 1903
Mitch Bergeron

The Harley-Davidson Source Book
is the ultimate reference for the 
ultimate Motor Company machines.
Beginning with the De Dion-Bouton 
singles and moving into the twin- 
and side-valve eras, the book covers 
the ins, outs, specs, and histories 
of legendary models such as the 
Knucklehead, Panhead, Sportster, 
Shovelhead, Evolution, Twin Cam, 
and Milwaukee, and even reviews 
liquid-cooled models such as the 
2001 69ci V-Rod and Dark Custom 
Street 750. 

The Harley-Davidson Source Book 
not only establishes a taxonomy 
of Harley history in full-colour 

photographs, company ads, and 
marketing materials, it showcases 
the technological evolution of 
the world’s most recognized 
motorcycles. 

MITCH BERGERON has worked in the motorcycle industry and has a 
reputation as a custom builder with an eye for detail. His keep-it-simple 
approach has led to many awards. His bikes have also featured in television 
appearances such as Biker Build-o! , Chopper Nation, and Chopper Challenge. 

JULY 2021
9780760361900
$35.00 | $50.00 US | $65.00 CAN
304pp | 276 x 235mm | HB + 
Jacket
400 illustrations
Right: World
Transportation/Motorcycles/
History

MOTORBOOKSMOTORBOOKS
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The prototypes, anniversary and pace cars, 
and specialty packages that have made the 
Mustang an automotive legend.
In-depth looks ranging from From the first 
six-cylinder through fire-breathing Boss and 
Mach 1 versions to today’s world-beating 
Mustang Shelby GT500.

November 2021 | 320pp | 248 x 305mm | 550 col-
our photographs | Rights: World | Transportation/
Automotive/History

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF FORD 
MUSTANG
EVERY MODEL SINCE 1964-1/2
Mike Mueller
9780760372883

MOTORBOOKS COMPLETE BOOK SERIES

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CLASSIC 
FORD TRACTORS
EVERY MODEL 1917-1996
Robert N. Pripps and Andrew Morland
9780760370643

The beautifully photographed one-stop 
source of information about popular and 
collectable Ford tractors.
The complete histories of the popular 
marque’s most iconic models including 
series evolution, historical context, and technical details, accompanied by 
beautiful contemporary and historic images. 

SEPTEMBER 2021
£32.00 | $45.00 US | $60.00 CAN
192pp | 235 x 276mm | HB + Jacket
350 colour and mono photographs
Rights: World
Antiques & Collectibles/Transportation

The Complete Book series examines the histories and technical 
evolution of the transportation world’s most popular vehicles.

MOTORBOOKS 121MOTORBOOKS
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HARLEY-DAVIDSON® 
2022
16-MONTH CALENDAR
AUGUST 2021
9780760371329
£12.99 | $17.99 US | 
$24.99 CAN
24pp | 432 x 305mm
Rights: World
Non-Classifiable

SUPERCARS 2022
16-MONTH CALENDAR
AUGUST 2021
9780760371411
£11.99 | $15.99 US | 
$21.99 CAN
24pp | 305 x 305mm
Rights: World
Non-Classifiable

FIRE TRUCKS IN  
ACTION 2022
16-MONTH CALENDAR

Editors of Motor-
books and Larry 
Shapiro 
AUGUST 2021
9780760371312
£12.99 | $17.99 US | 
$24.99 CAN
24pp | 432 x 305mm
Rights: World
Non-Classifiable

THE ART OF THE 
FORMULA 1 RACE 
CAR 2022
16-MONTH CALENDAR
AUGUST 2021
9780760371305
£11.99 | $15.99 US | 
$21.99 CAN
24pp | 305 x 305mm
Rights: World
Non-Classifiable

AMERICAN MUSCLE 
CARS 2022
16-MONTH CALENDAR

Editors of Motor-
books and David 
Newhardt
AUGUST 2021
9780760371299
£11.99 | $15.99 US | 
$21.99 CAN
24pp | 305 x 305mm
Rights: World
Non-Classifiable

WELDING
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW

Todd Bridigum

New installment in the Future Farmers 
of America (FFA)–licensed Everything 
You Need to Know series, shows young 
readers how to get started.
Bestselling welding author and instructor 
Todd Bridigum provides young readers 
a wealth of knowledge with the help of 
colour photo sequences so that aspiring 
welders can acquire skills safely and with 
confidence.DECEMBER 2021

9780760371442
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
160pp | 192 x 246mm | TPB
250 colour photographs
Rights: World
Technology & Engineering/
Welding

MOTORBOOKS WORKSHOP: HOW 
TO DESIGN AND APPLY AUTOMO-
TIVE AND MOTORCYCLE PAINT AND 
GRAPHICS
FLAMES, PINSTRIPES, AIRBRUSHING, LETTER-
ING, TROUBLESHOOTING AND MORE
JoAnn Bortles
The ultimate guide to custom automotive 
painting and graphics application.
Writing for hobbyists and professionals 
alike, author and award-winning custom 
painter JoAnn Bortles presents both 
traditional and modern techniques. 
She covers the most popular custom 
painting styles and techniques in an 
easy-to-understand format. Step-by-step 
examples of projects are accompanied by 
handy tips and tricks features, as well as 
photo galleries providing examples and 
inspiration.

OCTOBER 2021
9780760369524
£28.00 | $39.99 US | $52.99 CAN
224pp | 210 x 270mm | TPB
525 colour photographs
Rights: World
Transportation/Automotive/ 
Customizing

MOTORBOOKSMOTORBOOKS
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MOON MAGIC JOURNAL
HARNESS THE POWER OF THE LUNAR CYCLES 
WITH GUIDED RITUALS, SPELLS, AND MEDITATIONS

Aurora Kane
9781631067822

Harness the moon’s mystical energy with 
this powerful, inspirational journal.
In this invaluable journal, each Moon phase 
is explored individually, covering the phase’s 
main themes, along with moon rituals, 
intention setting and practical ways to 
celebrate and manifest your desires. Open 
your arms to Mother Moon, and allow her 
to take you into hers, with the Moon Magic 
Journal.

MYSTICAL HANDBOOK SERIES

THE BOOK OF SHADOWS
A JOURNAL OF MAGICK, SPELLS, AND RITUALS

Anastasia Greywolf
9781577152422

Both a spell journal and primer on 
witchcraft to record and contemplate 
spellcasting.
Whether you are new to witchcraft or a 
seasoned enchanter, this keepsake journal 
teaches the basics to becoming a witch, 
with over 60 spells and rituals. Complete 
with inspirational quotes and beautiful illustrations, The Book of Shadows is 
your one-stop resource to finding your inner witch and transforming your life.

SEPTEMBER 2021
£12.99 | $16.99 US | $22.99 CAN
160pp | 140 x 210mm | Paper Over Board
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft (see also 
Religion/Wicca)

FAIRY MAGIC
A HANDBOOK OF SPELLS FOR THE NATURAL 
AND ELEMENTAL WORLD

Aurora Kane
9781577152439 | December 2021

Believe in fairy tales again and the magic of 
the fae folk.
Fairy Magic is a comprehensive spell book 
that gives readers everything they need 
to know on how to find, understand, and 
learn from the mystical woodland creatures 
called fairy, faery, or Fay. Accompanied by 
visual depictions, this is a comprehensive 
introduction to these magical folks.

MYSTICAL HANDBOOK SERIES

GODDESS MAGIC
A HANDBOOK OF SPELLS, CHARMS, AND 
POTIONS DIVINE IN ORIGIN

Aurora Kane
9781577152378 | October 2021

A directory of goddesses, both modern and 
ancient, with spells, altars, and exaltations.
Tune into the divine power of Goddess Magic, 
featuring a directory of deities alongside 
50 spells, altars, and exaltations to attract 
fulfilment, success, friendship, love, and 
fortune. This beautiful handbook contains well-known goddesses from the 
ancient world as well as less common ones around whom specific spells and 
rituals have grown.

£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
192pp | 140 x 210mm | Paper Over Board
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft (see also 
Religion/Wicca)

The Mystical Handbook series from Wellfl eet takes you on a magical 
journey through the wonderful world of spellcraft and spellcasting. 

WELLFLEET PRESSWELLFLEET PRESS
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THE ART OF WAR
Sun Tzu

A translation of the 
classic The Art of War in 
a unique and beautiful 
Chinese binding.

OCTOBER 2021
9781577152453
£12.99 | $16.99 US | $22.99 CAN
128pp | 150 x 199mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Philosophy/History & Surveys/
Ancient & Classical

EVERYDAY ECONOMICS MADE EASY
Grace Wynter

Learn how to be 
your own favourite 
economist.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781577152354
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
160pp | 150 x 229mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Business & Economics/Eco-
nomics/Theory

EVERYDAY PHILOSOPHY MADE EASY
Cyrus McGoldrick

Brush up on, or re-learn, 
the basic philosophical 
theories and writers that 
have helped shaped 
western thinking.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781577152262
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
160pp | 150 x 229mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Philosophy/History & Surveys/
General

THE CRYSTAL HEALING BOX
TOOLS FOR HARNESSING THE POWER OF  
CRYSTAL ENERGY

Sue Lilly
9781577152408 | Body, Mind & Spirit/Crystals

A beautiful book and deck of cards to 
unlock the incredible power of crystals. 
This pack comes with a 96-page directory 
of over 30 crystals, plus 36 cards so the 
healing energy of crystals can be carried 
with you at all times. The cards can help 
users decide which crystal (or combination) 
will be most beneficial for healing and 
success.

MINDFUL PRACTICE DECK SERIES

THE DREAMS BOX
TOOLS FOR HARNESSING THE POWER OF THE 
SUBCONSCIOUS

Dr. Fiona Starr
9781577152392

A beautiful book and deck of cards on the 
importance and interpretation of dreams.
The Dream Box is a beautifully presented 
book and deck for anyone interested 
in understanding the unconscious and 
deciphering their dreams. This pack comes 
with a 96-page guide to dream interpretation from both psychological and 
world traditions, and 36 dream cards to help you identify and decode dreams.

SEPTEMBER 2021
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
96pp + 36-card deck | 146 x 197mm | Kit
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Dreams

Incorporate common mind-body-spirit practices into your daily routine 
with the Mindful Practice Deck series.

WELLFLEET PRESSWELLFLEET PRESS
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Also available:
Sally’s Baking Addiction
9781631062766, | £18.99 | PB
Edible Cookie Dough Cookbook
9780760371855 | £14.99 | PB

LIVE WELL BAKE COOKIES
75 CLASSIC COOKIE RECIPES FOR EVERY OCCASION

Danielle Rye

Foolproof takes on your favourite 
classic cookie and bar recipes.
Live Well Bake Cookies includes 75 
cookie and bar recipes by Danielle 
Rye, the creator of the popular baking 
blog Live Well Bake Often, which 
receives over 4 million page views per 
month. Danielle believes that anyone 
can be an expert baker, and in this 
book she gently guides the reader in 
their kitchen with her copious helpful 
tips and foolproof recipes for cookies 

and treats that come out perfectly 
portioned and dependably delicious 
every single time. 

Recipes include no-bake cookies, 
soft and chewy oatmeal raisin 
cookies, peanut butter cookies and 
many, many more. This cookbook 
includes helpful tips and tricks, 
make-ahead instructions, and a 
gorgeous photograph accompanying 
every recipe.

DANIELLE RYE is the creator of the popular baking blog Live Well Bake 
Often, which receives over four million page views per month.

AUGUST 2021
9781631067389
£18.99 | $25.99 US | $34.99 CAN
192pp | 203 x 254mm | Paper Over 
Board
100 photographs
Rights: World
Cooking/Courses & Dishes/Cookies

ROCK POINTROCK POINT
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SLASHERS
KILLER PLANT-BASED MEALS

Zach Neil

Cook like every day is Halloween with 
this gruesomely delicious plant-based 
cookbook.
The fi rst themed horror vegan cookbook? 
Well, why should meat-eaters have all 
the bloody fun? Zach Neil, the mad mind 
behind the Beetle House restaurant and 
The Nightmare Before Dinner cookbook, 
reimagines comfort foods as deliciously 
plant based, but also as visually gruesome, 
including stick-to-your guts classics like 
burgers, pizza and red velvet cake.

AUGUST 2021
9781631067853
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
160pp | 210 x 240mm | Paper 
Over Board
75 illustrations
Rights: World
Cooking/Individual Chefs & 
Restaurants

SPECTACULAR SPREADS
BEYOND THE BOARD

Maegan Brown

Entertaining made easy, with simple 
spreads and build-your-own food bars for 
any occasion!
In this follow-up to the best-selling 
Beautiful Boards, the BakerMama takes 
her snack boards to the next level with 50 
delicious, inspiring, family-friendly, easy-
to-recreate food spreads and build-your-
own food bars. Maegan shares her tips and 
tricks for e! ortless, stress-free, and fool-
proof entertaining to impress guests and 
also feed a hungry crowd.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781631067426
£20.00 | $28.00 US | $38.00 CAN
240pp | 203 x 254mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Cooking/Entertaining

PIES ARE AWESOME
THE DEFINITIVE PIE ART BOOK FOR BAKERS, EATERS, AND FANS

Jessica Leigh Clark-Bojin

Let your pies shine in the spotlight 
with this definitive guide to next 
level pie art.
World-renowned pie artist Jessica 
Leigh Clark-Bojin shares her easy, 
approachable, and never-before-seen 
pie-art techniques, delicious recipes, 
and 28 pie designs centred around 
holidays and life occasions. 

Jessica also includes step-by-
step photos, tricks for working with 
your own tried-and-true dough 
recipes and store-bought dough, 
modifications to personalize projects 
and online resources for printable 
templates and more, ranging from 
easy to di"  cult, for novice and 
experienced bakers alike.

JESSICA LEIGH CLARK-BOJIN is the ‘Queen of Pie Art’ behind the popular 
Instagram account @thepieous, as well as a Food Network and Today Show 
pie judge, filling a niche for creating next-level pie designs, influenced by her 
love of pop culture.

OCTOBER 2021
9781631067907
£19.99 | $28.00 US | $37.99 CAN
240pp | 203 x 254mm | Paper Over 
Board
500 photographs
Rights: World
Cooking/Courses & Dishes/Pies

ROCK POINTROCK POINT
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HAPPINESS COMES IN WAVES
Holly D. Christensen
9781631067761
A unique gift book full of inspirational words 
and ocean preservation tips for water lovers 
and aspiring leaders alike.

September 2021 | Self-Help/Spiritual

EVERYDAY INSPIRATION

FOLLOW YOUR BLISS
Alyssa Kuchta
9781631067365
The modern woman’s guide to living a life of 
courage, confi dence, growth, and purpose!

AUGUST 2021
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
208pp | 178 x 178mm | Paper Over Board
Rights: World
Self-Help/Personal Growth/Success

Tap into your own greatness with these life-enhancing guides.

EVERYDAY MANTRAS
Aysel Gunar

We are complete, just 
not fi nished. Handle 
every day’s challenges 
with a season-specifi c 
mantra to inspire grace 
and fulfi llment. 

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781631067662
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
256pp | 145 x 195mm | Paper 
Over Board | 50+ illustrations
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Mindful-
ness & Meditation

CREATE BEAUTIFUL
Lola Sanchez Herrero and Ana Sanchez-Gal

Add a pop of colour, a 
dash of sparkle, and lots 
of inspiration to your life 
with this glam creativity 
workbook!

AUGUST 2021
9781631067587
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
144pp | 209 x 277mm | PB 
Layfl at
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Mixed Media

LIVING LUNARLY
Kiki Ely

Nature-inspired self-care 
practices rooted in the 
lunar cycle.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781631067839
£14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
208pp | 145 x 195mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspira-
tion & Personal Growth

LIVE WELL: AYURVEDA FOR LIFE
Monica Bloom

Balance your body, 
mind, and spirit with 
Ayurveda to live your 
best life.

AUGUST 2021
9781631067266
£10.99 | $18.00 US | $25.00 CAN
144pp | 140 x 200mm | Paper 
Over Board | 50 illustrations
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/
General 
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MATHEMATICS 2022: 
YOUR DAILY EPSILON 
OF MATH
12-MONTH CALENDAR

Rebecca Rapoport 
and Dean Chung
AUGUST 2021
9781631067785
£11.99 | $15.99 US | 
$21.99 CAN
24pp | 305 x 305mm
Rights: World
Non-Classifi able

FLYING LEGENDS 
2022
16-MONTH CALENDAR

Editors of Rock Point
AUGUST 2021
9781631067778
£12.99 | $17.99 US | 
$24.99 CAN
24pp | 432 x 305mm
Rights: World
Non-Classifi able

ADORABLE 
HEDGEHOGS 2022
16-MONTH CALENDAR

Editors of Rock Point
AUGUST 2021
9781631067723
£11.99 | $15.99 US | 
$21.99 CAN
24pp | 305 x 305mm
Rights: World
Non-Classifi able

KAWAII KITTIES 2022
16-MONTH CALENDAR 
Editors of Rock Point
AUGUST 2021
9781631067716
£11.99 | $15.99 US | 
$21.99 CAN
24pp | 305 x 305mm
Rights: World
Non-Classifi able

HELLO GORGEOUS 
2022
16-MONTH CALENDAR

Editors of Rock Point
AUGUST 2021
9781631067884
£11.99 | $15.99 US | 
$21.99 CAN
24pp | 305 x 305mm
Rights: World
Non-Classifi able

THE ZENNED OUT TAROT KIT
Cassie Uhl
9781631067754
Amplify your magickal arsenal with this incredible 
tarot kit.

£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN | 64pp | 95 x 146mm | 
Kit | Rights: World | Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/Tarot

THE ZENNED OUT GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING 
THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR
Cassie Uhl
9781631067747
A complete illustrative guide to all of the sacred 
holidays of the Wiccan calendar.

Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft (see also Religion/Wicca)

ZENNED OUT

THE ZENNED OUT GUIDE TO 
UNDERSTANDING THE TAROT
Cassie Uhl
9781631067730
Explore the art of tarot to tap into the inner wisdom 
of your soul.

SEPTEMBER 2021
£14.99 | $18.99 US | $25.99 CAN
176pp | 145 x 195mm | Paper Over Board
100 illustrations
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/Tarot

Tap into Tarot and Wicca with these expert, illustrated guides.
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Also available:
Drawing and Painting Anime and Manga 
Faces
9781631599620 | £16.99 | PB
Drawing: Manga
9781633228429 | £6.99 | PB

ROCK POINT

ANIME ART CLASS
A COMPLETE COURSE IN DRAWING MANGA CUTIES

Yoai

Learn to draw the cutest anime 
characters with a master anime 
artist!
Anime artist Yoai shares her secrets 
to the super-cute world of anime 
art! Starting with the basics of body 
and face proportions, cute hairstyles 
and multicoloured chibi eyes full 
of shines and shapes, she provides 
simple step-by-steps for animating 
di! erent kinds of characters. 
Galleries of inspirational hairstyles, 
eye shapes, props and outfits enable 
readers to draw and customize their 
own characters, practising Yoai’s 
signature colouring and shading 
techniques.

YOAI is a Toronto-based anime artist and student with a worldwide fan base 
and popular accounts on Instagram, Twitter, Tumblr, Deviantart, and YouTube 
under the handle @yoaihime. She is the author of Chibi Art Class.

AUGUST 2021
9781631067648
£14.99 | $21.99 US | $28.99 CAN
144pp | 203 x 254mm | PB Layfl at
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Pen & Ink Drawing
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THE US CONSTITUTION AND  
OTHER WRITINGS BY THE FOUNDING  
FATHERS
Editors of Rock Point

The defining founding documents of the 
United States in a giftable package.
Collected in this elegantly designed 
volume are the key documents and 
writings that laid the foundation of the 
United States of America and shaped 
this country into a great and enduring 
democracy. Included are the Constitution 
of the United States, the Declaration of 
Independence, the Federalist Papers, and 
much more.

OCTOBER 2021
9781631067860
£19.99 | $28.00 US | $37.99 CAN
624pp | 165 x 235mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Political Science/Constitutions

ICONIC
TRANSFORM INTO YOUR FAVOURITE FAMOUS 
FACES USING EASY STEP-BY-STEP MAKEUP 
TECHNIQUES

\

Makeup tips, tricks, and techniques to 
transform yourself into a celebrity!
Artist Craig Olsen teaches you how 
to transform yourself into 25 celebrity 
personas using simple facial makeup 
techniques. Learn the secrets to creating 
believable, transformative looks with 
readily available materials, easy-to-follow 
instruction, and a load of cool inspiration. 
Step-by-step photographs for each look 
include the tools and materials you will 
need to make you picture perfect!

AUGUST 2021
9781631067594
£18.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
160pp | 190 x 246mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
Photography/Subjects & 
Themes/Portraits & Selfies

GREEN LIVING
A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO HEALTHY AND 
HAPPY SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLE

Green Matters

Easy-to-implement strategies for a more 
sustainable life and home.
Get started on your journey to living a 
sustainable and zero waste lifestyle with 
resources, tips, and tools from around 
the world. Authored by the successful 
GreenMatters.com website, here are 
suggestions and ideas to implement 
sustainable living into all areas of your 
life and home, empowering you to make 
informed, sustainable choices for a 
healthier home (and environment). 

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781631067204
£18.99 | $25.99 US | $34.99 CAN
160pp | 190 x 246mm | Paper 
Over Board
30 illustrations
Rights: World
House & Home/Sustainable 
Living

BLISSFUL NEST
DESIGNING A COZY AND WELL-LOVED HOME

Rebekah Dempsey

Learn how to organize your entire home 
into cozy bliss. 
Whether you live in a country farmhouse 
or a city apartment, Rebekah Dempsey, 
a Better Homes & Gardens Style Maker, 
shows you how to achieve a beautiful 
and cozy feeling, styling spaces from 
bookshelves to entryways. Complete 
with ‘cozy tips’ and easy, a!ordable DIY 
projects, your home will make everyone 
feel welcomed, relaxed and cozy! 

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781631067273
£18.99 | $25.99 US | $34.99 CAN
160pp | 190 x 246mm | Paper 
Over Board
Rights: World
House & Home/Decorating & 
Furnishings
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AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL CROSS STITCH
becker&mayer!

A colourful collection of 
30 cross stitch patterns 
based on America’s 
most iconic national 
parks and monuments.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780760372272
£12.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
128pp | 203 x 254mm | TPB
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Needle-
work/Cross-Stitch

ASTROLOGY EMBROIDERY
Maya Hanisch

Learn to embroider 
30 original zodiac 
and celestial-inspired 
patterns created by 
international artist Maya 
Hanisch.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780760372258
£12.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
128pp | 203 x 254mm | TPB
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Needle-
work/Embroidery

EMBROIDERY FOR EVERYONE
Kelly Fletcher

A beginner’s guide 
to embroidery with 
patterns for every 
season and occasion.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780760372234
£12.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN
128pp | 203 x 254mm | TPB
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Needle-
work/Embroidery

REAL TALK TAROT
MYSTICAL ANSWERS FOR A CHAOTIC WORLD

Juanita Londoño Gaviria

A fresh tarot deck for the real world.
Complete with a guide book and keepsake 
box, Real Talk Tarot speaks to our present-
day icons and struggles. Updated from 
the classic Rider Waite version, this tarot 
deck is perfect for everyone, from novice 
to expert, looking for guidance. Each of 
the 78 cards is connected to today’s world 
by characters and situations you might 
encounter any day.SEPTEMBER 2021

9780760371213
£16.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
48pp | 127 x 178mm | Kit
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/
Tarot

CITY WITCHERY
ACCESSIBLE RITUALS, PRACTICES, AND 
PROMPTS FOR CONJURING AND CREATING IN 
A MAGICAL METROPOLIS

Lisa Marie Basile

How to adapt witchcraft and magical 
practices when living in a big city.
As a city dweller, where space, time, 
and serenity are in short supply, you 
can still maintain a practical, potent, 
and poetic practice. Step into your own 
power through poetic writing prompts, 
reflections, and practical rituals – so that 
you can find the sacred in your city.SEPTEMBER 2021

9780760370810
£14.99 | $18.99 US | $25.99 CAN
144pp | 195 x 145mm | Flexi-Bind
Rights: World
Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft 
(see also RELIGION/Wicca)

BECKER&MAYER!BECKER&MAYER!
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BETTY WHITE: 100 MOMENTS IN A GOLDEN LIFE
Ray Richmond

A curated collection of the 100 
most exceptional events and 
achievements in the life and career 
of Betty White, the First Lady of 
Television.
Betty White: 100 Moments in a 
Golden Life is a visual salute to 
the First Lady of Television. Her 
incredible over 80-year career 
includes unforgettable roles, such 

as Sue Ann Nivens on the Mary Tyler 
Moore Show and Rose Nylund on The 
Golden Girls, along with countless 
guest appearances on everything 
from The Tonight Show to Saturday 
Night Live. Packed with photographs, 
the volume presents 100 of the most 
signifi cant events and achievements 
of one of America’s most loved and 
endearing stars.

Award-winning journalist and bestselling author RAY RICHMOND has worked 
as a chief television critic, columnist, and reporter for several publications, 
including The Hollywood Reporter, Daily Variety, the Los Angeles Daily 
News, The Orange County Register and (online) Deadline Hollywood. He has 
interviewed many of the most famous celebrities and icons in the world, 
including Elizabeth Taylor, Lucille Ball, Shirley MacLaine, George Burns, Chris 
Rock, Martin Scorsese, Ben Stiller, Amy Schumer, Steve Carell, and Jimmy 
Kimmel. As an author, Richmond’s books include memoir collaborations with 
the 98-year-old stage and screen legend Janis Paige (Reading Between the 
Lines) and the famed character actor William Sanderson (Yes, I’m That Guy).

OCTOBER 2021
9780760373217
£26.00 | $35.00 US | $46.00 CAN
256pp | 241 x 279mm | HB
Rights: World
Biography & Autobiography/
Entertainment & Performing Arts

KAWAII KITTY CAT
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO MAKE YOUR OWN 
KAWAII CUTIE
9780760373170

An adorable all-in-one kit to crochet a cute 
kawaii kitty!
Crochet your own kawaii kitty cat! This kit 
includes everything you need to make a 
supercute cat from start to fi nish. Each kit 
in the Too Cute Crochet series is a crafter’s 
dream, including everything needed to 
make an adorable crochet project from start 
to fi nish—no need to hunt down materials or 
stock up on more than you need. 

TOO CUTE CROCHET SERIES

BABY OWL
Katalin Galusz
9780760373163
An adorable all-in-one kit to make a cute 
crochet baby owl!
Crochet your own baby owl! This kit includes 
everything you need to make a sweet 
amigurumi baby owl from start to fi nish. Each 
kit in the Too Cute Crochet series is a crafter’s 
dream, including everything needed to make an adorable crochet project 
from start to fi nish – no need to hunt down materials or stock up on more 
than you need.

AUGUST 2021
£6.99 | $9.99 US | $12.99 CAN
32pp | 149 x 182mm | Book plus Kit
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/ Needlework/Crocheting

All in one kits for your own crochet creations that are just too cute!

BECKER&MAYER!BECKER&MAYER!
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MINDFUL ARTIST: BIRDS AND 
BOTANICALS
A MEDITATIVE GUIDE TO USING ZEN BRUSH-
WORK AND INK TO CREATE BIRDS, FLOWERS, 
AND MORE

Monika Cilmi

Relax with your art as you use ink and zen 
brushwork.
Learn to create relaxing, meditative art 
in a variety of media with zen brushwork 
and Japanese ink. Artists of all skill levels 
can follow the clear instructions and 
create their own art, while also practising 
mindfulness and meditation. Plus there 
are instructions for adding colour, forming 
brushstrokes and sourcing materials.

NOVEMBER 2021
9781600589263
£14.99 | $21.99 US | $28.99 CAN
128pp | 222 x 296mm | TPB
250 colour images
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Painting

REALISTIC ANIMALS IN COLORED 
PENCIL
LEARN TO DRAW LIFELIKE ANIMALS IN VIBRANT 
COLORED PENCIL

Bonny Snowdon

Learn to draw photorealistic animals in 
coloured pencil!
From Walter Foster’s popular Realistic 
series comes Realistic Animals in Coloured 
Pencil, a comprehensive visual guide to 
drawing various animals with incredible 
photorealism. This book o! ers step-by-
step instructions for drawing in coloured 
pencil. Each project details the specifi c 
coloured pencils used so that readers can 
create their own photorealistic art, just like 
the expert artists showcased in the series. 

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781600589096
£14.99 | $21.99 US | $28.99 CAN
144pp | 222 x 296mm | TPB
250 illustrations
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Drawing

UNIQUE HORNS AND UNICORNS
Clare Younis
9781600589041

Filled with dozens of drawing, doodling, 
and colouing prompts and ideas, Unique 
Horns & Unicorns invites art enthusiasts 
of all ages to take a fun and fantastical 
journey through the world of mash-ups. 
What happens when you combine a 
chicken with a rainbow-coloured horn? 
You guessed it, a uni-cluck!

CREATE & COLOR SERIES

THE MERMAID’S BOOK OF TAILS
Clare Younis
9781600589034

Calling all drawing and doodling 
enthusiasts!
If you’re ready to take your creative talents 
to imaginative new heights, the Create 
& Color series is just for you. Filled with 
dozens of drawing, doodling, and colouring 
prompts and ideas, The Mermaid’s Book of 
Tails invites art enthusiasts of all ages to take a fun and fantastical journey 
through the world of mash-ups. 

SEPTEMBER 2021
£12.99 | $16.99 US | $22.99 CAN
128pp | 191 x 241mm | PB | 250 illustrations
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Drawing

Loads of silly creatures to draw, doodle, and mash up in order to create 
even more fantastical critters.

WALTER FOSTER PUBLISHINGWALTER FOSTER PUBLISHING
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INSPIRED ARTIST: PAINT EVERY LITTLE THING IN WATERCOLOUR
PAINT ALL YOUR FAVOURITE THINGS IN WATERCOLOUR, GOUACHE, INK, AND MORE!
Kristine A. Lombardi

Use watercolour and mixed media to 
paint all your favourite things!
The second in the Inspired Artist
series features step-by-step 
instructions for portraying everyday 
indoor and outdoor items, in 
watercolour and mixed media, 

in Kristine Lombardi’s beautiful, 
contemporary style. Perfect for 
beginners, art students, adults 
looking for a creative outlet or to 
beat artist’s block, and anyone who 
loves a loose, modern watercolour 
and mixed-media look.

KRISTINE A. LOMBARDI is a professional illustrator who began her career in 
advertising and promotions before leaving the corporate world to focus on 
design and illustration. The author and illustrator behind Nature Painting in 
Watercolor and Paint Every Little Thing (both from Walter Foster Publishing), 
as well as several children’s books, Kristine has also worked with a variety of 
well-known clients and teaches art classes at Montclair Art Museum. She lives 
in New Jersey. Learn more at kristinelombardi.com.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781600589119
£14.99 | $21.99 US | $28.99 CAN
128pp | 222 x 296mm | TPB
250 illustrations
Rights: World
Art/Techniques/Watercolour Painting

Also available:
Polymer Clay For Beginners
9781633226326 | £12.99 | PB
Papier Maché
9781633228924 | £14.99 | PB
Empowered Embroidery
9781633228849 | £14.99 | PB

ART MAKERS: MAKE CUTE STUFF WITH POLYMER CLAY
LEARN TO MAKE CUTE, QUIRKY ITEMS FROM POLYMER CLAY

Shelley Kommers

Have fun with polymer clay!
With Make Cute Stu!  with Polymer 
Clay, both artistic beginners and 
arts-and-crafts enthusiasts can 
learn to work with polymer clay, or 
improve on their existing clay-making 
skills, from the tools, materials, and 
techniques to mixing colours and 
baking. Step-by-step projects include 
quirky, whimsical items such as fairy 
gardens, sugar skulls, finger puppets, 
and more. Throughout the book are 
colourful, full-page images that will 
appeal to artists of all skill levels. 

Los Angeles-based fi ne artist and illustrator SHELLEY KOMMERS creates art 
with a joyful, whimsical style. Her artwork is displayed in collections in the 
United States, Canada, and Australia worldwide.

OCTOBER 2021
9781600589409
£14.99 | $21.99 US | $28.99 CAN
128pp | 222 x 296mm | TPB
Rights: World
Crafts & Hobbies/Polymer Clay

WALTER FOSTER PUBLISHING



Pavilion. Since the Pavilion imprint 
was founded in 1981, the list has 
been defined by award-winning 
authors and brands, successful 
collaborations, distinctive design, 
well-researched content and 
uncompromising production values. 
The imprint’s main subject areas 
are food and drink, crafts, interiors, 
gardening and health and wellbeing. 
With an enviable roster of high-
profile authors on the list, the team 
at Pavilion also strives to seek out 
new and inspiring talent to create 
the next bestseller.

Batsford. Batsford’s history dates 
back to 1823, and since then it 
has forged a strong reputation for 
niche publishing. Many of the niche 
publishing subjects – established 
decades ago and sometimes a 
century ago – are still part of the 
list today; textile art, practical art 
and craft; architecture and design; 
heritage and chess. Still at the 
heart of the list are serious books 
by experts that are both accessible 
and beautiful. Innovation has always 
been part of the Batsford tradition 
which continues to be maintained, 
whether it is being the first to 
promote colouring for grown-ups, or 
show textile work as an art form. The 
quality of Batsford’s books means 

they sell for years, often decades; 
pure backlist gold. 

National Trust Books. As the o"cial 
illustrated publishing partner of the 
National Trust, our books are inspired 
by the amazing British heritage sites, 
countryside and coastline in the 
Trust’s care. Key topics are nature, 
cookery, history, heritage, travel and 
gardening. Wellbeing is a growing 
area too, as the National Trust o!ers 
so many ways to escape the stresses 
of modern life and reconnect with 
nature. 

Pitkin Guides has been at the 
forefront of heritage publishing for 
over seventy years. The founder, Mr 
Pitkin, was a post-war entrepreneur 
devoted to publishing highly 
illustrated souvenir guidebooks that 
commemorated special people and 
events in British history. The team at 
Pitkin have stayed true to Mr Pitkin’s 
legacy, publishing souvenir guides 
that include lavish illustrations 
and authoritative texts. While the 
focus is on visitor attractions, TV 
and film locations, royalty, famous 
people and heritage sites, they also 
publish popular history, military and 
naval titles. In addition, with Pitkin 
Exclusive Guides, Pitkin provides a 
bespoke service for heritage clients. 

Portico publishes non-fiction books 
that are fresh, funny and forthright. 
With a focus on new authors and 
quality writing to make you both 
laugh and think, these are books that 
punch above their weight. Portico 
books could be variously described 
as humorous, innovative, inspiring 
and even perspective-changing – 
but they will always be gorgeously 
packaged and make for ideal gifts.

Natural History Museum produces 
high- quality, fully illustrated books 
about the natural world. Written by 
experts and sold throughout the 
world, our diverse range includes 
popular science titles, authoritative 
reference books, beautiful natural 
history art, award-winning 
photography and exciting ideas for 
children. Our books are inspired by 
the Museum’s pioneering scientific 
work, exciting exhibitions and 
unrivalled collections. The Natural 
History Museum in London is a 
world-class visitor attraction and 
leading science research centre. It is 
home to one of the largest and most 
important natural history collections 
in the world, with more than 80 
million specimens. The Library of 
the Natural History Museum also 
holds over half a million artworks, 
comprising one of Britain’s biggest 
art collections.

Exisle Publishing. Proudly 
independent, Exisle Publishing is 
owned by Gareth St John Thomas, 
the son of the David & Charles 
founder David St John Thomas. 
Exisle has been publishing books 
with passion and purpose for 22 
years. A global operation, Exisle 
publishes non-fiction books, written 
by experts in language that is easily 
accessible and inspirational. Exisle 
produces the kinds of books that 
the very big publishers do not. 
More concerned about longlasting 
quality and ongoing relevance than 
flashin- the-pan trends, Exisle’s list 
includes books that remain strong 
sellers for many years and deliver 
reliable income to all concerned well 
beyond the initial release dates. Our 
authors are, of course, all completely 
di!erent, but what they have in 
common is authenticity, genuine 
knowledge and vivid enthusiasm, 
enriching their readers’ lives with 
unique, individual stories and ideas. 
With a strong presence in the UK, 
Canada, the USA, and key people 
in Australia and New Zealand, 
Exisle’s books are often translated 
into myriad languages and sold 
throughout the world.

The Quarto Group Partners
Publishers distributed by Quarto

The Quarto Group Partners
Publishers distributed by Quarto
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Our books have always focused on all aspects of lifestyle – 
whether food and drink, craft, health or design – and they are 
always beautifully produced. There’s so much that we’re proud to 
be publishing this autumn. Fresh from her TV debut judging on 
Junior Bake O! we have pastry chef Ravneet Gill, with her ode to 
all things sweet. The mouth-watering recipes in Sugar, I Love You 
are bound to be a hit, with her chocolate cookie recipe having 
already gained cult status both sides of the Atlantic. Undisputed 
king of Italian cuisine Gennaro Contaldo is also writing from the 
heart with recipes from the Amalfi Coast, where he grew up. 
His book Limoni celebrates that essential Italian ingredient – the 
lemon – and will transport you to sun-drenched southern Italy.
This season’s books are driven by a focus on sustainability and 
well-being. In Green Kids Cook, we have eco-conscious, simple 
recipes so that the younger generation can act on the ‘Greta 
e!ect’ while building confidence in the kitchen. Instagram sen-
sation Stacie Swift’s Positively Awesome Journal is packed 
with interactive, achievable ways to focus on self-care, all in her 
instantly recognisable style. Finally, we’re so excited to be pub-
lishing two design classics. Reversing Into the Future contains 
an unparalleled collection of music memorabilia from New Wave 
artists. In Spring Light Jonathan Glancey tells the fascinating 
story of the iconic Anglepoise lamp, weaving through decades of 
British history to bring us closer to the design classic.

Sophie Allen
Acting Editorial Director, Pavilion
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Also available:
The Pastry Chef’s Guide
9781911641513 | £18.99 | HB

SUGAR, I LOVE YOU
A PASTRY CHEF’S ODE TO SUGAR IN ALL ITS GLORY

Ravneet Gill

From Junior Bake O!  judge Ravneet 
Gill comes a joyful celebration of all 
things sweet, from cheesecakes to 
ice creams, sweet doughs to tarts 
and pies.
Following on from the bestselling 
The Pastry Chef’s Guide, Ravneet 
Gill returns to elevate homemade 
patisserie to the next level. Having 
laid down the basics and demystifi ed 
the technicalities of baking in her 
fi rst book,#Sugar, I Love You#is a 
personal love letter to patisserie 
bursting with colour and fl avour, 
sprinkled with personal anecdotes 
and killer recipes. With detailed 
recipes encompassing cheesecakes 

from around the world, multi-
layered, multi-textured cakes, sweet 
doughs such as Devonshire splits 
and delicately dimpled Brunsvigers, 
sou$  és, luminescent mousses 
and delicate entremets, Ravneet’s 
signature style and easy-to-follow 
approach will help the reader build 
up their baking armoury.

RAVNEET GILL’s debut cookbook was the bestseller The Pastry Chef’s Guide. 
She studied at Le Cordon Bleu before taking over the pastry sections at St 
John, Llewelyn’s and Wild by Tart. She has baking columns in the Telegraph 
and the Guardian and is a judge on Channel 4’s Junior Bake O!  television series.

OCTOBER 2021
9781911663829
£20.00
208pp | 189 x 246mm | HB
60+ photographs
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Cooking/Desserts/Baking
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Also available:
Gennaro’s Fast Cook Italian
9781911595113 | HB | £20.00
Gennaro’s Pasta Perfecto!
9781911624370 | HB | £18.99
Gennaro’s Passione
9781911216650 | HB | £20.00

PAVILIONPAVILION

GENNARO’S LIMONI
VIBRANT ITALIAN RECIPES CELEBRATING THE LEMON

Gennaro Contaldo

A homage to the most revered of 
fruit from one of the UK’s most-
loved Italian chefs.
The sweet, aromatic, large and thick-
skinned sfusato Amalfi tano (Amalfi  
lemon) is the extraordinary and 
delectable citrus fruit which Gennaro 
Contaldo grew up with. Lemons can 
cleanse, refresh, preserve, ‘cook’ and 
add a vibrant fl avour to dishes as 
well as giving colour and an uplifting 
aroma. The lemon’s signature 
sourness can add the missing, 

balancing element that gives a dish 
its depth.

From Ravioli with Ricotta, Lemon 
and Mint, and Sicilian Chicken 
Involtini, to Lemon Biscuits, and 
Co! ee and Lemon Semi-freddo, 
in this book no part of the lemon 
is wasted. Flesh, pith and skin are 
chopped into salads, and juice is 
drizzled over meat, fi sh and veggies. 
Even the leaves are used to wrap 
meat, fi sh and cheese for extra 
fl avour.

GENNARO CONTALDO is widely known as the Italian legend who taught 
Jamie Oliver all he knows about Italian cooking. Born in Minori on the Amalfi  
Coast, Gennaro’s quintessentially Italian spirit and positive nature has made 
him a TV favourite. He starred in the BBC series Two Greedy Italians with 
the late Antonio Carluccio and makes regular appearances on BBC Saturday 
Kitchen. He is the author of a number of cookbooks, has his own YouTube 
food channel and features regularly on Jamie Oliver’s food programmes.

OCTOBER 2021
9781911663188
£20.00
192pp | 189 x 246mm | HB
100 photographs
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/Specifi c 
Ingredients
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TACO LOCO
MEXICAN STREET FOOD FROM SCRATCH

Jonas Cramby

A journey of discovery through one of the 
most exciting and unexplored street food 
cuisines, featuring delicious recipes that 
are bursting with authenticity alongside 
stunning travel photography.
Taste freshly deep-fried totopos standing 
beside a wobbly stall in one of Mexico 
City’s chaotic street mercados. Eat the 
mysterious dish barabacoa – a goat 
buried in the ground with glowing coals, 
a crucifix and a bottle of mezcal. Cramby 
takes the reader on a journey to create 
simple Mexican dishes at home from 
antojitos (small dishes) to dulces (sweets) 
and bebidas (drinks) and of course the 
Mexicans’ favourite – tacos.

NOVEMBER 2021
9781911682172
£14.99
160pp | 190 x 240mm | HB
Colour photographs throughout
Rights: World exc US, Canada, 
ANZ
Cooking/Regional & Ethnic

GREEN KIDS COOK
SIMPLE, DELICIOUS RECIPES AND TOP TIPS

Jenny Chandler

Aimed at children aged 7-14, this 
fun cookbook teaches children how 
to engage with healthy food and 
sustainability.
This inspirational cookbook emphasises 
how to teach children to cook in the most 
environmentally sound and sustainable 
way. With over 50 easy and adaptable 
recipes and special feature spreads on the 
environment, simple ways to be more eco-
friendly and a few fun crafting projects; 
this will be a book to really engage the 
next generation of foodies in a positive 
way. There is no better way to get children 
eating more healthily than letting them 
take the reins in the kitchen. 

JULY 2021
9781911663584
£14.99
160pp | 193 x 235 mm | PB
Over 100 photographs and  
illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, 
ANZ
Cooking/Young Adult/ 
Nonfiction

TOFU TASTY
VIBRANT VERSATILE RECIPES TO TRANSFORM 
TOFU

Bonnie Chung

Never tasteless, never boring and 
definitely not just for vegetarians, this 
cookbook celebrates tofu and will 
revolutionise the way we think about and 
cook with it.
Nutrient dense and a good source of 
protein and amino acids, tofu is also 
a valuable source of iron, calcium, 
manganese and phosphorus. Incredibly 
healthy and versatile, it has enjoyed a 
central place on dinner tables across 
Asia for centuries, but in the West has 
become synonymous with a bland meat-
alternative. Tofu Tasty is full of inspiring 
dishes cooking with di!erent textures of 
tofu including silken, dried, fermented and 
crispy.

AUGUST 2021
9781911663294
£14.99
144pp | 189 x 224mm | HB
40 photographs
Rights: World exc US, Canada, 
ANZ
Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/ 
Vegetarian

VEGGIESTAN
THE TEN-YEAR ANNIVERSARY EDITION

Sally Butcher

Veggiestan was one of the first books 
to delve into cooking vegetarian Middle 
Eastern food. This ten-year anniversary 
edition will sit alongside other classics of 
vegetarian food writing.
Veggiestan, ‘the land of vegetables’, refers 
to the Middle Eastern region that merits 
such a name; a region that is bubbling, 
simmering and bursting with vegetarian 
traditions and recipes – much like this 
book. This upbeat guide to Middle Eastern 
vegetarian cookery was shortlisted for 
The Guild of Food Writers Award#‘Cookery 
Book of the Year’ on publication.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781911682165
£26.00
272pp | 195 x 252mm | HB
100 colour photographs
Rights: World exc US, Canada, 
ANZ
Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/ 
Vegetarian
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FROM GUJARAT WITH LOVE
100 AUTHENTIC INDIAN VEGETARIAN RECIPES

Vina Patel

100 delicious and accessible 
vegetarian and vegan recipes from 
the Gujarat region of India, light and 
healthy yet packed with fl avour.
Exploring authentic cuisine from the 
west coast of India, the recipes 
in this book adopt the region’s 
explosive combination of sweet, 
spicy, and sour fl avours, and are 
captured visually by world-renowned 
photographer Jonathan Lovekin. 

Featuring easy recipes for 
classic small plates, popular 

street food, and everything in 
between, Vina Patel has made her 
recipes accessible for home-cooks 
everywhere, including those with 
dietary requirements. Brimming 
with dish suggestions on salads, 
appetisers, dals and soups, curries, 
breads and rice, drinks and desserts, 
recipes include Creamy Masoor 
Dal, Smoky Aubergine Curry, Green 
Chickpea Salad, Spinach Chaat, Thin 
Layered Roti, Sapota Pudding, Rose 
Sorbet and many more. 

VINA PATEL was born in Gujarat, where she grew up watching her family cook. 
Now living in California, her passion for the food of her childhood has grown. For 
this book she has paired with recipe writer Monya Kilian Palmer, former culinary 
editor at Le Cordon Bleu and development chef for Heston Blumenthal.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781911663867
£20.00
208pp | 189 x 246mm | HB
100 colour photographs
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Cooking/Regional & Ethnic
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FIBRE FOR LIFE
LIVE LONGER AND HEALTHIER WITH NATURE’S MIRACLE INGREDIENT

Dr Khosro Ezaz-Nikpay

There is no drug as powerful as fi bre 
and this book covers all the 
evidence and tools needed to help 
us to live longer, healthier lives. 
Fibre can improve the health of our 
heart and blood circulation, reduce 
infl ammation and strengthen our 
hormonal and immune systems. 
People who eat more fi bre live 
longer and healthier lives by a huge 
margin, yet only one in 10 of us are 
eating enough fi bre in our diets. 

Where do we fi nd it? How much 
is enough? Doesn’t it give us gas? 

This book provides these answers 
and many more, inspiring the reader 
to shift their food intake to types 
of foods that are better for them, 
the environment, and ultimately the 
whole health of the planet. Chapters 
include information on why fi bre is 
often ignored when it comes to 
discussions of a healthy diet; what 
fi bre is and how consuming it can 
improve our gut health. It also 
includes simple recipes, a basic meal 
plan and storecupboard essentials to 
help improve our health.

DR KHOSRO EZAZ-NIKPAY has his Ph.D. in Bioorganic Chemistry from 
Harvard University, where he studied the ways our cells repair damage to the 
DNA. His company, Zendegii, focuses on developing healthy alternatives to 
typical foods and beverages.

JULY 2021
9781911663560
£14.99
160pp | 156 x 221mm | PB
Infographics and illustrations 
throughout
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Health & Fitness/Health & Healing/
Nutrition/Cooking

CIDER REVOLUTION!
YOUR DIY GUIDE TO CIDER & PET-NAT

Mikael Nypelius & Karl Sjöström

The ideal book for cider fans or 
anyone looking to dip into home 
brewing – it’s time to join the cider 
revolution!
Fascinated by the growing trend 
in natural wines, Mikael and Karl 
began to produce their own cider 
using 100% hand-picked fruit from 
the farms and villages outside 
Malmö, Sweden. Their aim is to 
make modern, natural drinks using 
only the naturally occurring yeast 

of the fruit, without any additives or 
preservatives. 

Mikael and Karl seek to pass on 
their passion for cider and to inspire 
others to taste, appreciate and try 
making their own. As well as passing 
on the understanding of the cider-
making processes, there are recipes 
for pears, cherries, plums, rhubarb 
and berries, and notes on tasting 
cider.

MIKAEL NYPELIUS and KARL SJÖSTRÖM produce contemporary Swedish 
cider under the company name Fruktstereo. They share a background as 
sommeliers in restaurants and are followers of the growing trend for natural 
wines. They run their business from Malmö, where they produce everything 
by hand – from fruit to fi nished bottled product.

JULY 2021
9781911663485
£16.99
160pp | 190 x 240mm | HB
Over 100 photographs & illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Food & Drink/Alcoholic Beverages
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THE POSITIVELY AWESOME JOURNAL
EVERYDAY ENCOURAGEMENT FOR SELF-CARE AND MENTAL WELL-BEING

Stacie Swift

A gorgeous journal from Instagram 
sensation Stacie Swift, packed with 
uplifting mottos and suggestions to 
bring belief and confi dence in 
yourself and your abilities.
This self-care journal brings a 
positively awesome attitude into 
the reader’s everyday life, thanks to 
Stacie Swift’s refreshingly honest 
and down-to-earth outlook on 
mental well-being. Packed with bold, 
colourful, inspirational artworks with 
relatable messages, Stacie gives tips 
on how to feel good all year round, 
suggesting ways to unplug and enjoy 
the natural world throughout the 
seasons. 

There is space to fi ll out personal 
experiences and zingy pie charts and 
bullet points so even the small things 
that bring a smile on a rainy day can 
be recorded. Stacie shows us that it’s 
okay to say no and to learn to enjoy 
all the things that bring joy.

STACIE SWIFT is an illustrator and a mum of three children under fi ve. She 
juggles the demands of freelance work and family while aiming to be the 
positive voice to keep people going when things feel overwhelming. She lives 
in Cambridgeshire, UK. Find out more at stacieswift.com

JULY 2021
9781911663010
£11.99
176pp | 148 x 210mm | PB
Over 150 colour illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Self-help/Personal Growth/Diaries 
& Journals

PAVILION

Also available:
The Flexible Body
9781911216940 | PB | 
£14.99

Also available:
You Are Positively 
Awesome
9781911641995 | HB | 
£12.99

STRETCH
SEVEN ESSENTIAL DAILY MOVEMENTS TO SET YOUR BODY FREE
Roger Frampton

Master the benefi ts of stretching 
from Movement Coach, TED Talk 
contributor and bestselling author 
of The Flexible Body.
Due to the sedentary nature of 
modern life for many people in the 
west, this means muscles and joints 
that slowly tighten over the years. All 
of a sudden you realise that you can’t 
sit comfortably in a squat, touch 
your toes or get up from sitting on 
the fl oor without using your hands. 
If we don’t use the movement, we 
lose the movement – Stretch guides 
the reader through a daily program 

of seven simple stretches to regain 
essential lost movement. With 
three variations of each, staggered 
throughout the working day, it has 
never been easier to combat these 
common aches and pains. 

ROGER FRAMPTON is a movement coach specialising in functional 
performance and the creator of the Frampton Method. His revolutionary 
training techniques place emphasis on conscious movement. He combines 
bodyweight exercises with aspects of gymnastics and yoga to help us better 
understand the natural functionality of our bodies, with the aim of preventing 
pain and returning us to the fl uid way we moved as children.

JULY 2021
9781911663881
£14.99
144pp | 156 x 221mm | HB
45 photographs & 20 illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Health & Fitness/Exercise
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BAGS FOR LIFE
21 PROJECTS TO MAKE, CUSTOMISE AND LOVE FOREVER

Stuart Hillard

Join Create and Craft TV star Stuart 
Hillard as he expands his expertise 
from quilt-making to crafting 
beautiful and sustainable bags.
With 21 stylish patterns, Stuart 
Hillard demonstrates how to to 
create practical yet beautiful bags 
for every occasion. Featuring 
achievable patterns and fast makes 
for all abilities, this is a fool-proof 
guide to sustainable fashion that 
promises professional looking results 

and less clutter in your wardrobe. 
The bags are grouped according 
to use but with plenty of ideas for 
‘cross-pollination’. 

There are even bags with multiple 
functions! A picnic bag turns inside 
out into a picnic rug and a travel tote 
bag  transforms into a beach towel. 
From a wallet to a weekend bag, an 
essentials toiletry bag to an ovenight 
attaché that snugly fi ts your laptop, 
Stuart has thought of everything.

STUART HILLARD has built a fantastic reputation as one of the UK’s leading 
quilt designers, teachers and home décor experts with over twenty fi ve years 
of experience and more than 100 published patterns to his name. Stuart is a 
monthly columnist with Sew magazine and British Patchwork and Quilting, 
among other magazines. Known as the maverick star of the fi rst series of 
BBC2’s The Great British Sewing Bee, his approach is fun, fresh, inclusive and 
achievable.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781911663409
£18.99
176pp | 189 x 246mm | HB
150 photographs and illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/
Fashion & Accessories

CARVING KITCHEN TOOLS
Moa Brännström Ott

Mindful craft meets sustainability creating 
beautiful tools and utensils to give your 
kitchen a personal touch.
Spoons, ladles and salad servers fulfi l a 
necessary function in the kitchen – let 
Moa Brännström Ott start you on your 
woodworking journey with a practical and 
inspirational guide to carving kitchen tools. 
From the all-important wooden spoon to 
butter knives, servers and spatulas, Moa 
shows you how to create utensils that will 
bring individuality and personality to the 
kitchen. The perfect book for making tools 
that can be gifted to loved ones or passed 
down the generations to come.

OCTOBER 2021
9781911663713
£16.99
140pp | 170 x 230mm | PB
80 photographs & 40 
illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, 
ANZ
House & Home/Do-It-Yourself/
Crafts & Hobbies

GOODBYE 2021, HELLO 2022
CREATE A LIFE YOU LOVE

Project Love

A refl ective journal that helps us to say 
farewell to one year and create a vision 
and plan for the one to come. 
Described by the Independent as ‘A life 
coach in your pocket’, this prompted 
journal takes the reader on a journey 
to refl ect on the year they’ve just been 
through. Asking us to check in every three 
months to keep on track with our dreams, 
this planner is packed with thoughtful 
questions and inspirational quotes from 
great thinkers. Project Love founders and 
coaching experts Selina Barker and Vicki 
Pavitt have poured in their combined 20 
years of experience in helping people to 
bring about positive change and create 
lives they love.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781911682158
£11.99
112pp | 156 x 221mm | PB
Two-colour illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, 
ANZ
Self-help/Diaries and journals
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WILDERNESS KNITS
Linka Neumann

Cosy Scandinavian knits, inspired by 
the stunning Norwegian landscapes, 
for keeping warm and dry outside in 
all weathers.
Immerse yourself in the wild spirit 
of Scandinavia with this gorgeously 
photographed collection of 23 
bespoke jumper, cardigan and 
headband designs. Linka Neumann’s 
designs not only look great, but 
are also meant to withstand rough 
weather. Linka is inspired by people 

who live a little di! erently and 
venture out of their comfort zone. 
Combining style and quality, her 
cosy wilderness knits have joined 
adventurers and outdoor enthusiasts 
on strenuous trips in both forests and 
mountains – and on expeditions to 
Canada and Mount Everest. Beautiful 
location photography throughout 
the book sets the scene for these 
exceptional jumpers to be worn even 
in the lowest temperatures!

LINKA NEUMAN’s debut knitting book, Wilderness Knits, went straight onto the 
bestsellers list in Norway when published and has sold 35,000 copies so far in 
Norway alone. Linka knits and designs under the name ValleyKnits.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781911663836
£16.99
144pp | 195 x 250mm | HB
Illustrated throughout
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework

PAVILION

THE GREAT BRITISH TREE BIOGRAPHY
Mark Hooper

Nature writing, popular culture 
and history are interwoven in this 
exploration of the fascinating stories 
behind 50 famous trees throughout 
British history.
Inspired by the history of Britain, from 
the tree under which the fi rst trade 
union was formed to the branches 
from which outlaws were hanged, this 
bibliography weaves the fascinating 
life stories behind 50 of Britain’s most 
historically important trees. 

Featured trees include the 
Glastonbury Hawthorn, a tree on 
the site of Glastonbury Abbey that 
fl owers on Christmas Day believed 
to descend from an original thorn 

planted on the grounds by Joseph of 
Arimathea; and Oswald’s Tree, where 
the dismembered body of Oswald, the 
Christian King of Northumbria, was 
said to have been hung by Penda, King 
of Mercia, and from where the town of 
Oswestry takes its name, Penda.

From the from oak on Isle Maree 
in Scotland said to provide release 
from madness to visitors who o! er 
coins to the tree, to the beeches in 
Wiltshire that inspired Tolkien and 
the sycamore in London where Marc 
Bolan met his untimely fate, this 
book tells the unique history of the 
British Isles through its diverse 
collection of trees and forests.

MARK HOOPER is an award-winning editor and journalist. He has edited 
various magazines, including Hole & Corner, and is a regular contributor to 
Wired, Wallpaper* and the Guardian among others. He is the co-author of The 
Story of Tools.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781911641339
£16.99
192pp | 156 x 221mm | HB
Over 50 colour illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
History/Folklore & Mythology
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Also available:
Remarkable Golf Courses
9781911595045 | £25.00 | HB
Remarkable Road Trips 
9781911641018 | £25.00 | HB
Remarkable Village Cricket 
Grounds
9781911595564 | £25.00 | HB

REMARKABLE CRICKET GROUNDS
SMALL FORMAT

Brian Levison
9781911663843

A new compact edition of this bestselling 
gift book which was shortlisted for the 
Cross Sports Book Awards 2017 ‘Illustrated 
Book of the Year’.
A lavishly illustrated celebration of some of 
the most stunning places to watch and play 
cricket. Spread across fi ve continents, the 
wide variety of venues includes venerable 
Test match grounds, dramatic new stadia 
and tranquil village greens. 

REMARKABLE SERIES

REMARKABLE BICYCLE RIDES
Colin Salter
9781911641421

Over 50 of the most spectacular, exhilarating and challenging rides from 
around the world, illustrated with inspiring photography.
The latest title in the bestselling Remarkable series, this is a fully illustrated 
collection of some of the world’s most scenic and life-a"  rming cycling 
routes. There are the classic mountain climbs beloved of followers of the Tour 
de France and the Giro d’Italia and gentler touring routes such as 
Hadrian’s Cycleway.

AUGUST 2021
£25.00
224pp | 279 x 244mm | HB
300 photographs
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Sports & Recreation/Cycling

Illustrated with stunning photographs, the world’s most amazing 
places for sports and adventures.
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Also available:
Too Fast to Live, Too Young to Die
9781911641360 | HB | £30.00

PAVILION

REVERSING INTO THE FUTURE
NEW WAVE GRAPHICS 1977–1990
Andrew Krivine

A unique and fascinating book of 
graphic design history curated 
from Andrew Krivine’s personal and 
vast collection of material from the 
golden age of New Wave.
A collectable item itself, the book is 
beautifully produced with front and 
back cover artwork by world-
renowned designers Malcolm Garrett 
and Chip Kidd. Documenting the 
incredible impact of New Wave, this is 
the ideal book for die-hard music fans 
and graphic design afi cionados alike.

New Wave promoted artists who 
rejected the anti-consumerist, 
anti-materialistic, black-and-
white nihilism of the original punk 
movement in favour of a more 
optimistic, humourous and colourful 
present refracted through the past. 

Alongside a vast array of original 
artworks and graphics, the 
book includes text contributions 
from recognised and respected 
commentators, critics and designers 
from around the world.

ANDREW KRIVINE owns one of the largest private collections of New Wave 
and punk graphic design and memorabilia in the world. He began collecting 
when staying with his cousin John Krivine, who founded the seminal punk 
stores Acme Attractions and BOY in London in the 1970s. He lives in New York.

OCTOBER 2021
9781911663959
£35.00
336pp | 216 x 276mm | HB
Over 650 colour & black & white 
photographs and illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Popular Culture/Music/Genres & 
Styles
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Also available:
100 Posters that Changed the World
9781911641452 | £14.99 | HB
100 Children’s Books that Inspire our World
9781911641087 | £14.99 | HB 
100 Letters that Changed the World
9781911641094 | £14.99 | HB

PAVILION

100 SCIENCE DISCOVERIES THAT CHANGED THE WORLD
Colin Salter

From the early Greek 
mathematicians, Euclid and 
Archimedes through to present-day 
Nobel Prize winners, this collection 
charts the great breakthroughs in 
scientifi c understanding. 
Each entry describes the story of 
the research, the signifi cance of 
the science and its impact on the 
scientifi c world, along with a brief 
resumé of each scientist’s career. 
From Roger Bacon’s revolutionary 
work on optics and Copernicus’s 
heliocentric model of the universe 
to quantum theory diagrams and 
gravitational waves, this latest book 
in the award-winning 100… series 

serves as a short history of world 
science, illustrated with drawings, 
diagrams and photographs.

COLIN SALTER is a history and science writer with a fascination for how 
things work, and how they used to work and has written about everything, 
including the private lives of marine gastropods. His contributions to 
Chambers’ Biographical Dictionary include the entries for 500 living scientists.

OCTOBER 2021
9781911663546
£14.99
224pp | 185 x 232mm | HB
100 illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
History/Science

PAVILION

SPRING LIGHT
THE ANGLEPOISE STORY: A MODERN DESIGN CLASSIC

Jonathan Glancey

An illuminating celebration of the 
iconic Anglepoise lamp, shining a 
light on its design history, 
development and infl uence.
In 1932, vehicle suspension engineer 
George Carwardine designed the 
spring, crank and lever mechanism 
that became the blueprint for the 
fi rst Anglepoise lamp. Enchanting 
the world with its light-to-the-touch 
and anthropomorphic design, the 
unique and characterful lamp has 
adorned the desks of everyone 
from writers to engineers, from the 

Second World War through to the 
21st century. 

Today, the lamp is a sure sign 
of quality and has been hailed as 
a hallmark of British design. A 
fascinating insight into the history of 
this sought-after item, this book is 
packed with exclusive photography 
and graphics from the Anglepoise 
archives and brought to life by 
Glancey’s illuminating text. It will 
appeal to anyone interested in 
design, interiors and engineering.

JONATHAN GLANCEY is a journalist, author and radio and television broadcaster. 
An Honourary Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects, he writes for the 
Daily Telegraph, BBC Culture and the Economist among others. His books include 
The Story of Architecture, Lost Buildings and 20th Century Architecture.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781911641629
£25.00
240pp | 189 x 246mm | HB
100 photographs & illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Design/Industrial/Product



DARK FAIRYTALES OF FEARLESS WOMEN, PAGE 182

From its creation in 1823, Batsford has forged a reputation for 
niche publishing and that remains at the heart of the list today; 
serious books by experts that are accessible and beautiful. 
The resurgence of interest in chess worldwide – fired up by lock-
down and the popular Netflix show The Queen’s Gambit – has 
seen a huge boost in sales of our impressive chess backlist, and 
The Chessmaster Checklist and 500 Chess Questions Answered 
are perfect for the millions of new chess players.
All textile enthusiasts will be looking forward to Embroidering the 
Everyday by leading textile artist Cas Holmes, which has been 
inspired by the lockdown. I’m looking forward to sharing Dark 
Fairy Tales of Fearless Women by Rosalind Kerven, for girls and 
women from 15 to 115. And the iconic poem Goblin Market by 
Christina Rossetti is republished as a beautifully illustrated story 
book for grown-ups. But following in a more tried-and-tested 
series is A Tree A Day. Fans of star author and illustrator Millie 
Marotta will be delighted to see her new colouring book on a 
subject she is passionate about – the sea. They won’t be disap-
pointed. We o!er a rich autumn list that plays to our strengths.

Tina Persaud
Publisher, Batsford
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NATURE WRITING FOR EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR
Jane McMorland Hunter

366 carefully curated pieces of 
nature writing, one for every day of 
the year, with contributions from 
a huge range of writers, from Jane 
Austen to David Attenborough, 
Beatrix Potter to Richard Mabey.
This beautifully illustrated daily 
anthology brings together the very 
best of nature writing from around 
the world and through the centuries, 
from Pliny the Elder’s Natural History 
to modern authors such as Helen 
Macdonald and Robert Macfarlane. 

Encompassing fact and fi ction, 
essays and fi eld guides, letters 
and diaries, it is a rich banquet of 
prose and the perfect companion 

to help the mind escape into the 
world of nature every day. Featuring 
nature writing in all its guises from 
Virginia Woolf on snails to Kenneth 
Grahame on the charms of a 
riverbank and David Attenborough 
on our responsibility to the natural 
environment.

JANE MCMORLAND HUNTER is a writer and bookseller. She has written and 
edited several books, including the poetry collections A Nature Poem for 
Every Day of the Year, A Nature Poem for Every Night of the Year and Friends: 
A Poem for Every Day of the Year. She lives in London.

OCTOBER 2021
9781849946056
£22.00 | $29.99 US | $39.99 CAN
496pp | 152 x 234mm | HB
12 mono illustrations
Rights: World
Nature/Literature/Plants & Animals

BATSFORD

A TREE A DAY
Amy-Jane Beer

Spanning tree biology, folklore, 
history and geography, this 
beautifully illustrated book o# ers 
365 tree entries to dip in and out of 
every day of the year.
Immerse yourself in the world of trees 
with a tree a day – illuminating tree 
folklore, botany, uses, appearance 
and history. Illustrated throughout 
with gorgeous photography, art, 
and illustration, each entry tells a 
fascinating tree story. From the 
strength of alder to the biology 
behind the autumn colours of New 
England. From folkloric medicines in 
tree sap, to villagers dancing inside a 
huge oak tree. Learn about how leaf 

veins work, the sacred power of the 
Bo Tree in Sri Lanka and reading tree 
rings. This book is a wonder for all 
nature lovers and those who enjoy the 
timeless beauty and power of trees. 

AMY-JANE BEER is a writer and educator on science. She is the author of Cool 
Nature and has authored, co-authored and ghostwritten several dozen other 
books on natural history. She contributes regularly to the Guardian, BBC 
Wildlife Magazine and the Yorkshire Post and she lives in North Yorkshire.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781849946520
£20.00
368pp | 156 x 221mm | HB
365 colour illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Nature/Plants

Also available:
A Cloud A Day
9781849945783 | HB | £20.00
A Bird A Day
9781849945868 | HB | £20.00

Also available:
A Nature Poem for Every 
Night of the Year
9781849946223 | 
£20.00 | HB
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GOBLIN MARKET
AN ILLUSTRATED POEM

Christina Rossetti 
Introduction by Kirsty Gunn

An exquisitely illustrated gift edition of 
Christina Rossetti’s best-loved poem.
Christina Rossetti’s most famous poem tells 
the story of Lizzie and Laura, two young  
Victorian sisters who are tempted by the 
fruit sold by the goblin merchants. Although 
the two sisters drift apart as Laura  
succumbs to the forbidden fruit, the bonds 
of sisterhood prove strong. Exploring 
themes of temptation and sexuality, this 
classic narrative-poem comes to life in all its 
splendour with Georgie McAusland’s dazzling 
illustrations, proving that the resonance of 
this female poet’s words to women today 
remains undimmed. Also includes a biography 
of Christina Rossetti and an overview of the 
interpretations of this classic work. 

NOVEMBER 2021
9781849946940
£12.99 | $17.99 US | $24.99 CAN
96pp | 136 x 192mm | HB
Colour illustrations throughout
Rights: World exc ANZ
Poetry/Literary Criticism

GOLDEN LANE ESTATE
Stefi Orazi

A visual celebration of the model for 
social housing, the Golden Lane Estate, 
with stunning commissioned photography, 
writing by some of the best architectural 
historians and enlightening interviews 
with its residents.
This is the story of an iconic mid-century 
housing estate, fully illustrated with  
interior and exterior photography and 
archive images. Designed by architect 
Geo!ry Powell, together with Christoph 
Bon and Joe Chamberlin (who later 
became Chamberlin, Powell & Bon), the 
Golden Lane Estate was commissioned to 
provide housing for local workers.

OCTOBER 2021
9781849945943
£25.00 | $28.99 US | $37.99 CAN
160pp | 190 x 255mm | HB
Colour images throughout
Rights: World exc ANZ
Architecture/History

TREASURY OF FOLKLORE:  
WOODLANDS AND FORESTS
WILD GODS, WORLD TREES AND WEREWOLVES

Dee Dee Chainey and Willow Winsham

An entertaining and enthralling collection 
of myths, tales and traditions surrounding 
trees, woodlands and forests from around 
the world.
The duo behind Folklore Thursday brings 
woodland tales to life from cultures 
around the globe in this attractive book, 
illustrated throughout with intricate 
woodcut illustrations. We’re invited into 
a world of dark, gnarled woodlands and 
humid jungles, where witches, seductive 
spirits and big, bad wolves await. These 
tales do not only spellbind, but also 
encourage a sense of belonging across 
cultures by showing how much we all have 
in common.

AUGUST 2021
9781849946872
£12.99 | $17.99 US | $24.99 CAN
192pp | 136 x 192mm | HB
40 woodcut Illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Social Science/Folklore &  
Mythology

MID-CENTURY BRITAIN
MODERN ARCHITECTURE 1938–1963
Elain Harwood

An illustrated survey of the most  
important mid-century British buildings, 
from 1938 to 1963, by the country’s most 
accessible modern architecture writer and 
expert.
This is the fascinating story of Britain’s mid-
century buildings, from the Royal  
Festival Hall, Bournemouth Pier, and  
Coventry Cathedral to prefabs, ice cream 
parlours and New Towns. Leading expert 
and passionate advocate of modern British 
architecture Elain Harwood writes in non-
technical, layman’s language about the 
design, architecture and also the  
influence of these buildings on the lives of 
our towns and cities

OCTOBER 2021
9781849946865
£25.00 | $34.99 US | $45.99 CAN
276pp | 189 x 246mm | HB
100 colour photographs
Rights: World exc ANZ
Architecture/Buildings/ 
Residential/Public, Commercial 
& Industrial
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Also available:
Maps of London 
and Beyond
9781849944649 
£30.00 | HB

BATSFORD

ATLAS OF IMAGINED PLACES
FROM LILLIPUT TO GOTHAM CITY

Matt Brown and Rhys Davies

A wondrous collection of maps 
featuring invented geography and 
topography drawn from the world 
of fi lm, TV, literature, myths, comics 
and video games.
From Lilliput of Gulliver’s Travels 
to Springfi eld in The Simpsons, 
imagined locations are plotted in 
a series of fascinating maps in this 
beautifully packaged book. The 
authors have spent years researching 
the likely geography of thousands of 
popular culture locations. The result 
is presented here in maps featuring 
fi ctional cities, towns and countries 
plus mountains, rivers and oceans. 
Each location is easily found through 

the comprehensive index with map 
coordinates.

The authors provide the fascinating 
stories behind the creation of many 
of these fi ctional locations, from the 
Ambrose in The Archers to Wakanda 
in Black Panther, from Stone Age 
Bedrock in The Flintstones to Harry 
Potter’s wizardry.

MATT BROWN is the author of the Everything You Know… is Wrong series, 
and co-author and map contributor of Londonist Mapped, which won 
Stanford’s Illustrated Travel Book of the Year award in 2018. RHYS DAVIES is 
the author of Timewreck Titanic and hails from South Wales.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781849946414
£25.00 | $34.99 US | $45.99 CAN
160pp | 245 x 310mm | HB
Over 20 maps
Rights: World exc ANZ
Popular Culture/Reference/
Atlases & Maps

181BATSFORD
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BEDSIDE COMPANION FOR GARDENERS
GARDEN ENLIGHTENMENT FOR EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR

Jane McMorland Hunter

An eclectic collection of fact and 
fi ction, fantasy and experience, this 
fascinating book incorporates prose, 
poetry and practical advice for 
every day of the year.!
This is a treasure trove of green-
fi ngered inspiration, where practical 
advice blends seamlessly with 
poetry and prose from intrepid 
gardeners past and present. With 

contributors ranging from the 
17th-century gardening diarist John 
Evelyn to hugely infl uential garden 
designer Gertrude Jekyll, with 
astute commentary from Horace 
Walpole on William Kent and Nancy 
Mitford on the vulgarity of a Surrey 
garden, this is the perfect gift for any 
gardener and an invaluable source of 
inspiration and guidance throughout 
the year.

JANE MCMORLAND HUNTER is a writer and bookseller. She has written and 
edited several books, including the poetry collections A Nature Poem for 
Every Day of the Year, A Nature Poem for Every Night of the Year and Friends: 
A Poem for Every Day of the Year. She lives in London.

OCTOBER 2021
9781849947138
£20.00 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
496pp | 152 x 234mm | HB
12 mono illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Gardening/Nature/Anthologies

DARK FAIRY TALES OF FEARLESS WOMEN
Rosalind Kerven

Enter a world in which magic exists, 
hope wins and every woman’s heart 
is alive with courage!
Introducing valiant and fearless 
women from across the world, 
this global feast of ancient tales 
showcases female characters 
overcoming every kind of obstacle 
and danger to fulfi l their destinies. 
With their knowledge and wit, these 

heroines outsmart trolls, faeries, 
dragons and ghosts and other 
supernatural forces, and their tales 
are bound to inspire and entertain 
all readers. Grippingly told and 
beautifully illustrated throughout 
with Joe McClaren woodcuts, this 
collection is stitched together like a 
series of Scheherazade stories, and 
is a timeless gift for fearless readers 
everywhere.

ROSALIND KERVEN is a folklorist specialising in world myths, legends and 
folk tales. She has written over 60 books in this genre including the bestselling 
English Fairy Tales and Legends and Native American Myths. Rosalind is an 
active member of the Folklore Society and lives in Northumberland.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781849946513
£12.99 | $17.99 US | $24.99 CAN
192pp | 136 x 192mm | HB
30 woodcut illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Fiction/Fairy Tales, Folk Tales, 
Legends & Mythology
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Also available:
Lido
9781849945844 | £20.00 | HB

BATSFORD

UNBUILT
RADICAL VISIONS OF A FUTURE THAT NEVER ARRIVED

Christopher Beanland

The fascinating stories of the many 
grand architectural projects of the 
20th century that never saw the light 
of day, illustrated with photographs, 
drawings, maps and models.
Unbuilt tells the stories of the 
plans, drawings and proposals that 
emerged during the last century in 
an unparalleled era of optimism in 
architecture. It covers everything 
from Buckminster Fuller’s plan for 
a ‘Domed city’ in Manhattan to 
Le Corbusier’s utopian dream of 
skyscraper living in central Paris, 
as well as works from Archigram, 
Norman Foster, Zaha Hadid and many 

others. This is an important book, not 
just for the stories of what might have 
been in our built world, but also to 
give understanding to the motivations 
and dreams of architects.

CHRISTOPHER BEANLAND is a journalist and author who specialises 
in architecture and travel writing. He is the author of Lido and Concrete 
Concept: Brutalist Buildings Around the World. He writes regularly for the 
Guardian, Independent, the Telegraph and Mr Porter. He lives in London.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781849946636
£25.00 | $34.99 US | $45.99 CAN
208pp | 216 x 276mm | HB
100 illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Architecture/Buildings/Landmarks & 
Monuments

185BATSFORD
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS
HIDDEN MASTERPIECES FROM SIR JOHN SOANE’S MUSEUM

Frances Sands

A comprehensive compilation of 
some the fi nest architectural 
drawings from Sir John Soane’s 
extensive collection.
Celebrating a life spent procuring 
curiosities, this beautiful book 
showcases the magnifi cent 
collection of architectural drawings 
of Neoclassical architect, teacher 
and collector, Sir John Soane. The 
rarely seen artworks have been 
handpicked from what was probably 
the fi rst comprehensive collection 

of architectural drawings in the 
world, numbering 30,000 at the 
time of Soane’s death in 1837. The 
book o! ers a rare glimpse into the 
life and work of Sir John Soane and 
illustrates his story as a collector of 
architectural drawings. 

Among many others, the collection 
encompasses work by Montano, 
Thorpe, Wren, Hawksmoor, 
Vanbrugh, Gibbs, Kent, Chambers, 
Adam, Wyatt, Nash and, of course, 
Soane himself.

FRANCES SANDS is Curator of Drawings and Books at Sir John Soane’s 
Museum, where she has worked since 2010. She also lectures and is published 
widely. Frances lives in Hertfordshire with her family.

AUGUST 2021
9781849945851
£35.00 | $50.00 US | $65.00 CAN
160pp | 400 x 305mm | HB
Colour illustrations throughout
Rights: World exc ANZ
Architecture/History/Art

INDUSTRIAL BRITAIN
AN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY

Hubert Pragnell

The fascinating history of industrial 
architecture in Britain and its enduring 
legacy, richly illustrated with original line 
drawings.
Architectural historian and artist 
Pragnell o! ers an engaging o! ers an 
engaging insight into Britain’s industrial 
heritage through its historic industrial 
buildings. The book ranges from the mills 
and machine houses of the Industrial 
Revolution to the factories, power stations 
and monumental bridges of Britain, with 
Battersea Power station rubbing shoulders 
with the Iron Bridge, and New Lanark 
sitting alongside Millennium Mills. Industrial 
Britain explores a fascinating architectural 
period of British history.

JULY 2021
9781849946131
£12.99 | $17.99 US | $24.99 CAN
256pp | 180 x 180mm | HB
200 black & white illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Architecture/History/Buildings/
Public, Commercial & Industrial

TOM ECKERSLEY
A MID-CENTURY MODERN MASTER

Paul Rennie

A richly illustrated overview of one of 
the 20th century’s greatest graphic 
designers.
As a part of the ‘outsider’ generation that 
transformed graphic design in Britain 
in the mid-century era, Tom Eckersley 
(1914–1997) was at the forefront of the 
explosion of print culture during the 20th 
century. Best known for his posters, which 
used bold, bright colours and fl at graphic 
shapes to convey their message in a 
simple and e! ective way, he created work 
for clients ranging from the BBC 
and British Rail to Guinness and Shell. 
Illustrated throughout with hundreds of 
Eckersley’s posters.

JULY 2021
9781849946049
£25.00 | $35.00 US | $47.50 CAN
256pp | 220 x 220mm | HB
220 colour illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Art/History/Design/Graphic Arts
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Also available:
Millie Marotta’s Animal Kingdom
9781849941679 | £9.99 | PB
Millie Marotta’s Woodland Wild
9781849946421 | £9.99 | PB

BATSFORD

MILLIE MAROTTA’S SECRETS OF THE SEA
A COLOURING BOOK ADVENTURE

Millie Marotta

The new colouring book from 
Sunday Times bestselling author 
and illustrator Millie Marotta invites 
colourists to add their own palette to 
a wondrous ocean odyssey of sea life.
From international colouring book 
sensation Millie Marotta comes a new 
book packed with illustrations to 
bring to life through the creative and 
mindful activity of colouring. Millie 
invites us on a voyage of discovery 
from the Arctic waters to the balmy 
Australian coral, celebrating the 
magnificent wildlife found in the 
world’s oceans and coastal habitats. 
From dolphins, narwhals and arctic 
pu"ns to coral reefs, manta rays 

and manatees – Millie’s sea world 
is teeming with wildlife and natural 
wonders to colour in.

MILLIE MAROTTA is a freelance illustrator whose intricate illustrations are inspired 
by a love of wildlife and nature. In 2015, Millie’s debut title Animal Kingdom spent 
22 weeks as the UK’s o"cial paperback non-fiction No.1. Her books have sold  
nine million copies and have been translated into over 30 languages.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781849947107
£9.99
96pp | 250 x 250mm | PB
90 illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Crafts & Hobbies/ Illustration
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EMBROIDERING THE EVERYDAY
FOUND OBJECTS, STITCH AND PAINT

Cas Holmes

Inspiration and practical tips on 
incorporating the everyday into textile 
art, from a highly regarded textile artist 
renowned for her use of ‘the found’.
Our connection to the everyday and the 
domestic provides a wealth of inspiration 
for textile artist Cas Holmes. In this book 
she explores how these concepts along 
with resourcefulness and making do, using 
materials and subjects available to hand, 
result in lyrical works connected to time 
and place. Cas invites us to re-look at the 
world and use the limitations sometimes 
imposed by geographic area or individual 
circumstances as a rich resource to 
develop ideas for mixed media textiles in a 
more thoughtful way.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781849947114
£22.95 | $34.99 US | $45.99 CAN
128pp | 216 x276mm | HB
90 colour photographs
Rights: World exc ANZ
Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/
Design/Textile & Costume

TEXTURES FROM NATURE IN TEXTILE 
ART
NATURAL INSPIRATION FOR MIXED-MEDIA AND 
TEXTILE ARTISTS

Marian Jazmik

A practical and inspirational guide to 
harnessing the beauty of the natural 
world to create unique textile art pieces.
Revealing secrets of her own practice 
with lushly textured and sculptural 
pieces, textile artist Marian Jazmik shares 
imaginative ideas for distilling the wonders 
of nature into textile and mixed-media 
art. She shows how to use hand and 
machine embroidery, dyeing, printing, 
photography, painting and soldering to 
create texture and detail. There are tips 
on using an eclectic mix of natural and 
man-made textiles, as well as recycled 
and repurposed materials. Illustrated 
throughout with Marian’s own work.

AUGUST 2021
9781849946704
£22.95 | $34.99 US | $45.99 CAN
128pp | 216 x 276mm | HB
120 colour illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/
Design/Textile & Costume

CONTEMPORARY FLOWERS IN 
MIXED MEDIA
Soraya French

An exciting new approach to flower 
painting with step-by-step demonstrations 
for creating contemporary flower portraits 
and landscapes that are truly unique.
This is more than a ‘how-to’ on flower 
painting – it is a guide encouraging artists 
to explore new and exciting ways to create 
flower paintings bursting with individuality 
and moving towards a contemporary and 
impressionist style. Beautifully illustrated, 
the book covers the colours, shapes, 
patterns, and textures particular to various 
flowers through the seasons, from fresh 
green foliage in the spring to rich red and 
gold hues in the autumn. The book explores 
a creative use of mediums throughout, 
showing how to put the ideas into practice.

JUY 2021
9781849946148
£19.99 | $27.99 US | $37.99 CAN
128pp | 226 x 254mm | HB
170 colour illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Art/Techniques/Painting

CONTEMPORARY FIGURE IN  
WATERCOLOUR
SPEED, GESTURE AND MOVEMENT

\

A fresh take on capturing the human form 
and its character, movement and grace in 
contemporary watercolours, with step-by-
step exercises.
Painter Leo Crane and art model Roy 
Joseph Butler invite the reader to 
dive into figure painting with their 
instinctive and expressive approach to 
watercolour. Celebrating the fluidity and 
unpredictability of the medium, they share 
tips on bringing life to the figure. The first 
part of the book deals with techniques and 
exercises, the second part explores the 
role of the subject through half a dozen 
case studies, from the experienced life 
model to a friend sitting for a portrait.

AUGUST 2021
9781849946681
£20.00 | $28.99 US | $37.99 CAN
128pp | 226 x 254mm | HB
Colour illustrations throughout
Rights: World exc ANZ
Art/Techniques/Watercolour 
Painting
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Bobby Fischer: My 60 Memorable 
Games
9781906388300 | £16.99 | PB
Logical Chess Move by Move
9780713484649 | £15.99 | PB

Batsford Chess Bible
9781849947091 | £14.99 | HB

FRAGMENTATION AND REPAIR
IN TEXTILE AND MIXED-MEDIA ART

Shelley Rhodes

A practical guide exploring two of the 
most talked-about concepts in textiles 
and mixed-media – fragmentation and 
repair – written by a leading textile artist.
Fragmentation and repair are two 
essential concepts that lie at the heart 
of textile artist Shelley Rhodes’ work. 
Drawing on practical advice and inspiring 
examples from her own work and that of 
embroiderers around the world, she looks 
at these concepts through a fresh lens, 
o! ering a wealth of new ideas. 

AUGUST 2021
9781849946100
£22.95 | $34.99 US | $45.99 CAN
144pp | 216 x 276mm | HB
200 colour illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/
Design/Textile & Costume

500 CHESS QUESTIONS ANSWERED
FOR ALL NEW CHESS PLAYERS

Andrew Soltis
9781849947121

A perfect guide for new chess players 
answering 500 essential questions about 
strategy, learning techniques and openings.
Written by one of the bestselling and 
best-loved chess authors in his signature 
conversational style, this is the perfect go-to 
manual for every chess novice, or those 
looking to brush up their skills.

October 2021 | £14.99 | $19.99 US | $25.99 CAN | 
256pp

BATSFORD CHESS

BATSFORD CHESS: ALSO AVAILABLE

THE CHESSMASTER CHECKLIST
Andrew Soltis
9781849947145

A look behind the scenes at the crucial 
questions that chess masters ask 
themselves before committing to a move.
Want to step up your game and join the 
ranks of real chess pros? This book is fi lled 
with practical exercises and test games that 
will reveal the secrets of how to join chess’s 
elite ranks. Aimed at players who are well 
past being beginners but far from becoming masters, this chatty, accessible but 
always informative manual is the perfect guide to refi ning your game strategies.

AUGUST 2021
£16.99 | $23.99 US | $31.99 CAN
260pp | 156 x 234mm | PB
Black & white diagrams throughout
Rights: World exc ANZ
Games & Activities/Crafts & Hobbies

Batsford has been a leading international chess publisher since the 1960s, 
producing books for all chess players, from beginners to Grandmasters.

BATSFORD
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Welcome to National Trust Books. Working with the Trust, we 
make books inspired by the amazing heritage sites, country-
side and coastline in its care. Our key topics are nature, cookery, 
history, travel and gardening. Wellbeing is a growing area too, as 
the National Trust o! ers so many ways to escape the stresses of 
modern life and reconnect with nature. In the words of one of its 
founders, Octavia Hill, ‘We all want quiet. We all want beauty … 
we all need space. Unless we have it, we cannot reach that sense 
of quiet in which whispers of better things come to us gently.’ 
Most of our books are published in the spring, but we’ve saved a 
couple of great ones for this autumn. The Hedgerow Cookbook is 
the perfect companion for the fi rst-time forager. This new edition 
features one hundred delicious recipes using fl owers, berries, 
leaves and nuts that you can easily fi nd. I love the authors’ little 
anecdotes about the recipes and their robust opinions – if a wild 
food isn’t worth the e! ort, they’ll be sure to tell you.  
Our other book celebrates the Great British Shed. There are over 
12 million in the UK apparently. As you’d expect, many of the best 
ones are looked after by the National Trust, from George Bernard 
Shaw’s fancy revolving shed to the driftwood opium den built 
halfway up a cli!  by the highly eccentric Reverend Hawker. You’ll 
fi nd all manner of other miniature marvels here too. A must-have 
for the shed lover in your life.

Peter Taylor
Editorial Director, National Trust Books
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THE NATIONAL TRUST BOOK OF SHEDS
Anna Groves

A celebration of some of Britain’s 
most important and beloved 
buildings – its sheds. From the 
humble to the not so humble.
Sheds looked after by the National 
Trust have inspired famous writers 
and housed everything from 
beehives to birdwatchers. These 
beautiful, inspiring and eccentric 
structures are as individual as their 
owners. George Bernard Shaw’s 
shed could be rotated throughout 

the day to make the most of the sun, 
while sculptor Barbara Hepworth 
used hers for napping in. Full of 
inspiring photographs accompanied 
by amusing and informative text, this 
collection covers everything from 
literary writing dens and horticultural 
hideaways to fl oating sheds, sleeping 
sheds, coastguards’ sheds, summer 
houses, beach huts, camping pods, 
bothies, teahouses, follies and more.

ANNA GROVES co-authored The National Trust Tour of Britain and is the 
author of the National Trust’s guides to Thomas Hardy’s homes, Giant’s 
Causeway, The Argory and Blickling Estate.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781911657019
£9.99
128pp | 194 x 148mm | HB
Over 80 colour photographs
Rights: World exc US, Canada, 
ANZ
Architecture/History

NATIONAL TRUST NATIONAL TRUST

Also available:
Eat More Veg
9781911358879 | £14.99 | HB
Houses of the National Trust
9781911657118 | £20.00 | HB
National Trust Book of Scones
9781909881938 | £9.99 | HB
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100 delicious recipes, both sweet 
and savoury, to use sustainable wild 
food creatively, as well as practical 
tips on gathering, seasonal guidance 
and the law.
Free, fun and tasty, harvesting 
produce from the hedgerows, 
meadows and woods is hugely 
popular with both town-dwellers 
and countryfolk. The joy of turning 
nature’s bounty into delicious 
produce to enjoy at home, or to 

make as gifts, is being rediscovered 
in kitchens across the country. 
Explore the deliciously di! erent 
fl avours of wild food, from bilberries 
and nettles to hazelnuts and 
damsons – all of which are free for 
the picking. Learn how to use a 
range of wild foods creatively in over 
100 easy recipes, ranging from jams, 
jellies and chutneys to starters, main 
courses, cakes, puds, cocktails and 
cordials.

THE HEDGEROW COOKBOOK
DELICIOUS RECIPES FOR FORAGED FOOD

Caro Willson and Ginny Knox

CARO WILLSON & GINNY KNOX have shared many happy, sun-soaked days 
roaming the nearby fi elds and hedgerows, collecting crab apples and brambles 
to make into cakes, jellies and other delicious things. They are passionate about 
wild food, which is by defi nition local, seasonal, fresh and low in food miles.

AUGUST 2021
9781911657330
£12.99
192pp | 170 x 221mm | HB
Over 100 colour images
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Cooking/Outdoor Skills

NATIONAL TRUSTNATIONAL TRUST
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Welcome to Pitkin Guides. Pitkin has been publishing souvenir 
guidebooks for the heritage market for over seventy years. Illus-
trated with authoritative texts, our focus is on visitor attractions, 
TV and film locations, royalty, famous people and heritage sites. 
We also publish popular history, military and naval titles. Whether 
you are visiting a cathedral or stately home or reading from the 
comfort of your armchair, Pitkin Guides o!er the perfect intro-
duction to a variety of subjects. 
I am thrilled to highlight two Pitkin titles for the autumn. The 
author of Think Like A Marine, Mark Hardie MBE, has trained 
Royal Marine Commandos for operations in the world’s harshest 
environments. In this inspirational book he shows that to be part 
of this elite fighting force, as well as stamina and strength, you 
need the right mindset. So whether you are going into battle or 
facing the challenges of modern life, this book will show you how 
to think clearly, grasp the situation and achieve your goals.
Secondly, Bridgerton’s England is a perfect companion to the 
record-breaking Netflix series, mapping all key locations used to 
portray George III’s Regency. This book examines the history of 
the stately homes, houses, parks and gardens used in Bridgerton, 
linking important scenes to each location and giving details of 
where and when you can visit them to relive the romance of Daphne 
Bridgerton and the Duke of Hastings. This is a must-have for every 
Bridgerton fan. Also look out for Bridgerton’s Bath — coming soon!

Susan Swalwell
Publisher, Pitkin Guides
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THINK LIKE A MARINE
ANTICIPATE • ADAPT • ACHIEVE

Mark Hardie

Once you can take charge of your 
mind, you can unlock your potential. 
Mark Hardie MBE has trained 
Royal Marine commandos for 
operations in the world’s harshest 
environments. In this inspirational 
guide he shows that being part of 
an elite fi ghting force doesn’t only 
take stamina and strength, it takes 
the right mindset. 

Whether you are heading into 
battle or facing the challenges of 
modern life, there are marine training 
techniques that will help you to think 
clearly, grasp the situation at hand 
and achieve your goals.

Learn what you can and can’t 
control, when to use intuition and 
analysis, how to remove distractions, 
avoid procrastination and maximise 
your e"  ciency. Increase your strength 
with equipment-free exercises, fi nd out 
how to take charge of stress, sharpen 
your senses and learn essential 
survival techniques. Discover what 
makes a good leader and learn how to 
manage confl ict, make decisions, solve 
problems and employ the commando 
spirit in your everyday life. 

When you can anticipate, adapt 
and achieve, you can Think Like a 
Marine. 

MARK HARDIE joined the Royal Marines at 25 and spent many years in 
Operational Commando units. He has been involved in training recruits to 
become commandos for operations in the harshest environments. Mark is a 
Visiting Professor at Bath Spa University and was awarded an MBE in 2011 for 
his work supporting casualties.

AUGUST 2021
9781841659107
£9.99
144pp | 125 x 175mm | PB
100 illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Self-help/Motivational & Inspirational/
Self-Esteem

PITKINPITKIN
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BRIDGERTON’S BATH
Antonia Hicks

This companion title to Bridgerton’s 
England takes a more detailed view 
of the locations used across the 
city and includes a map with all the 
shooting locations to form a self-
guided Bridgerton Walking Tour.
A key element that sets Netfl ix show 
Bridgerton apart is the extensive use 
of location shooting. Step forward 
Bath: the Regency architectural jewel 
gets to play many di! erent parts of 
fashionable London.

Bridgerton’s Bath takes you 
on a tour of all these locations 
from No.1 The Royal Crescent 
(the Featherington’s house on 
Grosvenor Square) to Abbey Green 

(Covent Garden) and the Abbey 
Deli (Modiste couturier) on Abbey 
Street. Bridgerton intersects with 
Jane Austen’s world at the Assembly 
Rooms where one of the early balls 
takes place, while the 18th-century 
Bath Guildhall also gets a place 
on the series’ dance card. A key 
character in the drama is Lady 
Danbury and her grand mansion is 
Bath’s former Sydney Hotel, today 
the Ashburne Museum. The book 
includes a complete episode by 
episode listing of all the scenes shot 
in Bath and a detailed map, plus a 
behind-the-scenes look at how the 
series was fi lmed in the city.

ANTONIA HICKS graduated from Oxford University. Her dissertation was titled 
‘Perceptions of adultery and marriage within the epistolary culture of the late 18th 
century’ for which she undertook original research into the letters of the Duchess 
of Devonshire. She is a passionate fan of Broadway musicals and Bridgerton.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781841659275
£6.99
44pp | 172 x 240mm | PB
70 photographs
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Travel/Popular Culture

PITKIN

BRIDGERTON’S ENGLAND 
DISCOVER THE ELEGANCE AND ROMANCE OF GEORGIAN ENGLAND IN BRIDGERTON’S 
MAGNIFICENT FILMING LOCATIONS

Antonia Hicks

A gloriously illustrated guide to the 
key shooting locations for Netfl ix’s 
runaway success, based on the 
Regency novels of Julia Quinn.
Launched on Christmas Day 2020, 
Bridgerton instantly captured the 
world’s imagination with tales of 
romance in the Regency. It is Netfl ix’s 
most popular original series with over 
82 million households having watched 
it by the end of January 2021.

Bridgerton’s England is a perfect 
companion to the series, mapping 
all the key fi lming locations used 
to portray George III’s Regency. 
Almost all the stately homes, 

houses, parks and gardens used in 
Bridgerton are open to the public 
and the book examines their history, 
linking important scenes to each 
location and giving details of where 
and when you can visit them to 
relive the drama.

Readers can fi nd out the 
locations used for the homes of the 
Bridgertons, Featheringtons, Lady 
Danbury, the Duke of Hastings, 
Queen Charlotte, along with the 
locations used for Whites, Vauxhall 
Pleasure Gardens and the Modiste’s 
dress shop, among many others.

ANTONIA HICKS graduated from Oxford University. Her dissertation was titled 
‘Perceptions of adultery and marriage within the epistolary culture of the late 18th 
century’ for which she undertook original research into the letters of the Duchess 
of Devonshire. She is a passionate fan of Broadway musicals and Bridgerton.

JUNE 2021
9781841659251
£6.99
44pp | 172 x 240mm | PB
80 photographs
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Travel/Popular Culture

PITKIN
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Portico books could be variously described as humorous, inno-
vative, inspiring and even perspective-changing – but they will 
always look gorgeous and make for ideal gifts. We love to publish 
books with a cheeky sense of humour and The Chinese Zodiac 
has this in spades. With this book, you can enter the Year of the 
Ox armed with all there is to know about each astrological sign. 
In Fun and Games in Woolly Bush we celebrate the eccentricities 
of village life in Britain. These daring knitting patterns are ideal 
for any crafter with an appreciation for tongue-in-cheek humour.
With more of us spending time in nature than ever before, we’re 
thrilled to be publishing Wild Words, a beautifully illustrated 
guide to vocabulary from all over the world that describes natural 
phenomena. Learn about psithurism, from Ancient Greek, used to 
describe the wind rustling in the trees, or komorebi, a Japanese 
term that describes the scattered beams of sunlight that shine 
through leaves. In the successful series celebrating our most-
loved stars, we have Dolly Parton: The Activity Book. The inimi-
table queen of country is universally adored, and these puzzles 
and quizzes celebrate her shrewd business sense, philanthropism 
and self-deprecating humour. Celebrating another wise woman, 
Jane Austen’s Universal Truths showcases the enduring appeal 
of Austen’s novels and how her wisdom on love, ageing and the 
di!erences between the sexes can be still be applied today.

Sophie Allen
Acting Editorial Director, Pavilion
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GREAT TED TALKS: LEADERSHIP
Harriet Minter
9781911622628

GREAT TED TALKS: CREATIVITY
Tom May
9781911622604

PORTICOPORTICO

JANE AUSTEN’S UNIVERSAL TRUTHS
WISDOM AND WITTICISMS FROM HER WRITINGS

Susan Hart-Byers

A beautifully illustrated collection of Jane 
Austen’s wit and wisdom, which holds 
eternal appeal for readers young and 
old searching for the answers to the big 
questions in life.
The enduring appeal of Jane Austen’s 
fi ction is captured in this pocket-sized 
collection of quotes taken from her works 
of fi ction. Famed for her humour and wry 
observations, Jane Austen’s commentary 
on social situations and character types 
are as recognisable today as they were 
200 years ago. Accompanying witticisms 
on love and marriage, the battle of the 
sexes, town and country, and moral duty, 
are illustrations from celebrated artist 
Polly Fern.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781911622697
£9.99
128pp | 135 x 185mm | HB
Over 30 colour illustrations
Rights: World exc ANZ
Literary studies/Humour

WILD WORDS
HOW LANGUAGE ENGAGES WITH NATURE

Kate Hodges

An illustrated celebration of 75 beautiful 
words from all around the world, each 
evocative of the wild and describing a 
natural phenomenon.
Language is linked to how people engage 
with nature and the words used to express 
what is seen in the world are vital to an 
appreciation of it, bringing it more vividly 
to life. As the natural world and the time 
spent in it diminish in the face of modern 
living, it’s vital to recall it into being with 
the magic of language. Each word is paired 
with an illustration and has a description 
which includes pronunciation, geographical, 
historical and cultural background, as well 
as refl ecting on the emotional response the 
natural phenomenon can inspire.

OCTOBER 2021
9781911622710
£9.99
160pp | 135 x 185mm | HB
75 illustrations
Rights: World
Language/Nature

GREAT TED TALKS

GREAT TED TALKS: INNOVATION
AN UNOFFICIAL GUIDE WITH WORDS OF WISDOM 
FROM 100 TED SPEAKERS

Neil C. Hughes
9781911622611

This uno"  cial compilation reviews the 100 
best TED talks about innovation from great 
minds worldwide, inviting us to challenge 
our thinking and open our minds to new 
perspectives.
Learn how to unlock that elusive idea 
from masters like Bill Gates or Amazon’s Je!  Bezos. Be open to new ways 
of thinking and discover how Sir Richard Branson has been wowing his 
customers with innovative experiences since before it became a trend. 
Find inspiration in unusual places and explore new ways to collaborate with 
your team. Authenticity is key to your business. With quirky graphics and 
memorable quotes, this is a curation of the most inspiring talks and the best 
ways boost inventiveness.

OCTOBER 2021
£9.99
192pp | 151 x 201mm | PB
100 photographs and graphics
Rights: UK & Commonwealth exc Canada, ANZ
Business & Economics/Self-help/Speeches

A carefully curated series of inspirational and informative gift books 
edited by experts within their fi eld, these small books of pocket 
wisdom illustrate some of the biggest ideas from our greatest thinkers.
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Also available:
A Celebration of David Attenborough: 
The Activity Book
9781911622123 | £7.99 | PB
Michelle Obama Activity Book
9781911622376 | £9.99 | PB

PORTICO

NUDINITS: FUN AND GAMES IN 
WOOLLY BUSH
25 KNITTING PATTERNS CELEBRATING 
VILLAGE LIFE

Sarah Simi

More bare-bottomed fun and hilarious 
knitting projects from the village of Woolly 
Bush, featuring patterns for all the classic 
Nudinits characters and their accessories.
Welcome to the village of Woolly Bush, 
set deep in the heart of the English 
countryside. It has all the typical features 
of a village apart from two big di! erences: 
it’s all made of wool, and none of the 
characters have clothes on! Bursting with 
British eccentricity and double entrendres, 
this enchanting sequel to Sarah Simi’s 
previous two books will appeal to humour-
lovers and knitting fans alike.

OCTOBER 2021
9781911622666
£9.99
96pp | 216 x 170mm | HB
100 photographs & illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, 
ANZ
Humour/Crafts & Hobbies/
Needlework/Knitting

THE CHINESE ZODIAC
A SERIOUSLY SILLY GUIDE

Anita Mangan and Sarah Ford

A colourful and quirky gift book for fans 
of astrology and lunar cycles, which takes 
an alternative and hilarious look at all 12 
signs of the Chinese Zodiac.
In this time of self-awareness and self-
interest, this book mixes together animal 
and human facts and draws on themes 
such as personality, love, health and 
lifestyle, and school/work to allow us 
to take a fresh and entertaining look 
at ourselves. The philosophy is deeply 
rooted in Chinese culture, and the zodiac, 
combined with the principles of yin and 
yang and the fi ve elements, asserts 
a remarkable infl uence over people’s 
decisions and beliefs.

OCTOBER 2021
9781911622543
£9.99
128pp | 135 x 185mm | PB
Over 150 illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, 
ANZ
Body, Mind & Spirit/Astrology/
HoroscopesA CELEBRATION OF DOLLY PARTON: THE ACTIVITY BOOK

Nathan Joyce

Dolly Parton, considered one 
of the greatest musicians of the 
20th century, is also a shrewd 
businesswoman and philanthropist 
– with her universal appeal reaching 
across generations, political parties, 
cultures and continents.
Rising to fame as a country singer 
in the 1960s Dolly Parton became a 
pop-culture icon with her songs 
‘9 to 5’, a certifi ed Platinum hit 
that won two Grammy Awards, 
‘Jolene’ and ‘I Will Always Love You’. 
Referred to as ‘a living legend’, ‘Saint 
Dolly’ and ‘the great unifi er’, Dolly 
has also cemented herself as a queer 
icon. Featuring quizzes, colouring-in, 

mazes, fun facts, and spot-the 
di! erence, this book is the ultimate 
celebration of one of our most-loved 
performers.

NATHAN JOYCE is a freelance writer based in Brighton, England. He has 
written or compiled several humour books including A Celebration of 
David Attenborough: The Activity Book and The Uno"  cial Michelle Obama 
Activity Book.

OCTOBER 2021
9781911622703
£7.99
192pp | 135 x 185mm | PB
Over 50 black & white illustrations
Rights: World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Humour/Popular culture

PORTICO
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Proudly independent, Exisle Publishing is owned by Gareth  
St John Thomas, the son of the David & Charles founder David 
St John Thomas. Exisle has been publishing books with passion 
and purpose for 22 years. A global operation, Exisle publishes 
non-fiction books, written by experts in language that is easily 
accessible and inspirational. Exisle produces the kinds of books 
that the very big publishers do not. 
More concerned about long-lasting quality and ongoing rele-
vance than flash-in-the-pan trends, Exisle’s list includes books 
that remain strong sellers for many years and deliver reliable 
income to all concerned well beyond the initial release dates. 
Our authors are, of course, all completely di!erent, but what they 
have in common is authenticity, genuine knowledge and vivid 
enthusiasm, enriching their readers’ lives with unique, individ-
ual stories and ideas. With a strong presence in the UK, Canada, 
the USA, and key people in Australia and New Zealand, Exisle’s 
books are often translated into myriad languages and sold 
throughout the world.

Gareth St John Thomas
CEO and Publisher, Exisle Publishing
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Also available:
The Journal Writer’s Companion
9781925820041 | £14.99 | HB

A BUTTON A DAY
ALL BUTTONS GREAT AND SMALL

Lucy Godoroja

Gain a fascinating insight into the 
peculiar story of buttons with this 
celebration of their history and 
contemporary craftmanship.
Quirky, surprising, and full of crafty 
inspiration, this is the perfect gift for 
button-collectors and enthusiasts. A 
Button a Day is an exploration of the 
craftsmanship and peculiar history of 
buttons. 

Forgoing antiques to showcase 
contemporary design and 

production, it hopes to inspire a 
new era of button-makers and 
enthusiasts, who have an exciting 
challenge ahead with emerging 
technologies and pressures on 
sustainability. Full of fascinating facts 
and crafty inspiration, A Button a 
Day is the perfect gift for designers, 
sewers, collectors, and anyone else 
who shares an interest in the humble 
button.

LUCY GODOROJA has always had an interest in the creative process, whether 
through the handcrafts of sewing and needlework or jewellery making, to the 
design of large or small objects. Lucy has been published in collections about 
fashions, jewels, shops and travel, and A Button a Day is her fi rst book.

NOVEMBER 2021
9781925820836
£12.99 | $29.99 US | $34.99 CAN
192pp | 165 x 170mm | HB
90 colour photos
Rights: World exc AU, NZ
Crafts & Hobbies/Fibre Arts & 
Textiles

EXISLEEXISLE
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THE TURNING POINT
MOMENTS THAT CHANGED LIVES

Gareth St John Thomas (Ed.)

GRANDPARENTING GRANDCHILDREN
NEW KNOWLEDGE AND KNOW-HOW FOR 
GRANDPARENTING THE UNDER 5S
Dr Jane Williams, PhD and Dr Tessa Grigg, PhD

TRAVEL YOUR WAY
FINDING CONNECTION IN A WORLD FULL OF DIVISION

Nathan James Thomas

A beautifully presented, 
rare glimpse into 40 
people’s lives at their 
most important and 
fascinating moments.

A unique guide helping 
grandparents have a 
loving, supportive, and 
constructive infl uence 
on their grandchildren’s 
lives.

Travellers, wanderers 
and nomads are 
challenged to enhance 
their understanding of 
the world by exploring it 
on their own terms.

OCTOBER 2021
9781922539021
£19.99 | $27.99 US | $37.99 CAN
224pp | 152 x 229mm | HB + 
Jacket
Rights: World exc AU, NZ 
Biography & Autobiography/
Personal Memoirs

AUGUST 2021
9781925820799
£12.99 | $21.99 US | $24.99 CAN
244pp | 152 x 229mm | TPB
50 illustrations
Rights: World exc AU, NZ
Family & Relationships/
Parenting/Grandparenting

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781925820584
£16.99 | $24.99 US | $32.99 CAN
224pp | 135 x 210mm | TPB
Rights: World exc AU, NZ
Travel/Essays & Travelogues

MINDFULNESS FOR LIFE
THE UPDATED GUIDE FOR TODAY’S WORLD

Assoc. Prof. Craig Hassed and Dr Stephen 
McKenzie
9781922539014

Stop daydreaming and start living your life 
in the present!
Written by experts, Mindfulness for Life is 
the complete guide to being fully present in 
life. This revised and updated second edition 
includes the latest research on mindful 
techniques, alongside practical guidance for 
applying them. Take a leap towards mindful 
living and you might just discover that you 
become calmer, happier and healthier.
272pp | Self-Help/Personal Growth

EMPOWER SERIES

SLEEP SENSE
IMPROVE YOUR SLEEP, IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH

Dr Katharina Lederle
9781925820935

Develop healthy sleep habits that best fi t 
your life with this guide from an international 
sleep expert. 
Sleep is fundamental to our health and 
wellbeing. In Sleep Sense, Dr Katharina Lederle 
draws on the latest research to explore how 
sleep is connected to each of the three pillars 
of successful living: physical health, cognitive 
performance, and emotional wellbeing. She provides a ‘menu’ of healthy sleep 
options to establish better sleep habits that improve health and wellbeing.

SEPTEMBER 2021
£9.99 | $14.99 US | $19.99 CAN
224pp | 129 x 198mm | TPB
Rights: World exc AU, NZ
Sleep/Health & Fitness

Practical self-help tools by leading experts.
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CLARE REILLY: EYE OF THE CALM
Clare Reilly

Clare Reilly’s life and work are explored in 
a beautiful collection of her paintings.
A celebration of artist Clare Reilly’s life 
and work. Her passions for coastal New 
Zealand and the country’s wildlife are 
brought to life in this elegant collection, 
which explores themes of habitat 
destruction and renewal, grief, finding new 
paths, and the joyful movement of birds 
in flight. Experience a sense of calm and 
hope with this story of a fascinating life 
told through both words and imagery. A 
meditative exploration of a life’s work.

OCTOBER 2021
9781775594291
£25.00 | $36.99 US | $47.99 CAN
144pp | 254 x 254mm | HB + 
Jacket
Colour illustrations
Rights: World exc AU, NZ
Biography & Autobiography/ 
Artists, Architects, Photographers

THE SCIENCE OF HOPE
EYE TO EYE WITH THE CUTE AND CHARISMATIC

Dr Wiebke Finkler and Scott Davis

A breathtaking visual journey that 
explores the science and psychology 
behind why certain animals capture 
the public’s imagination, while also 
highlighting positive conservation 
initiatives around the world.
From polar bears to mountain gorillas, 
certain animals capture our imagination. 
These are the animals that are mascots 
for conservation campaigns. But why 
these creatures? The answer lies in their 
cuteness or charisma. Illustrated with 
images by one of the world’s leading 
wildlife photographers, The Science of 
Hope informs as it educates, describing 
the psychology and science behind our 
desire to connect with these animals.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9781925820645
£19.99 | $29.99 US | $38.99 CAN
160pp | 254 x 254mm | HB + 
Jacket
150 colour photos
Rights: World exc AU, NZ
Nature/Environmental Conserva-
tion & Protection
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Natural History Museum Publishing produces high-quality, fully 
illustrated books about the natural world. Written by experts and 
sold throughout the world, our diverse range includes popular 
science titles, authoritative reference books, beautiful natural 
history art, award-winning photography and exciting ideas for 
children. Our books are inspired by the Museum’s pioneering 
scientifi c work, exciting exhibitions and unrivalled collections. The 
Natural History Museum in London is a world-class visitor attrac-
tion and leading science research centre. It is home to one of 
the largest and most important natural history collections in the 
world, with more than 80 million specimens. The Library of the 
Natural History Museum also holds over half a million artworks, 
comprising one of Britain’s biggest art collections.

PHOTOGRAPH © BORIS JORDAN
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WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE 
YEAR: HIGHLIGHTS VOLUME 7
The Natural History Museum

A ‘highlights’ paperback accompanying 
the current Wildlife Photographer of the 
Year exhibition.
The Wildlife Photographer of the Year 
competition provides both an inspiring 
annual catalogue of the wonders of 
nature and a thought-provoking look at 
our complex relationship with the natural 
world. These are the unforgettable 
highlights from the 2021 Wildlife 
Photographer of the Year competition, 
drawn annually from around 45,000 
entries from dozens of countries. They 
include each of the category winners 
and incorporate all aspects of wildlife 
photography, from animal portraits to 
Earth’s environments.

DECEMBER 2021
9780565095215
£6.99
80pp | 190 x 170mm | PB
100 colour photographs
Rights: World exc US, CAN, AUS 
& NZ
Photography/Subjects & 
Themes/Plants & Animals

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE 
YEAR: PORTFOLIO 31
Rosamund Kidman Cox

This powerful collection features the 
100 winning images from the Wildlife 
Photographer of the Year 2021 competition.
Each year the Wildlife Photographer of 
the Year exhibition is seen by millions 
through a global tour and international 
media coverage. Portfolio 31 displays the 
full collection of 100 images awarded 
in the 2021 competition, selected by an 
international jury for their artistic merit and 
originality from approximately 45,000 annual 
entries representing the work of dozens 
of nationalities. Displaying di! erent styles, 
techniques and ways of seeing, the collection 
is both a showcase for photographers who 
specialise in documenting the natural world 
and a celebration of nature.

OCTOBER 2021
9780565095208
£25.00
160pp | 255 x 250mm | HB
Over 100 colour photographs
Rights: World exc US, CAN, AUS 
& NZ
Photography/Subjects & 
Themes/Plants & Animals

WEATHER – A FORCE OF NATURE
SPECTACULAR PHOTOGRAPHY FROM WEATHER PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR

The Royal Meteorological Society

A collection of unforgettable images 
of dramatic weather events from 
around the globe, each taken from 
the Royal Meteorological Society’s 
acclaimed annual competition.
These are the most powerful and 
dramatic images from past years of 
the Weather Photographer of the 
Year competition, an annual contest 
held by The Royal Meteorological 
Society.

They depict dramatic weather 
phenomena from every corner of the 
globe and often reveal fascinating 
stories about what causes them and 
how they impact on the environment.

Each image has been 
specially selected by a panel of 
meteorologists, photographers 
and photo editors who look for a 
combination of skilful camera work 
and meteorological observation.

The images are grouped under 
fi ve di! erent themes - the changing 
climate, extreme weather, the 
oceans, the poles and the impact of 
the climate on life - and there is an 
introductory essay for each theme 
written by experts from the Royal 
Meteorological Society with the 
overriding theme of the impact of 
climate change running throughout 
the text.

THE ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY is the Professional and Learned 
Society for Weather and Climate. The Society serves anyone whose work 
is a! ected in some way by the weather or climate, or simply have a general 
interest in the weather. 

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780565095253
£25.00
192pp | 250 x 250mm | HB
120 colour photographs
Rights: World exc US, CAN, AUS & NZ
Photography/Subjects & Themes/
Landscapes

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUMNATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
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Also available:
The Natural History Museum Book of 
Rocks and Minerals
9780565095055 | £14.99 | PB

THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM BOOK OF GEMSTONES
A CONCISE REFERENCE GUIDE

Robin Hanson

A comprehensive introduction to 
gemstones with stunning colour 
photographs throughout.
Gemstones have been a source of 
delight and fascination for many 
thousands of years, from the fi ery 
brilliance of diamond to the soft 
iridescence of pearl. This stunning 
reference book provides a guide to 
each of the world’s known types of 
gemstone, exploring their unique 
beauty, rarity and durability. With 
sumptuous colour photographs 
throughout, this book is a dazzling 
insight into the world of the rare and 
the valuable.

ROBIN HANSEN is Curator of Minerals and Gemstones at the Natural History 
Museum, London. She has over thirteen years’ experience in both the mining 
sector and the world of private mineral collecting.

OCTOBER 2021
9780565092245
£14.99
208pp | 209 x 139mm | PB
Colour throughout
Rights: World exc US, CAN, AUS & NZ
Science/Earth Sciences/
Mineralogy

THE INSIDE OUT OF FLIES
Erica McAlister

An engrossing guide to the anatomy of 
fl ies and the science behind their unique 
adaptations from the award-winning author 
of the acclaimed The Secret Life of Flies.
The Inside Out of Flies is a look under the 
bonnet at the astonishing mechanics of 
fl y anatomy. Erica McAlister reveals the 
engineering miracles embodied in numerous 
species of fl y and the fascinating implications 
they hold for human technology. She touches 
on the emerging fi eld of biomimetics and 
anticipates ideas from medical needles based 
on the mosquito’s proboscis to hearing aids 
inspired by Ormia ochracea, a tiny fl y with 
ears on its thorax. She uncovers surprising 
science lessons encapsulated in the form and 
function of the humble fl y.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780565095260
£9.99
256pp | 195 x 130mm | PB
Over 80 colour photographs
Rights: World exc US, CAN, AUS 
& NZ
Nature/Animals/Insects & 
Spiders

THE BIRDS OF AMERICA
John James Audubon

A reissue of Audubon’s classic work 
reproduced from the Natural History 
Museum’s original double elephant size folio.
The Birds of America is one of the best 
known natural history books ever produced 
and also the most valuable – a complete 
set sold at auction in December 2010 for 
£7.3 million, which is a world record for a 
book. First published in double elephant 
size (approximately a metre tall) in the fi rst 
half of the 19th century, it is famous for 
its stunning life-size illustrations of birds 
set within landscaped backgrounds. The 
artworks are accompanied by the scientifi c 
descriptions that were used in the original 
The Birds of America. With an introduction 
by David Allen Sibley.

SEPTEMBER 2021
9780565093396
£40.00
448pp | 320 x 213mm | HB
Over 100 colour photographs
Rights: World exc US, CAN, AUS 
& NZ
Art/Subjects & Themes/Plants & 
Animals

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUMNATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
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HONEY BEES
Ingo Arndt and Jürgen Tautz

A stunning photographic record 
which documents for the fi rst 
time the original way of life of 
endangered, forest-dwelling honey 
bees.
Honey bee colonies are commonly 
kept by amateur beekeepers. 
But honey bees also live wild in 
European woodlands, where they 
are almost unnoticed and have no 
interaction with humans at all. This 
lavish, picture-led book is a unique 
collaboration between Germany’s 

leading bee expert, Prof Dr Jürgen 
Tautz, and one of the world’s top 
nature photographers Ingo Arndt, 
who provide a fascinating insight into 
this mysterious hidden world. These 
sensational photographs document 
a major research project into the life 
of the wild honey bee, and present 
images of many behaviours never 
captured before. It also reveals new 
scientifi c insights which promise 
to revolutionise conventional 
beekeeping and conservation.

PROF DR. JÜRGEN TAUTZ is a behavioural scientist, sociobiologist and 
bee expert. He is a Professor at the Biocenter of the Biozentrum der Julius-
Maximilians-Universität in Würzburg and chairman of its bee research group. 
He is author of several popular science books on bees and holder of the 
Communicator Award of the DFG. INGO ARNDT is one of the world’s top 
nature photographers. His work appears in international magazines and 
newspapers such as GEO, Stern, National Geographic and BBC Wildlife. His 
photographs have won numerous prizes, including a World Press Photo Award. 
He has won the Wildlife Photographer of the Year Award several times.

OCTOBER 2021
9780565095277
£25.00
192pp | 285 x 215mm | HB
200 colour images
World exc US, Canada, ANZ
Photography/Subjects & Themes/
Plants & Animals

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
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Vasant Kunj
New Delhi 110070
Tel: +91 11 40574957
sales-in@bloomsbury.com

Far East
Julian Ashton
Ashton International
Marketing Services
Tel: +44 (0)1732 746093
jashton@ashtoninternational.com

Germany, Switzerland & Austria
Gabriele Kern Publishers Services
Ziegenhainer Str 169, D-60433
Frankfurt
Tel: +49 69 510 694
Fax: +49 69 510 695
Gabriele.Kern@publishersservices.de

Middle East, Netherlands, Scandinavia, 
Greece & Cyprus
John Edgeler
Tel: +44 780 1866 936
john@gunnarlie.com

Eastern Europe, Belgium, France, 
Gibraltar, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, 
Portugal & Spain
Matthew Walsh
Tel: +44 (0)20 8605 1097
matthew@gunnarlie.com

CONTACTS

MARKETING & PUBLICITY
The Quarto Group –  
Marketing & Publicity
For all queries, please contact:
marketinguk@quarto.com
+44 20 7284 9384

Pavilion Books – Marketing & Publicity
Colette Whitehouse
Head of Worldwide Marketing &  
Publicity 
+ 44 20 7462 1512
cwhitehouse@pavilionbooks.com

Komal Patel
Head of Publicity
+44 20 7462 1525
kpatel@pavilionbooks.com

Frida Green
Campaigns Manager
+44 20 7462 1519
fgreen@pavilionbooks.com

INTERNATIONAL SALES
International Sales Director, Rest of 
World (excluding North and South 
America) and Asia
Matthew Fry
Matthew.fry@quarto.com

Senior Sales Executive for Europe  
and Scandinavia
Katherine Froy
katherine.froy@quarto.com

Sales Executive
Oliver Geary
oliver.geary@quarto.com

Contacts

Information on all Quarto Publishing 
Group books can be found on our 
website:

www.quartoknows.com




